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PREFACE

Religious certainty is one of those subjects which 

call for constant re-treatment in view of changing atti 

tudes of thought and modes of experience. Especially in 

consideration of the modern scientific attitude which has 

"become so widely accepted among the masses of thinking 

people, religious certainty is a fundamental question for 

those who seek to further religious life in this genera 

tion. Accordingly, the purpose of this essay is to inquire 

as to how and why persons holding the scientific attitude 

have arrived at a condition of religious uncertainty. Fur 

ther, the inquiry will be made in the interest of arriving 

at a working basis from which the truths of religion may 

be Droclaimed most effectively to modern Dersons.

As such then, this essay is not so much concerned with 

the attitude of exnert or professional scientists as it is 

with that of Intelligent persons who have taken over into 

their every day attitude toward life certain aspects of 

science. Esneciall.y in countries like The United States and 

Canada where education is almost exclusively secular and tech 

nical is this attitude most prevalent. None the less it is 

by no means confined to those countries. References therefore, 

to science as such will be made in the sDecial interest of
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understanding the characteristic habits of thought and 

presuppositions which have pone into the making of the 

scientific attitude as it is held by numbers of think- 

incr persons of the present day. On the other hand there 

are many aspects of the modern mind which do not belong 

strictly to the scientific attitude. In spite of the fact 

that these do affect certainty in religion, they cannot be 

dealt with in this paper.

In some respects at least, the results of this inquiry 

are admittedly nee-ative. But perhaps it is just as well 

that the advocates of religion should realize the limits 

within nhlch. they must work if what they proclaim is to be 

truly religious.

The purpose of this essay dictates that its procedure 

shall be analytic and critical. Part one is given to an 

analysis of the scientific attitude in view of the question: 

how and why has that attitude led to uncertainty in religion? 

Part two is a critical study of religious certainty and the 

facts which condition it, in the interest of throwing addi 

tional llsrht upon the question.

Because of the differences between British and American 

spelling perhaps a word of explanation should be made. The 

spelling used in this essay is that used in American Theolo 

gical and philosophical literature. In cases, however, where
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the British form is given as alternative to the American,
  

the former is preferred.
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CHAPTER I 

THE PRESENT CONDITION OF UNCERTAINTY

Some years ago Professor Rudolf Eucken made an interest- 

in^ analysis of thinking current in his day. At present the 

observations to which he called attention are even more signi 

ficant, because, what he pointed out as beinsr the tendency in 

thought has become, in many ways, a condition of fact. He re 

ferred to the general expansion of experience facilitated by 

the ever broadening horizons of individual living, suggesting 

that this expansion of experience «as throwing such a tremen 

dous amount of raw material into the processes of interpreta 

tion that congestion was inevitable. At the same time, he 

laid considerable stress unon the fact that, "no steady aims

ffuide our endeavour, no simple ideas stand out above the chaos
1

and liberate us from its doubt and confusion." "On the con 

trary," he says, "we are overwhelmed by immediate impressions
1 

and our lives are disintegrated by their contradictions."

As Fucken intimated, there was indeed no lack of either 

the disposition or ability to criticize. The critical faculty 

on the other hand, had begun to develOD beyond the canacity to

1. P. Eucken, ¥ain Currents of Modern Thought, (191?) p.24.

1.
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think appreciatively and constructively.. Likewise, there 

was no lack of material for critical and constructive think- 

iner. But, there was no selective principle which commended 

Itself with sufficient force and persuasion to become the 

norm for determining the relative worth of this rapidly in- 

creasin? accumulation of ext)eriences. The remainder of Pro 

fessor Eucken's "book was devoted to the search for a "spiritual 

princiDle," which would unify the divergent and contradictory 

aspects of these experiences and serve as a criterion for de 

ciding- their relative worth. But notwithstanding this effort, 

the very confusion and uncertainty to which he pointed has de 

veloped into an almost chronic condition. Nor has modern 

thought discovered any eruidinpr principle according to which a 

solution could be made. Many Dhilosonhies are expounded, but 

no set of ideas present themselves with sufficient force to be 

come the true view of things for any considerable number of men 

or area of experience.

Meanwhile, conflicts continue to frustrate constructive 

thought, contradictions persist in depriving. exDerience of its 

larger value, and indecision demobilises the disciplinary forces 

of character. Criticism continues uninterrupted in the work of

dissolving? the older beliefs and estimates of experience. "The
p 

acids of Modernity," as Walter Li ppnanft suggests, have come into

2. ^alter LipDmann A Preface to Morals, TD. 19-20.
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contact with almost every belief, custom, institution and 

tradition of contemporary life. Time-honoured economic 

orthodoxies, lon^-respected political doctrines and life 

purposes have thus been dissolved. In many cases, these

"acids" have found their way to the very foundations of
3 

individual and social living. On the other hand, the best

attempts at constructive thought, far from keeping pace with 

destructive criticism, have been largely confined to a piece 

meal type of investigating specified sections of fact. The

result, therefore, is a wide-spread condition of uncertainty and
4 

confusion. To use the language of a present-day writer, "The

modern acre has drifted from its historic moorings: it has

lost its assurance of security and is voyaging, without pilot,
c;

on an uncharted sea." Old orthodoxies, doctrines, "and bel 

iefs, have broken up under the keen and well disciplined 

force of modern criticism, whilst the program of construction 

has been suspended because no foundation principles such as 

Professor Eucken sought have been found.

3. "In every branch of our spiritual and material civilization 
we see'" to have arrived at a critical turning-point. This 
spirit shows Itself not only in the actual state of public 
affairs but also in the general attitude towards fundamental 
values in personal and social life." M. Planck ^here is 
Science G-oing? p. 6C .
4. See Eucken op. cit., p. 26.
5. W. G-. De Bursrh Article Hibbert Journal April, 1934, 
Traditional Morality p. 262.
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MORALITY

This"breaklng-up"condition is especially apparent in the 

sphere of morals. For most part traditional morality was 

transcendental. Moral laws were conceived as expressing the 

ultimate nature of things, hence universally valid. But, after 

more careful investigation by modern methods, this metaphysical 

groundwork has been seriously questioned. Under the scrutiny 

of psycho-analysis, anthropology, and the historical methods, 

the relations "between moral laws and such, facts as mental com 

plexes, racial ^.evelonments, forms of individual and social life 

c '.?.. , have been traced. Instead of expressing some transcen 

dental order of belner, modern thinkers are inclined to the posi 

tion that moral laws express simply the collective habits, aims,
6 

and folk-ways of a, given social unit at a given time.

Modern psychological study has further suggested that 

moral conduct is an issue of a healthy mind, whereas, what is 

regarded as immoral is the issue of a disturbed or wrongly de 

veloped mind. Moreover, it is pointed out that a wholesome 

mental life is very largely dependent upon the success with 

which each individual is able to make the necessary life-adjust 

ments with his environment. From this point of view immoral 

action is often regarded as merely symptomatic of an unhappy 

inner condition, the causes of which are implicit in the complex

6. Professor John Dewey says, "For practical purposes morals 

mean customs, folk-ways, established collective habits." 

Human Nature and Conduct, p.7?.



fabric of human existence. Such phrases, therefor, as 

moral responsibility, guilt, and duty, as they were tradi 

tionally understood, have little or no meaning. If there 

is such a thing as moral responsibility, it falls upon society 

in the form of an obligation that each individual be guaran 

teed th^ conditions of mental health. But, evenphis respon 

sibility is qualified by the fact that so many of the forces 

operative in human life are hereditary and racial, hence, be 

yond the immediate control o^ social units.

Similarly, it has been urged that human behaviour is 

determined by the primary instincts as they assert themselves 

against environment. In this case, the determination of con 

duct resides simply in the "given stuff" of instinctive life. 

e t^lng wv ich should be done is s imply thr t"^ ing necessary

for the satisfaction of man's primary impulses and biological

7 needs .

Modern views of morality have been even more decidedly 

affected by the behaviour 1st ic psychology outlined by J. B. 

Watson. In the interests of rescuing psychology from the un 

certainty and controversy of philosoph7T , the "behaviourists" 

have tried to make it an exact and objective science. They 

have purposed, therefore, to deal with "^urnan conduct simply as 

a given phenomenon, independently of the metaphysical problems

7. cf. T*:m. ¥cDougall, ..n Outline of Psychology, p.l?4 f.
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Involved in the fact of consciousness. According to this 

point of view, instead of referring "behaviour to such s
ub 

jective facts as desire, purpose, and will, it is connected 

with bio-chemical causes in the organism. The task of psy- 

cholosrical inquiry then, is simply that of 'traciner out these 

causes and expla.ininff their connection with the var
ious as- 

nects of conduct.

^hile it is to be admitted that the extreme behaviou
ristic 

 position of Watson has not been accented 
genera.lly, and that 

its influence is perhaps on the decrease, yet, many of the as 

sumptions and methods of behaviourism co
ntinue to influence 

modern psychological inquiry and results.
 Especially is this 

fact evident in the current disposition 
to ignore the deener 

metaphysical problems of human conscious
ness and discard the 

possibility of deliberate a,ction on the 
basis of certain prin 

ciples and aims. At any rate, from this point of view, it is 

evident that traditional moral concepts 
and categories which 

assume aeent-freedom, have no positive m
eaning. Moreover, the 

traditional method of referring conduct to certain aims and
 

capacities of consciousness is no longer possible. In short, 

those who hold this position have the pr
oblem of completely re 

interpreting moral experience. But, simply because the very 

method of excluding such areas of fact a
s purpose and agent- 

determination in the interest of objectivity, tends also to

B. cf. J. B. Watson, Behavior . p. 3 17.
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exclude the very facts which make Tioral exnerience what it 

is, the task seems next to impossible.

There are, of course, many important differences between 

these modern tsoints of view in psychology, furthermore, no 

one of them has been able to win any l^rge majority of think 

ing; oeoole. Nevertheless as far as the implications for mor 

ality are concerned, there is an accumulation of evidence 

against traditional morality which has coerced the thinking? 

of masses of men. Consequently, under the force of this 

testimony modern men are inclined to agree that the claims of 

transcendental morality are unjustified. Even the expressions 

"moral law," "ethical nrinci'oles," and "categorical imperative," 

have been forced out of current usaere. In place of them one 

finds modern writers referring to "patterns of conduct," "con 

ventional dispositions," and "society habits." Moral concents 

are no lonp-er thought of as expressing objective reality at its 

deepest dimension, but merely as describing an historical life- 

process. They no longer stand universally valid above the

tides of change and flux, but are constantly involved in those .
a 

life movements. In the languas-e of a Dresent-day thinker,

'lrrihe name by which a pattern of conduct is known easily changes 

from time to time, with changes in the natural conditions of 

adaptation, that is, with changes in the conditions of living;

9. This contrast may be seen by comparing Hawthorn's Scarlet 
Letter, with some modern novel, such as, D. H. Lawrence's

r
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or with changes in intelligence. The moral is not something

final: it is a function of the situation at any specific

10
time."

Thus, according to the view suggested "by scientific re 

search, moral principles and ideals are simply issues of
 the 

life-process observed at a particular place and time. 
The 

claim which they once made for absolute and unqualified 
obed 

ience is regarded as a mistake in apprehension. In many cases, 

however, this mistake was a rather happy one-, for such an 

'.attitude' toward moral demands gave meaning, direction and dig 

nity to the life-process. Still, to make such a claim for 

moral principles and ideals in the face of what recent study 

has discovered, is quite impossible. Moreover, the custom of 

comparing newly proposed moral ideals with the nature of
 the 

moral order as that order is confronted in moral experience, is 

really incorrect. Even a comparative Judgment between the 

morality of two different groups should not be attempted
 for 

that also involves a standard of judgment and a point of view, 

in some way independent of either group. Such a standard and 

point of view is quite contradictory to the nature of th
e moral 

life as it is understood by the scientific method.

10. J. K. Hart, Inside Experience, P.72.
Dr. Hart, Professor of Education at Wisconsin University

, 

U.S.A., has enjoyed a Ions- and enthusiastic participation in 

the more liberal thought of his time. This fact, together with 

his profound appreciation of the more idealistic modes o
f think 

ing makes his remarks highly representative and signific
ant.
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On the contrary, the nearest approach to a standard or prin 

ciple of judgment from this DOint of view would be, "that 

which furthers the interests of the particular social unit 

in question.," which, of course, raises the more ultimate 

question, "what interests should be furthered?" Also, even 

if the latter question is ifmoree', obviously, the application 

of such a nrinciple must wait until the ^articular ape under 

observation has become history, before an intelligent apprais- 

al can be made.

This, no doubt, was what Professor Eucken had in mind 

when he called attention to the lack of a guiding principle. 

Regardless whether or not the transcendental morality of the 

past was errounded in a condition of fact, it did furnish guid 

ance in the form of a standard of judgment which could be ap- 

r>lied before a purposed way of conduct was be#un. In this 

sense morality was nr-ODhetic. It dealt not merely with the 

past, but what w^s far more important, it dealt with the future, 

On the contrary, the modern view of morals makes it a histori 

cal science. ^or this reason, it may be exact because it has 

to do with what has become crystali^ed. But as such, morality 

does not function in human life as it did >^hen orophetic guid 

ance was offered. Fumbling, trial and error, th&s take the 

place of a steady aim. Moral confusion and frustration is the 

natural result. Many ways of conduct suc-gest themselves, but 

there is no way of knowing which is most valuable, at least, 

not until it has been tried, and then the knowledge is of minor
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11
importance. Meanwhile, people are confident that the old

standards of judgment cannot vindicate their demands 

human conduct, but they are unable to find anything to take 

their place which offersthe security, satisfaction, and hone 

in the future, at one time furnished by moral principles con 

ceived as transcendental.

RELIGIOUS BELIEFS

It is entirely too much to expect that the forces which 

have resulted in a general breakinsr-uo within the structure 

of modern society would not find their way to religion. On 

the contrary, modern persons hove been almost as cdiligent in 

their critical inquiry of religion as they have in other 

spheres. Accordingly, religious phenomena, beliefs, and In 

stitutions have been subjected to the same rigorous treatment 

which orthodox morality and science have received. With the 

technique-of psycho loc-y, inner religious states have been ex 

amined. The historical method has been applied to the pre- 

vailinsr beliefs, ceremonies, and moralities of great religious 

traditions. ;/vith the skill and knowledge of sociology, 

scholars have endeavoured to get at the origins and nature of 

religious life. Anthropology, likewise, has been useful in

11. See Tie Burerh, op.cit., P.36"5 for a description of experi 
mental morality.
12. " 1tre are still living to-day in the midst of the great pro 
cess of dissolution which has overtaken the faith in the absol 
uteness and independence of all these values." B. Bavink, Science 
and God. P.24
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showing the relations between religious and racial develop 

ments. Referring to this modern approach to religion. Dr. 

E. S. Ames says, it "Justifies the common character of various 

faiths', as sprincrin^ from the same deep impulses of human 

nature "but flowing in different cultures. And just as different 

languages and literatures may "be translated into one another, 

so the great faiths, when scientifically understood, not

only become intelligible to one another but become co-operative
13

forces in the spiritual life of mankind." In general this
14 

view is shared by "The Layman's Inquiry of Foreign Missions."

Professor Hocking sums up the position in these words; "You 

cannot begin to use the word 'religion 1 in the plural without 

the suggestion to your mind that religions are different 

simply because human beings are different, that religions fit 

the minds and habits of the people who profess them, the 

differences beinp. 'relative 1 to those peculiarities, that none

of them is absolutely valid, and that all of them have some
15 

relative p-ood in them.'1

According to this type of investigation various accounts 

of the origin and nature of religion have been given. To many 

the belief in G-od and the corollary beliefs in Divine Grace and

13. The Journal of Religion Jan. 1934 Article Christianity and 

Scientific Thinking E. S. Ames p. 12.
14. Rethinking Missions W. E. Hocking, Chairman, Chapt. II, 

Christianity, Other Religions and Non-Religion, pp. 29-48.

15. W. E. Hocking Article The Journal of Religion April, 1934 

Christianity and Intercultural Contacts. P. 129. Much the 

same claim is made for this approach to religion by E.S.Ames, 

Psychology of Religious Experience p. 5f.
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16 
Providence, are regarded as projections upon the actual world

with no valid object apart from the subjective states fr
om 

which they are derived. Jung p-oes on to suggest that the 

motive behind these projections, though unconscious in most 

cases, is nevertheless, ; :" just the desire for assurance and 

protection against the brutality of life. He urges further

that even Christianity was accented in order to escape the

17 
brutality of antiquity. Freud, on the other hand, links

the idea of r-o<3 with the "father-memory," which having been

suppressed by adults, finds expression in a different form as

18 
God the Father.""" ^his idea, in turn is projected into the

nature of things, where of course, it has no valid object. 

Durkheim and Wundt find the origin of religious beliefs 
in the 

sentiments of clan or society, which through repetition 
have 

become crystalized.

In this manner, the modern methods of inquiry and charac 

teristic approach to facts and problems, have brought fo
rth 

their results, which indeed have been far-reaching in the
ir in 

fluence and importance. However, it is becoming increasingly 

clear that if man has projected God into the structure o
f things

16. J. A. ^adfield defines projection thus-"Repressed complexes
 

which we refuse to recoprni7e tend to attach themselves to per 

sons and objects of the outside world." Psychology and '
^orals, p .34. 

See also L. ^. rt-rensted, Psychology and ^od, p.3?,f. for a treat 

ment of projection in religion.
17. C . 0-. Juncr, Psychology of the_Unconscious , pp. 14?-14<3. 203-10

18. S. Freud, New Introductory Lectures on Psycho-Analysis. 

In this more recent work of Freud's, he has not changed substan 

tially the views uoon religion stated in his earlier works. 

Psychopathology for Everyday Life and Totem and Taboo.



for any nurpose whatsoever, or if the concept has simr>ly 

emerged from a given set of psychological facts such as
 com 

plexes and renressions, religious experience can not long 

continue with that knowledge. "If it is true that man 

creates G-od in his own image, it is no less true that for 

religious devotion he must remain unconscious of that f
act...

Once he knows that he has created the image of G-od, the
19 

reality of it vanishes like last night's dream."

Similarly , more liberal religious thought has urged 

that, even though religious beliefs do originate in the manner 

claimed by these schools of psychology, the beliefs are none 

the less valid. For, the origin of a belief does not deter 

mine its validity. This position over-looks two important 

facts. In the first Dlace, there is an equivocation in the 

term validity. It is quite true that because an idea arises 

amoner the ordinary set-ut) of Dsyc ho logical facts, it is none 

the less valid. Indeed, that is the way most ideas arise. 

But, when the validity of religious beliefs is questioned, 

validity is not simnly a formal consideration. When men ask 

for valid religious beliefs' they want beliefs which rep
resent 

an actual condition of fact. In short, a valid religious be 

lief must refer to a rea_l object. However, when it is held 

that the idea of G-od arises from certain psychological 
states 

and is Drojected unon the outside world, something more than

19. W. Li-opmann, OD.cit.,
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formal considerations are Implied; a metaphysical assumption 

is made. It is assumed that the object to which religious 

beliefs refer has no reality apsrt from its persistence in 

inner mental states. Surely it could not "be maintained that 

a relic-ions "belief is not decisively affected by such an as- 

sumution regardiner its object.

In the second place, it is hicrhly important to see that 

beliefs cannot be treated independently of the influence they 

have unon the persons who hold them. Regarding this, to say 

that religious devotion is greatly affected by knowledge of 

the origin and nature of beliefs is to state a truism. For 

example; supposing a man believes that his friend is dishonest. 

But, when he comes to examine the belief carefully he finds 

that it has been evoked really by a secret jealousy which he 

has entertained because of the friend's attainments; also, that 

he has been influenced in this belief by associating the thought 

of his friend with another person who had proven dishonest. In 

such a cgse, would not the influence of the belief be definitely 

altered by this knowledge of its origin and nature? Of course, 

the mere fact that belief was thus arrived at does not prove 

that the friend was not really dishonest. Yet, unless this 

fact were established on other grounds, the belief would not 

escape serious suspicion.

Simil arly , if the religious devotee is convinced that his 

belief in Q-od has been created by his own psychological facul 

ties, and that the creation has been projected into the nature
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of things wherein its object has no independent status, it 

is altogether doubtful if the belief will continue to exert 

a decisive influence over him. Of course the belief may be 

valid in spite of the fact that it originated in this way. 

But, as a belief, in a large measure it ceases to be coercive 

over thought and conduct. Practically speaking, it matters little 

how much t^e adjective n deep rf is attributed to the impulses 

beMnd religious ideas, when men realize tv-at the source of those 

ideas is to be fomv? in mental states and nothing else, the 

influence of them is impaired. Even apart from numerous other 

considerations, the very fact that religious persons "Have been 

mistaken in the vie 1 -; that their beliefs originated in and

assumed their nature from a Reality beyond themselves, is enough
op 

to blight the influence of t^ose beliefs." In fact, most modern

persons when convinced of this mistake prefer to denounce rel 

igion stoically, rather than enjoy its benefits in the knowledge 

that it is delusion.

In the same manner, it is unlikely that a kind of syncretis- 

tic faith, derived from a common denominator of all the great rel 

igions should inspire the gr^at sacrifice or evoke the enthusiasm
i

that a truly final faith "^as produced. Even t^ose who take this

view of religion have their misgivings about its practical effec-

th 3. t 
tiveness. For example, Professor Peeking admits.in viewing

20. c.f. C. Valentine, Modern Psychology and tv e Validity of . 
Christian Experience, p. IP.
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religion this way sometv ing essential tn it is lost. He 

admits further that if there is nothing clist- 'nctiv^ or final

about Christianity, then missionary effort is left without a

21
motive. At any rate, the modern spirit and method of in 

quiry 30 on raising morp questions than they have either the 

ability or disposition to answer. Religion, instead of IDeing 

a solution for tve greatest human problems such as sin, death, 

suffering and destiny, has become itself a major problem. In 

fact, some exponents of religion today speak of it as the dis 

position toward a particular kind of life -hypothesis .

Dr. E. S. Ames sets forth clearly and concisely another
/

source of the contusion and uncertainty in contemporary re 

ligious life. He says,

"A still more difficult situation developed for religion 
when scholars chiefly within th ̂  rr>l rl of religion Itself ven 

tured to apply scientific method to the Scriptures themselves 

and were able to present an overwhelming array of literary and 

historical facts setting forth inaccuracies, discrepancies, 

contradictions, and abundant evidence of the human limitations 

of the authors of biblical writings. These authors were 

found to be subject to social environment, to individual tem 

perament, arc! to t^e i.nfluence of wj^plel^ different conditions 

and institutions of national life."'^

21. Wm. E. Hocking, Art. Ch riLtianity and Intercu 1 tural Cont^.cts , 

Journal of Religion, Ap r i 1 19 3~4 . pp< 1 "  T"-TBl2.  * 
TTote -The Bought" of a problematical rol-1. gion is really self- 

contradictory. Tf r^'M-gion is anything it is an answer; not a 

question. Therefore, it might be mor^ correct to 39.77, "what is 

presented to the modern mind as religion is problematical." 

See Wm. E. Hocking, Art. C^ristianj.t^ and Intercultural Contacts, 

Journal of Religion, ApriTTTT^. pp7~lT8-T2§ . """ 

M. E. S. Ames , Art. Christianity and Scientific Thinking, 

Journal of Religion, Vol. XIVlTo_._T, Jan. 19^4, p~. 

See footnotes p. 17.
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Accordingly, the Christian believer today is obliged to 

read his New Testament Tith these kinds of questions in his 

mind: "Why was this book accented in tbe canon9 " "Does the 

text follow the manuscrit)t nearest the original thought of the 

Christian community?" "How much did the early church influence 

changes in the original thought of Jesus 0 " " '  hat is to be madê

of the apocalyr>tic passages?" Nor is it possible to accept 

the oninions of the best scholars, for they by no means apree. 

Moreover, nsychological studies in the inner life of Jesus, 

St. Paul, and the writer of the fourth gospel, while they have 

facilitated a better understanding of the gospel story, have 

also 'raised many problems which perplex the layman.

Doubtless it is true that these results of modern biblical 

research and criticism have cast a helpful lierht ur>on many of 

the obscure places in the Bible. By such efforts the eternal 

glory and freshness of the early Christian message has been 

wrested from the mass of extraneous materials of the local en 

vironment in which it happened to be cast. Furthermore, it is 

altogether likely that the benefits of this kind of endeavour 

will continue as research develops in skill and technique. 

Nevertheless, while this is being admitted, it is equally im 

portant to realize that the Bible, once an answer to every

Note from r>receedincr page - See Art., D. ^. Piddle, The Bearing 
of Recent G-ospel Research unon the Study of the Teaching-s of. 
i?-£!££> Journal of Religion Vol. XTV No.P, April, 1934. 
Also, A. Sabatier, Religions of Authority , p.!92,f. 

R. Sockman, Morals of Tomorrow, p.234.
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human problem, has itself become a serious problem. There 

is something? profoundly true in the analysis made by Walter 

Lippmann, "But once it is allowed that each man may select 

from the Bible what he sees fit, judging each Dassap-e by his 

own notion of what is 'abiding', you have stripued the

Scriptures of their authority to command men's confidence and
23 

to compel their obedience." Psychologically, religion must

have objectivity, if it is to evoke absolute obedience and 

certainty. The Roman Church has confronted each man's life 

with an infallible and divine institution. As Sabatier suggests

the Reformation leaders filled the vacancy left by the "Infall-
24 

ible Church," with the "Infallible Book.""' Regardless of

whether or not these institutions can suDDort the claim made 

for them, their power to evoke obedience and certainty cannot 

be erainsaid. On the contrary, it is obvious that the surren 

der of objectivity in religion and subsequent retreat into un- 

criticized "experience" which has come in reaction to the fall 

of these institutions of authority, has deprived religion of a

great nower to evoke certainty. In the case of Modern Pro-
oc

testantism^ the devout who have become accustomed to rely upon

the B-ible to prlve faith objectivity and certainty, now find it 

necessary to secure another basis for faith sufficiently strong

23. V7. LiDpmann, OD.cit., r>.48.
24. A. Sabatier, Religions of Authority, Dp.176 and 184. 
2*. In this connection it should be noted that some strong 
communions of Protestant Christians have insisted that faith 
in Christ is the foundation of Christian faith and the urin- 
ciple of understanding the Bibie. (cont. next Dage)
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to maintain the Bible as a religious booV, wv ile the endeavour

to determine what in it is revelation and what merely frane-
'-; fi 

work is being carried on.~ u Nor would this be so difficult were

it not for the fact that the same way of inquiry w^ich calls 

the Bible into question calls into question also the religious 

object and the reliability of awareness of such objects. Hence, 

with the validity of the religious object under suspicion, re 

ligious beliefs charged with projection and rationalization, 

religious ethics- stripped of its final anri transcendental char 

acter, and the Bible, on which religious life has been nourished, 

resolved into a puzzle, modern religious faith has been cut off 

from its c^ief sources of strength.

26. c.f. wm. E. Hocking, op.cit., p.l??, "God does in truth 
sper.V to men through the Bible, but that speech must be heard 
by each individual for himself, as a "^sponse of v is whole be- 
ing to th^ living nr> r1 present spirit beyond th e printed word." 
25ictd. } The Revelation of God in Christ, therefore, has given 
their religion objectivity, and evoked certainty. Yet, this 
faith in Christ is by no means independent of tv e biblical 
account. If say, the position of Drews were established,!A. 
Th.e Ohrist Myth, p.19) M that more or less all the features of 
thp picture of t^e historic Jesus, at any rate all t^ose of any 
important religious significance, bear a purely mythical char 
acter, and no opening exists for seeding an historical figure 
behind the Christ m^th» would not tv e objectivity of ''the^ 
elation of God in Christ," be impaired?



-CHAPTER II 

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES '

Some thinkers who are inclined to view the present 

situation more calmly have called attention to the numer 

ous instances of history when established institutions 

and orthodoxies have given way before the forces of criti 

cism. This is, of course, too obvious to be disputed. 

But, the present situation is significantly different for 

two reasons. In the first place, the instances of dissolu 

tion offered by history can be accounted for largely by 

reference to internal decay, over-devotion to luxury, 

lapse into formalism, or some other kind of stagnation. 

But, can such a charge be made legitimately against the 

present generation? Quite the contrary, modern persons 

have not been content with an easy-going or complacent atti 

tude toward life. There has been no lack of philosophical 

inquiry or arrest of moral earnestness. "Nor is it just to 

say that religious beliefs have wasted away because there 

was no interest in them. Exactly the opposite is true" . 

Tireless efforts, anxious inquiry, and a genuine desire for 

reliable knowledge, have contributed to the "breaking-up"

- 20.
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condition of contemporary life.

Secondly,"break-ups" which have occurred :'n the past have 

almost always contained the seeds of new growth. In many 

cases new and more adequate beliefs have actuallv up-rooted 

old decadent ones. But Lippmann, along with other observers of 

modern life are unable to see any signs of such growth or to 

believe that it will take place in the near future. But, why 

should there be so much doubt as to whether or not the present 

condition contains in itself the forces of reconstruction? It 

is probably because tv e modern habits of thought ar'.d methods 

of research, in the verv process of dissolving trarlional be 

liefs, have impaired the awareness of that order of being des 

cribed by them. Moral ideals of the past purposed to interpret 

the ultimate nature of things of which people were aware in 

moral and religious experience. Any clr.im for validity assert 

ed for a particular belief had to vindicate itself in the 

presence of that awareness. When in the development of exper 

ience these proposed interpretations became inadequate, the7r 

were broken up under the force of criticism. It is clear, 

therefore, that the criticism itself involved a corresponding 

reconstruction. Accordingly, the moral sanctions espoused by

1. "This is the first age, I t^ink, in t^e history of mankind 
when the circumstances of life have conspired with the intell 
ectual habits of the time to render any fixe.A and authoritative 
belief incredible to large masses of men. The dissolution of old 
modes of thought has gone so far, and is so cumulative in its ef 
fect, that the modern man is not able to sinV back after a period 
of prophesying into a new but stable ortv odox Tr . "Preface to

Morals , p.12.



one generation have been challenged by the succeeding one. 

However, the criticism of the present generation is not dir 

ected simply against the interpretation of ethical and spirit 

ual reality confronted in experience, but also against the 

awareness itself and the object v.rh. ich that s.v/areress claims. 

The very attempt to understand these experiences and find ade 

quate beliefs to interpret the objects which evoke them, has 

given rise to a situation in which the whole matter, beliefs 

as well 3-R their appropriate objects have assumed a dim un 

reality.

The results of this type of investigation, then, have 

suggested strongly that what men are confronted by in moral ex 

perience is not something actual like th^> objects of sense per 

ception, but at best, something created bv and sustained in 

subjective state's. As such, many social, hereditary and psy 

chological factors determine both the nature of this creation 

and the way it develops. 1'oreover, t^ese factors seem to 

change as individual, social and racial life continues. Con 

sequently, what men are confronted by in their ethical life is 

subject not only to certain life-factors, but to constantly 

changing factors. The idea of a universally valid moral ten 

et, then is a fiction. On the contrary, each moral tenet, in 

'the verv nature of the case, is qualified by at least two con 

ditions; namely, by the fact that it is an individual opinion; 

and by the fact that it is made at a particular time in the dev 

elopment of human life. In short, modern research and methods



of dealing with human experience have brought about 
a situation 

in which not only the interpretations of ethical rea
lity are

questioned, but one in which it is doubtful that the object of
o 

moral experience has anything more than a subjective
 existence/'

Consequently, the task of reconstruction in ethics is quit<=> 

s. different matter than it has been in oth^r periods
 of re 

volt. It is not merelv th« task of finding more adequate terms 

by which to describe moral laws and obligations, but
 a case of 

re-esta.blish.ing moral laws and obligations in the structure of 

things. The dissolution has not only affected the super-stru
c 

ture of ethical theory, but also the foundations upo
n which 

both moral experience and interpretation are based. 
Unlike the ' 

moralists of yesterday, modern theorists cannot begi
n with 

the awareness of moral reality and build a system of
 beliefs 

to interpret it. Some other starting place must be found. 

Consequently, reconstruction involves different and 
more fun 

damental considerations.

In religion likewise the revolt of each generation a
gainst

, t_» 
  > **s

the beliefs of the previous one is a common matter. In fact 

history seems to intimate that such a process is indispensable 

for vital religion. However, these periodical revolts have 

been directed against the way religious values, divi
ne Reality,

2. The term existence is used here in the broadest possible 

sense. The mere fact that psychologists recognize c. thing as 

present in consciousness, implies that it exists in some sense.
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and religious truth have been represented. Creeds, systematic 

formulations of doctrine, biblical exegesis, and forms of

Church polity were revoked. But, in each case, a new creed,
i_ 

formulation of doctrine, or plan of church adminstration7 Av

already had evolved before the old way had been abrogated 

altogether. It was possible, then, for each generation to 

arise in revolt against traditional religion and settle back 

into a new but more satisfactory orthodoxy, as long as the 

criticism was centred in the representations of what men were 

aware of in religious experience.

The present condition, however, presents a peculiarly 

different problem. Certain methods of research, habits of 

thought, and presuppositions have proven highly satisfactory 

in other spheres of investigation. By these research methods 

a^azinp" discoveries have been made in the physical world. So 

many of its mysteries having been revealed, the physical world 

has become objective and concrete, and as such has become some 

thing of a standard of actuality. Thus equipped with such a 

successful method of research the modern mind has sought to ex 

amine and understand more fundamentally, what is contained in the 

traditional beliefs of religion. From this point of view, what 

men are aware of in religious experience is seen to be 

determined by individual and social conditions. Like the object
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of moral experience the religious object is regarded as some- 

thiner created and maintained in personal subjective states 

under the changing conditions of living. The religious object 

is not something ultimately real as was assumed by the tradi 

tional reliction, but a projection of certain asnects of person 

al experience, human qualities and interests which haonen to be

uppermost at a given time, for the Durnose of affording harmony

3
to life. Accordingly, the world of nurr>ose, human freedom,

Divine regard for individuals, c V- . . instead of being the real 

world is simply an imaginative creation. If the Divine Being 

Himself Is sim/nlv a projection, then what ar-e commonly referred 

to as spiritual thlno-s also lose -the IE validity. Hence, the 

relio-ious object alons with tthe world of spiritual things con 

ditioned by Hi"n, is destined to endless charip-e defending uoon 

changes in social and individual living.

As this kind of research is continued the actuality of the 

Dhysical world tends to become more and more overwhelming as 

the actualitv of the religious object becomes less and less con- 

vincinff. Awareness of the physical world, therefore, becomes 

more reliable whilst awareness of a world conceited in the tra- 

ditionallv religious manner, fades into the realm of individual

3 . ^ansley , A . The New Psychology, t> . 1P7 , f .
see also. J. ". Leuba , 4 Psychological Study of Religion, Ch.VI,
The ^akin<? of n-od.s and the ^ssential Characteristics of Divinity,

And , S . Freud , Civilization and Its Discontents , o . "3 6 .
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4
fancy. With, incre^sine- completeness scientific research has

mapped out the features of the actual vorld, releeratin^ that

to which religious beliefs refer - that which men are confronted

by in religious experience, to the regions of imaginative con-

c 
struction." In so doing religious experience and beliefs have

been divorced from the object to which conflicting beliefs were 

referred for judgment. Therefore, as in the case of ethical 

reconstruction, the programme of building new religious beliefs 

has no place to bep-in or ffuiding principle for Judging the value 

or validity of what has been built. There is a feeling that 

not only the traditional beliefs are unreliable, but that all 

possible religious beliefs are; "• - likewise unreliable. Thus, 

in the very process by which men have sought a certain under 

standing of religious experience, and more accurate ideas of 

what confronted them in that experience, both the religious ob 

ject and the awareness of it have become vague and unconvincing. 

Moreover, as relis-ion is conditioned by such an awareness and 

religious beliefs fashioned to interpret it, the very roots of 

religion are destroyed. Therefore, the uncertainty and confu 

sion of present day religion is not simply that involved in the 

natural development of religious life. On the contrary, this

4. Often referred to as the "spiritual world." That is, a world 

energized by a personal Deity in the larger interests of person 

ality and its fullest realization. 
c . See J. Krutch, Modern Temper,p.1?. 
Also, R. Sockman, op.cit., P.24.
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confusion arises from a situation created largely by modern 

methods of research and habits of thought in ^hich the prim 

ary awareness of Divine Reality ^us been di'iried under t^e 

constant suggestion that its object has no pl?ce in the ulti 

mate nature of things.

To be sure, this is by no means the first time religion 

and morals have been accused of subjectivity. The point is, 

this is the first age in wv'ich. the very methods of research 

and habits of thinking themselves bave contrived to force the 

accusation. On the other hand traditional ways of thinking 

based upon the assumption of an ideal world in which laws of 

thought were sustained, led toward a compelling objectivity. 

1!"hen research was pursued along those li^es , therefore, the 

charge of subjectivity seemed more and mo^® unfounded. But, 

exactly the opposite thing v appens in the case of modern per 

sons. The more they endeavour to disprove the accusation of 

subjectivity by careful study of the facts, the more they are 

forced to ad""it tv at moral and spiritual reality has no onto- 

logical status apart rrom its persistence in subjective states.

TThlle, in this manner the people of tMs age have been 

losing their grasp upon the basic ideals and beliefs of life,
**J ^*S A J. f

the nature of modern life demands with even greater force, that
c

they maintain a firm grasp upon those verities. The complexity 

of modern industrial society gives rise to difficult moral

6. See Jrj . Lippmann , op .cit. , p.20.
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problems which require clear and profound moral judgment. The 

discovery of great powers snd. the development of speed, ^ J  :  . . 

call for clearer moral discernment and more powerful resolve. 

If psychological knowledge is to "be used constructively, well 

defined human purposes and ideals must be determined.

That is not all. In the very nature of moral experience 

ideals of the srood, and demands for obedience must be clear and 

certain. The absoluteness of their nature must be vindicated 

with absoluteness. No man will submit himself to an ideal un 

less it is disclosed to him unmistakably as representing1 some- 

thin^ actually final. Such certainty is at once the condition 

of moral experience and the sustenance of its srowth. Hesitancy

with regard to duty always detracts from the value of moral ex-

7 
perience.

Likewise, the facts of modern life impress upon modern per 

sons the need for dependable religious beliefs. Many have come 

to know intense suffering strans-ely inflicted by such impersonal 

forces as faultv distribution of resources and employment.Others 

are bewildered by the exorbitant price offered for personal in- 

tes-rity. Still others are tempted to accept an aimless futility 

in which it is actually hopea that "nothing matters." Everywhere

men are confronted with the need to believe. That very need

R 
haunts unbelievers.

7. c.f. '^. Lippmann, op.cit., 
B. Lipnraann, o^.cit., p.9.



But, as in the case of moral life, religious beliefs, in 

order to be satisfactory, must be apprehended with certainty. 

Long-sustained uncertainty is the negation of religious exper 

ience. VThenever the object of religious devotion and personal 

commitment becomes problematical, religious experience passes 

over into metaphysical speculation. Believers have said alw:.-^s , 

"I am confident." Philosophers have said, "I tbinv." T^ke the 

element of certainty froT" ^eligious experience end it is no 

longer trul^T religious experience.

In modern life, therefore, the -ne^d for adequate moral and 

religious beliefs is even mor^ drastic than in simpler epochs 

of life. Men have been tireless in their search for satisfac 

tory beliefs. They have employed the ver^r latest methods of 

research and by them have made many amazing discoveries. But, 

these discoveries, instead of si vine: a clearer vision of spirit-y ^   ' < _*< *

U£.l reality as absolute and final 1^ authoritative over human life, 

inversely, have made the object of religious experience seem 

fanciful and subjective. Paradoxically, the very quest for 

certainty has turned out to be a basic cause for uncertainty.
»

Some have viewed this situation as the, " r od.ern fall of man." 

In the very event that man has made greL.t discoveries and re 

leased titanic powers, he has made his own life appear rela- 

tivelv insignificant, because these acconrnlishTnents mp.he itj o y  * t

increasingly absurd that man holds any uniquely important

place in the universe. The mor^ he has gained po' :er over

9. R. Socl<man, Morals of Tomorrow, p. 70. (footnotes next page)



physical nature the less he is able to feel sure of his control 

over human nature. For, by the same type of inquiry the prin 

ciples by which that control was effected have faded into d
imly 

outlined subjective fragments. " In short, the "spiritual 

principle," which Eucken sought has retreated farther e.nd far 

ther away from the modern mind.

At first the novelty of the modern movement war; sufficient 

ly engrossing to detract attention fVom the implications of it. 

Likewise, the s^eer joy of destroying something antiquated, 

linked wit"*0 the feeling that the movement wss a crusade in the 

interest of truth, and the delight of a ne^ly-found freedom, ob 

scured 8, clear vie1" of tl-p consequences. But, thut having 

largely disappeared, the fuller import of thn movement becomes 

apparent. The pessimism entertained by so many thoughtful 

persons is therefore more understandable. ?or centuries men 

have lived in a world whose ultimate nature was conceived as 

supporting man's highest ideals and aims. The principles with 

which men sought to relegate their conduct v<ere regarded as ex 

pressing the nature of Ultimate Reality - God.  inds became 

accustomed to seek recourse to this ultimate nature of thin
gs, 

when pressed by questions or confronted b^ judgments. In 

short, men felt at home in the universe thus conceived. Then,

10. Substantially the idea of Sockm.an, op.cit., p.70.

11. c.f. R. Hutcheon, Frankness in Religion, p.2?,f.

9.(ctd) See also, S. Chase, Her and T'fachires , especiellv Oh

Slaves and Philosophers.
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to be cast out suddenly from that world fashioned alone: 
humane 

lines into a world utterly indifferent, if not positively 

hostile, to the highest human aims and experiences, could not 

"be reconciled easily. In the language of Lii^mann again, 

"It is not easy to accent the knowledge that desire, that 

prayer, that effort can and often are frustrated, t'nst in the

nature of things, there is much fumbling, trial and error,
1? 

deadlock and defeat. 1 ' Cold illimitable snace is not an in-

- concent for the average man. Nor is it nleasant to 

think that he must continue to live in a world in which he is 

essentially a stranger. Indeed, if "there is no more reason 

to sunnose that events in one' s own life have any more mean- 

iner than those of the humblest insect that crawls from 
one an 

nihilation to another," "pessimism is not at all Ill-founded. 

Professor W. P. Matthews calls attention to much the same fact 

in the Introduction to his book, "The G-ospel and The Modern 

Mind.', 11 He says, "There is a note of tragedy in modern litera 

ture which reflects the feeling of masses of reflectiv
e persons. 

indifference of nature, even its apparent hostility is a

constant theme. . . . The world of space and time has not as a
14 

result of scientific research become more like our home."

12 . w . Lippmann , or> . c 1 1 . , P . 187 .
Also, c.f. J. K. Hart, Inside Experience, P. 6, for an 

energetic protest against the modern world -view. 

P) . J. w. Frutch, Modern Temper, p. 9. 
14 . '*r . p . <\/r£t thew s , The r-ospel and the Modern Kind , p . 27 .
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The distinctive features of the present condition of un 

certainty , Ira've their source, then,to a Isrere extent, in the 

methods of inquiry and habits of thinking employed by modern 

persons. Indeed, this particular way of dealing with the facts 

of life has accumulated so much force over the modern mind that 

very often it is tacitly assumed to "be the only way. Therefore, 

conscientious attempts at a more satisfactory understanding of 

the finer experiences of life end only in a situation where the 

objects confronted in those experiences seem fictitious and any 

ludcrnent o F them unreliable. Moreover, every increase of ef 

fort alone- this line tends simoly to increase this failure to 

sense moral and. sDiritual reality, hence to increase the feeling 

of uncertainty.

When the results of this analysis are thought of in connec 

tion with religious certainty, the first task of a modern apolo- 

eretic becomes evident. It is necessary to examine these methods 

of research and nresuTDrjositions in view of determining how this 

attitude has led to uncertainty, and, if there is any alternative 

arj-oroach. Or, must intelligent persons be content with the 

surrender of1 moral and religious values? The next section of 

this work, will be devoted therefore, to an examination of the 

modern scientific attitude in view of answering these Questions.



PART ONE 

TITS MODFRN SCIENTIFIC ATTITUDE
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THE MODERN ATTITUDE 

AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF SCIENCE

This modern scientific attitude has its roots far 

back in the development of natural science and the in 

ductive method.' Previous to the be.crlnnincr of the thir 

teenth century Platonism and Neo-Platonism, as it was

embraced by the leading churchmen, pave direction to the

o 
efforts of thouo-ht. Its. method was highly sDeculative,

moviner aloncr lines more idealistic and mystical, than 

rational. with the publication of Aristotle's works, 

a significant chancre was effected. Thinking took a more 

rational and scientific bent. Interest in physical nature

to assert itself, and the method of observation be- 

to be ^referred "'to1 ' "k ne traditional method of deduction

1. P.. A. ^illlkan, in his McNalr Lectures, "Time, Matter, 
and Values," 19??, University of North Carolina, makes this 
significant statement: "I think there can be no shadow of 

doubt that the crre^t characteristic feature of our times, 
the one thin;? that distinguishes our civilization from all 

that have nreceeded, is the discovery of the scientific 
method and. the results that have followed upon its applica 

tion." p.7 c . See also, E- 3. Ames op.cit., p.4 
?. 'KT . C, Dampier - ^hetham, A History of Science,' p.91, f.

33.
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Soon Dominican Altertus Magnus, 1193 - 1P80, announced some 

observations of botanical princinles. At first the new move 

ment of thought was viewed with alarm by the Church leaders. 

But, the student and disciple of Magnus, Thomas Aquinas was 

so able to interpret the new way of thinking in terns of 

Christian do em a that for several years the early efforts of 

science enjoyed the r>8tronacre of the Church.

Although these earlier advocates of the scientific view 

point did much toward lay in o1 the foundations for subsequent 

natural science, from the DOint of view of understanding the 

modern attitude, the efforts and spirit of Roger Bacon are 

more significant. Bacon was born about the year 1210, and 

educated at Oxford. Here he was greatly influenced by two men; 

Adam ^arsh, a brilliant mathematician, and the Bishop of Lincoln, 

whom Bacon regarded as a real scientist. Soon he became devoted 

to science and captivated by the new experimental method. On 

the other hand, he was outraged by the way nrejudice and ignor 

ance had corrupted the understanding of the Mew Testament, and 

longed for a really scientific treatment of those Scriptures 

which would allow them to stand In their original Dower and 

glory. constantly he advocated the ideal of an "open mind." 

Reading extensively from original manuscripts of Arabic, Greek, 

and Latin writers, he attempted to verify their statements by 

observation. According to his conviction, the causes of human

3. W. C. Dampier - ""hetham, op.cit., D. 93.



error are; undue regard for authority; habit, prejudice, and
/I 

conceit of knowledge.' Eence, Ye set about to apply the new

experimental method to the tradition ar-d dogma of his day. 

Likewise, Bacon's interest in mathematics, optics and other 

instruments for research links him with the thought of more 

recent times. His insistence upon getting at the original 

sources and bases in observed fact seems to belong to tM.s 

age ratv er than an earlier one. At any rate, the spirit of 

the twentieth century finds a real companion in this early 

leader of science.

Bacon's position a^d spirit lr'ere largely taken over bv 

subsequent scientists who confined their studies to more 

limited spheres of research. Peurbach (142,"7 - 1502) p.nd 

Copernicus (1477 - 1543) concentrating their efforts on as 

tronomical observation greatly extended the boundaries of the 

universe and exposed one after another the errors of accepted

authorities. 1" By this time, something of a revolution was
6 

taking place in the t1-inking and beliefs of the period. Old

superstitions v r ere being up-rooted and mechanical inventions

were developing rapidly as a pe*rr epoch of human life emerged. 

Meanwhile, Tycho Brahe, a Dane, was busy gathering the v^lv. 

astronomical data, from which his able assistant Kepler, drew

4. wot an exact quotation but substantially the words of 
Dampier - Whetbam, op.cit., p.99.
5. J. H. Randall, The taking of the ^odern Mind, p. 2-^0.
6. Known as the Copernican Revolution.
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some very significant conclusions regarding the order in the 

Dhysical world. He showed that the heavens were alike in that 

they followed universal and. mechanical laws which were sscer- 

tqinable by observation and communicable in mathematical form 

ulae. In 16^9 Galileo trained a crudely made telescope on the 

heaven?, establishing the conclusions of Kepler and Copernicus. 

Galileo also carried the scientific method a sten further by 

claiming for it the Drivile<?e and. task of reading the mind of

Hod in the mechanical necessity of nature and the ability to
7 

control the forces of the Dhysical world for human ends.

It remained for Descartes, a brilliant young mathematician 

and. DhilosoDher, to clarify the new way of thinking and put it 

in systematic form. He outlined the causes for- error in human 

thinking under four headings: (1) Prejudices carried over from 

childhood, (?) A failure to forget prejudices, (3) Juds-ine- from

 ore-conceived opinions, and (4) Attaching concepts to words which
8 

do not answer accurately to the reality, observing, roundly "that

it is good to have examined all things, even those most full of 

superstition and falsehood, in order that we may know their just 

value, and avoid, beinfr deceived by them.' He also believed 

that of all those who had sought for the truth in the Science,

the mathematicians were the only ones who had produced reasons
10 

which were evidehtan(3 certain. Therefore, he Durposed to use

7. From Panda 11, op.cit., o.P39.
^' flsscartes' PhilosO'nhica_l__'j;orks_ i_ Haldane and Poss
PrinciDles7~LX7l7 LX7II, LXXIII, £ LXXIV, pp. 249 - 252.
9. Ibid D. 34
10. itid T). 93.
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mathematics In a more general way to understand the ultimate 

truths of existence, advancing the doctrine that the relations 

between various Darts of the universe were essentially math

ematical relations, hence, that nature could "be interDreted
11 

most accurately a loner mathematical lines. 'By the use of "al

gebra man could hope to discover the secrets of the universe,

this was the key to the .creat c inner of nature, this the new

" 12 
method men had "been seeking.

relation "between new developments in science and 

philosophy is seen even more pronounced in the work of Spinoza. 

That exactness, precision and certainty which the new method 

of science afforded, deenlv impressed the youthful r>hilosoDher . 

He came to believe that mathematics could be applied to the 

realm of human life and conduct in such a manner as to elimin 

ate the error and uncertainty which had characterized earlier 

moral nhilosophy conducted alonpr speculative lines, He there 

fore, proposed to deal with human actions, desires, and pur-noses 

in the same way that the mathematician deals v-ith lines, r> lanes, 

and solids. Spinoza's great work, Ethics, Demonstrated in the 

Geometrical- banner, resulted. .V'j/g influence unon subsequent 

thinkine- has been, excelled perhaps only by Kant. "Especially 

in more recent thought, what mis-tit be called, "the romance of 

order and necessity," championed by Spinoza, has Effected deeply 

the efforts of thought. Professor "? olf, in a paper eriven to

11. Randa.ll, op.cit., P. 
. Ibid, p.
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the British Institute of Philosophy says,

"Again, the infinitely rich universe as conceived by Sr>inoza 
has a thoroughgoing orderliness such as it has in almost no 
other system of nhilosoDhy. . . . Nothing is represented as 
arising out of nothing. The infinite variety of natural 
-phenomena is represented by it as a manifestation of what is 
already -provided for from all eternity, as the exnression of 
infinite Dowers aotinsr in accordance with eternal laws." 13

^rom the time of Spinoza ""'and Descartes, philosophical 

effort was more Inclined than before to accent the findings 

and assumptions of science. Isaac Newton's, Principle 

^Ta thematic a, and John Locke's, Essay Concerning Human Under 

standing, carried the work still further by more completely

identifying the mathematical ideal of science with the entire
lc

field of thought and conduct. " However, this early kinshir>

with Dhilosonhy deeply affected the nature of science. These 

early men of thought were striving for a satisfactory world- 

view. In short, Dhilosonhy was profoundly metaphysical in its 

aims. Perhans no other age has presented such thorough-going 

systems 01 tnought. Accordingly, when the breach between 

science and -ohilosonhy came, science retained much or the world- 

view held by these early systematic nhilosonhers. Hence, from 

that time almost to the present, science has assumed that the 

events of the world are causally related; that they can be 

stated in mathematical terms, and that the world exists

Jan. 1933-
13. Delivered Vov. P4, 193?. ^hiloaophy, Vol.VIII, No.29,o.' 5, f.
14. The affinity of Sninoza with the modern mind was brought 
forcefully to the writer's attention by observing the reactions 
of groups of Graduate students studying the Ethic in seminar. 
For, despite the form in which it is written the students were 
most enthusiastic about the doctrine of c<sursa'-'<lity. They seemed 
to find a kindred sDirlt in SDinoza. 

. Panda.ll, on.cit., D
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Indenendentljof subjective states. At the sane time, because 

of the divorcement between science and modern speculative 

thought, science too often has given the impression that it 

holds no world-view and as often its lees-professional de 

votees have insisted on this point.

For purposes of this study, it is important to see 

further how the scientific"impulse affected views of the mind 

and prave rise to modern experimental psychology. In a very 

real sense John Locke and the Empiricists, David Hun.e, Holbach 

and. Hobbes, applied scientific principles in the attempt to 

understand the human mind. But, the study of mental processes 

scarcely can be termed a science in the stricter sense until 

much later."" Psychology was, on the other hand, simply a 

branch of philosophy, until the work of w/undt. In 1879, the 

first Psychological laboratory was set up in Leipzig. This 

marked a very decided change in the/nanner of approachiner the 

human mind, and viewing mental facts.

"The general result has been the transforming of psychology 
as a whole from a larerely speculative science - to a science 
empirical and practical, whose facts can be verified, as in 
the case of phvsics or chemistry, by observation carried out 
under definite and rigorous conditions." 17

However, it should not be overlooked that such a change in 

psychological inquiry was implied in the general attitude of 

a much earlier date. Similarly, it is evident that the modern

16. c.f. J. Brever, Art. The Present Position of Psychology, 
in Philosophy, Vol. VII, No. ?7, July, 193?.
17. ^ollins and Drever, Experimental Psychology, P.3.
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views in "Psychology as expressed in Behaviourism and Psycho- 

Ana lysis, are simply developments in this general movement of 

thought, hence deserve to be treated as such in a study of the 

modern scientific attitude.

Further spp"1 ication of the'.scientific net hod and spirit 

is apparent in the rise of the social sciences, especially 

sociology and history. To men like Hunie, Rousseau and Voltaire, 

social life seemed to "be burdened with convention and supersti- 

tion. Conseouent ly, they assumed the task of criticizing these 

social 3 ncrasi'D ranees * Therefore, in utilizing the scientific 

method for this enterprise, they set a precedent for subsequent 

students of social life.

Perhaps it is within the e^ope of mechanical invention 

and medicine that the scientific attitude has exerted its most 

 persuasive influence over the popular mind. Indeed, there is 

something almost irresistible about evidence from practical 

results. Popular confidence see^s to move "from faith to faith." 

If the methods of science have done so much to eliminate

drudgery, disease, and human limitations, then, it is easy to
1R believe qny new claims asserted in the name of,science." "

Therefore, most modern persons are willing to recognize the

results of scientific inquiry without offering much critical
i o opposition.^ Likewise, they are ^repared to entertain the

scientific attitude as far as they are .qble, in confronting

1Q. See B. Bavink, Science and, ^od , P. P6.
19. c.f. F. Burtt, Religion in an -,p-e of Science, p. 6.
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the facts of life. Indeed, that attitude, in some form, has 

become almost universal amon^ persons of this generation. It 

is a part of the very atmosphere that people breathe. It has 

made -possible their motor cars, radios, and "coufprts ? . ^heir 

existence is definitely linked with the discoveries of science 

and their personal safety depends largely u^on scientific pre 

cision and successful manipulation of natural forces. Trulji, 

there are some who are not so hopeful about the future successes 

of science. Even some outstanding leaders in Science have their 

Tiiseri^inc-s in the matter. Still, amonp the masses there is a 

widespread belief that the accomplishments of science have just

v. °0becmn. -~

Professor T Tlllikan is perhaps one of the most enthusiastic
PI

supporters of the ^T ew A ore. He thinks that the scientific

study of enercrv alon^r with astronomy will provide control of

natural catastrophies and the utilization of those pi.erantic
pp 

powers for human ends. """ ^he disasters that can befall mankind

^erely because of erroneous conceptions of the nature of the 

world in which we live are well illustrated by the historic 

record of the miseries that came upon the earth in the year, 

1000 A.D. because of the widespread belief that the world was

20. Ayers quotes a creed for science in his polemical work, 
Qcience the ^alse ^essjlah, P. 1°9. While it is more clever 
than accurate, there is an element of truth expressed therein. 
?!. Professor J. Robert A. Villikan. ^his view also j s SUD _ 
ported enthusiastically by Leuba.
2P. ' 'illlk'm, Science and' the ^ew Civilization, PP. 38 - 39. 
Creed: "I believe in atoms, molecules, and electrons, matter 
of heaven and earth, and electrical enerpy its only form.(ctd.)
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o^ 
comincr to an end at that time." Likewise, calculations of

mathematical science, discoveries concerning energy, friction, 

motion, and the chemistry of natural elements are regarded as 

the sure instruments of industrial development. Biological 

sciences toe-ether with the study of anthroDOlogy are suoDOsed 

to indicate the eroal of human development. Moreover, diseases 

that thwart human achievement and cause so much misery will 

come under .the control of medical science. Some who place such

faith in science venture to believe that it will give a solu-
24 

tion to vexing moral t>roblems. Says one writer,

"It is of the essence of the scientific attitude to inhibit 
reactions wasteful of energy . . . and to -nav nj instead, fine 
adjusting ^ovements under conditions of 3hioticnai cjuiet ; . . Ifi this 
resnect the marks of a truly scientific acre would oe trie cul 
tivation of erood judgment and elegant still, to replace waste 
ful driving action in the social, economic and political 
snheres, . . . which means in the last analysis the intelli- 
s-ent adjustment of means to ends."

Professor de Burgh likewise entertains hierh hones for the 

scientific method in solving moral Droblems. Thus he writes, 

"Here science, which is so ranidly transforming the conditions 

of civilization, ooints the way; if man can thus win control 

over Nature, shall he not, by the same method win control over 

his own life?" 26

??5. ^lllikan, op.clt. , r>.*9 , f.
24. Dr. Sockman ventures an estimate of psychotherapy for
solvlnsr moral nroblems. ^orals of Tomorrow, o. 233, f.
3r . Pahn, Science and the Religious Life, o.36, f.
^ee also, J. A", ^adfleld, Psycho lorry and T^oralp, x). 147 - 131.
?6. W. n . "Oe Burerh, on.cit., r).~3^.
Ireed (ctd.): I believe in modern science, conceived by
^ODernicus and borne out by Newton, which suffered under the
Inquisition, was persecuted and anathematized, but rose to be
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In this somewhat superficial survey of the modern 

scientific attitude there has been no desire to disrjaracre, 

either the contributions which science has made to common 

life or the possibilities that it may realize in the future. 

On the contrary, those successes in hyeriene, mechanics, and 

in social studies make it easy to understand the enthusiasm 

with which men acceDt any new nronouncement of science, and 

the readiness with which they fall into the habits of thought 

employed, in arriving at those results. At the same time, any 

attempt to understand the modern mind must examine the habits 

of thought, methods of dealing with facts, and assumptions 

which science finds so useful and which the popular mind aor- 

larprely has accented.

Creed (ctd.) 
the ricrht hand of civilization as a consequence of the fact 
that it rules the quick and the dead. I believe in the 
National Research Council, the communion of scientists, the 
sublimation of discoveries, the control of nature, and 
r>roerress everlasting. Amen."



CHAPTER IV 

METHODS AND PRINCIPLES

The tern "observation," has occurred many times in 

this brief survey; and not without reason. In fact, it 

would be  oossib.le to write a history of science in the 

fori! of an account of observation made of various nhenom- 

ens under different conditions, and by diverse techniques. 

Science, as it/is understood to-dav is a development of the 

common sense nractice of viewing events with care. The 

well-known t>roverb, "seeing is believing," lies very nea.r 

its essential nature. TO be sure, observation is not con 

fined simnly to the sense of slcrht. A nan might observe 

that a river-bed was made ur> of clay or gravel, by simr>ly 

wad ins: UD the river at night. Likewise, a chemist might 

observe by his sense of smell the result of mixing two kinds 

of liquid. Or, perhaps the philosopher might observe an 

equivocal term in an (pponent 1 s argument, without the use of 

anv Dartlcular sense orpan. Plainly, they are all genuine 

observations, yet somewhat different in content and method 

of nercention. ^oreover, in each of these kinds of observa 

tion there is a constant element, namely, a subject is

44.



attendlncr to an object. Some "thin?" is observed.

In science, therefore, observation is made under 

various and prescribed conditions, with the help of 

certain instruments, these observations beino- systemati 

cally recorded. Again, these conditions, instruments, and 

methods of recording have changed greatly 771th the develop 

ment of science. Similarly , the subject matter under in- 

vesticration srreatly affects these factors, Yet, throughout 

all this chancre and diversitv, observation continues to 

characterize scientific effort and procedure.

In like manner, experiment has played an important role 

in the development of science. It was soon found that def 

inite situations could be set up for observation -which would 

facilitate new discoveries, and srlve proof either for or

aesinst already existing beliefs. Experiment, then, poes a
\ 

step further than observation to alter the observed situation.

Like observation, experiment is a development from a common 

place practice. Trial and error seem to be fundamental not 

only to human development and achievement, but also to the 

simpler organisms. 7That has really happened is that in 

science the practice of trial ynd error has been carried out

under definitely described conditions, and often guided by

2 
Inslcrhte and opinions.

1. c . f. J evon s, Principles of Science Vol. II, p. 2
2. A number of recent writers have called attention to the 
fact that experiment is often used by scientists to prove 
theses which have come to the r^ in flashes of Insight follow 
ing continued reflection.
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In a, similar fashion mathematics has "been used ef 

fectively "by science for the purpose of expressing the 

extensions and relations of observed objects and events.3 

Indeed, since the days of Descartes many scientific thinkers 

have conceived the relations "between various aspects of the 

universe to "be essentially mathematical. In any case, the 

fact that scientific observation has found mathematics ex 

tremely useful, is very apparent.

For the -purpose of further facilitating observation, 

analysis and abstraction have proved highly effective. Al- 

thouerh both procedures are closely related, for purposes of 

clarity it should be Dointed out that analysis refers to the 

process of breaking a matter - :1 up > into its constituent parts, 

while abstraction denotes the process of excluding all ex-
h

ceating ,1ust those narts which are to be observed. Again, 

this way of dealing with matters at hand is a development 

from common sense. The plain man assumes very naturally that 

he can best know a thing when he can see it distinctly seDar- 

ated from other factors which may be present. There is, in 

deed, an imDulse of the mind toward simnlification which 

gives itself readily to analysis and abstraction. For this 

reason, the plain man takes his motor car apart and studies 

each unit senarately. When, by such a procedure he learns

3. c.f. F. Llndemann, Philosophy, Jan. 1933., Article, 
mhe Place of Yathematics in the Interpretation of the 'Jniverse. 
?. See u . Dingle, Science and ^uman Experience ? r>r). 22-23 for 
a description of this procedure.
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carburatlon takes place, how ignition is initiated 

at the Drover tine and how power is delivered to the driving 

wheels, the man assumes that he has some knowledge of the 

motor car. There is, in fact, some reason to believe that 

the inclination to analyse and abstract is native to the very 

structure of mind, and essential to its apprehension of things, 

^his is, at the same time, a, metaphysical question about which 

there may be considerable dispute. The fact remains, that the 

modern mind falls into the habit of analysis and abstraction 

with perfect ease. Further, it is apparent that a procedure 

of this kind, is imolied in a development of the common place 

practice of observing objects.

^T ow in many instances this practice or reducing every- 

thino- to its constituent Darts has been linked further with 

the common sense demand for simDlicity. Complex phenomenon 

is then not only reduced to its structural parts, but reduced 

to its ultimately simple parts. After this observation is 

made both sure and easy, for simplicity is much more readily 

comprehended than multiplicity or complexity. Accordingly, the 

method of abstraction has developed into a sort of sruiding 

principle to scientific inquiry. It might be stated in this 

way. M .A matter is best and most accurately observed after it 

has been reduced to Its simplest possible form." Some scien 

tists even have claimed that knowledge of things thus observed 

in their elementary form is alone reliable, and inversely, 

only those matters that can be seen simply can be really known.
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Doubtless Descartes' insistence unon clear perceptions of 

thlnsrs has done much to commend this orinciple to scientific 

thinkers.

Abstraction has a still more special use in scientific 

inquirv. Subjective factors such as desire, purpose, interest, 

and devotion, not only complicate the task of observing, but 

in many cases, actually disturb or bias the view. Science, 

therefore, finds it convenient to exclude these subjective

factors from its  ore-view. As Professor Tennant nuts It,
•the

"Science abstracts f rom .sublective factors involved in knowins-,/\ ' .

and records its objects, though it calls them phenomena, as if 

they were as independent of all subjects as they are of any one
r

subject." Professor Max Planck <?oes further to insist that, 

"The first and most important quality of all scientific ways 

of thinking must be the clear distinction between the outer ob 

ject of observation and the subjective nature of the observer." 0 

When this subjective element is thousrht of as part of the 

scientist himself, the term disinterestedness denotes the Dro- 

cess by which its influence is excluded from the situation.

Afrain, Professor Planck expresses a great faith in this 

manner of dealing: with the facts of life in a detached manner. 

He says, "In order to carry out this olan of action (dealing

c . 1? . P. Tennant, Philosophy of the Sciences, P. 13 c .
6. M. Planck, ^§H®_i§._§^l^I15..e._-2:^lll£0 D « 1^- ^rofessor ¥a.x 
Planck seems to be highly representative of modern science as 
it is connected with the past. Therefore, much that he says 
is of first importance in this study.
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with our lives scientifically), the facts of our lives which 
we now place under observation would hgve to "be distanced in 
the nast, so that our present co^nlex of living emotions and 
inclinations would not enter as factors into the observation. 
If T^e could possibly carry out the plan in this detached way, 
then each exnerience through which we have massed would make 
us immeasurably more intelligent, th/m we were before, so in- 
tellicent indeed that in relation to our earlier condition we 
should rise to the level of^suner-intelligence postulated by 
Lanlace." 7

After this fashion, then, disinterestedness toward the 

objects of experience has become a sort of dogma or principle 

of scientific inquiry as well as merely a mental habit. Sub 

jective elements are looked upon with something of contemot
Q 

while stoical resignation to what is actual, is commended.

"There is a natural antithesis between the scientific and the

emotional mood; when one is in the saddle it must keen the
q 

other at shear's length." "Science is essentially unemotional

and impersonal, and its analytic, atomizing" or anatomizing

methods are ant to be,in their matter-of-factness,destructive
10 

of artistic unities and noetioal interpretations." '~

7. 1/r . Planck, o-o. cit., r>. 16? (Parenthesis supD.lied by
  . \writer.;

q . A psychological analysis of the stoicism in the modern 
attitude would be interesting and hel/oful. Many nersons 
have found very keen enjoyment in bowin.^ before the stern 
and relentless inevitable. They are handiest when their 
hones are blaster"1 - that is, the hopes which they parade 
before their fellows. One cannot he In feelins- that some- 
such psychological facts lie behind much of the modern 
stoicism.
°. ^astlncr's ^ncyclonedia of "Religion and _ Ethics, A r 11 c le , 
J. A. ^ho-^nson, Science. 
10. Ibid.
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The pursuit of more effective observation carries science 

into still another tyoe of abstracting. L. 5. Stebbinp; des 

cribes it in this manner. "Science abstracts in order to ob 

tain a universal standpoint so that an external world nay be 

secured. Externality is thus bound up with the repudiation of 

the individual standpoint. That which is individual can only 

be 'lived through.'; it cannot, therefore, be communicated; 

hence it is alien to scientific knowledge. Science must in 

some sense transcend the individual massing and seek the per 

manent in the flux of events.""

Professor Herbert Dingle erets at the same thing from a 

slightlv different angle, in his book, Science and Hunan Ex

perience. Early in the book he makes it clear that science
1?

is interested only in what is common among experiences . It

is this common element in human experiences which makes it 

possible to verify conclusions, and posit the reality of an 

external world. On the other hand, there are individual ex 

periences which, no doubt, are valid, but which must remain 

outside the province of science because they are not common 

to the experience of normal neople. Professor Dingle admits 

this, but ffoes on in a treatment of morality and aesthetics, 

to limit these experiences until there is little of any sig 

nificance left. Still, Professor Dinsrle is surely right in

11. L. s. Stebbi-ip-, Philosophy, Jan. 19?^, Article, 
Abstraction and Science, p. 37.
T?. (5h oaere T3~ he defines science in this way and proceeds. 
through the remainder of the book to explain the definition 
and apply it to the various areas of human experience.



starting his exposition of science with the principle that 

science deals only with what is coupon among human experience. 

Apart from that principle,verification ^nd demonstration are 

quite unthinkable for these efforts of science obviously 

have recourse to a universal, and in ^any ways external view 

point^ quite beyond that of any particular individual.

At the same time, common or collective experience is 

clearly an abstraction. Tt is a construction arrived at by 

a, selection of elements in actual experience. Professor 

Dingle is aware that stricly speakinsr there are no common ex 

periences. Every experience involves an individual element. 

Professor A. E. Taylor puts the point clearly, when he says,

"To beprin with, 'a collective experience', if it has any meanincr 
at all, is a contradictory expression. For experience, as we 
have seen,,is essentially characterised, by unique individuality 
of aim and interest; in this sense at least, a true experience 
must be that of an individual subject, and no collection or 
aero: re 5?ate con be an individual subject. The so-called 'collec 
tive experience' is not one experience at all, but simply an 
indefinite multiplicity of experience, thrown together under 
a single designation." 14

?hen, therefore, science confines itself to what is 

common in experiences all that is distinctly individual has 

to be excluded by the use of abstraction. To be sure, this 

is a ouite legitimate procedure, and very effective in deal- 

Ing with many areas of human experience, but the fact should

V3 . c . f. TT . Poincare, Science and Method, p. 21. 
14. A. E. Taylor, Elements of Metaphysics, P. 60.



never be lost slffht of that common experience is a construction 

arrived at by a. rather arbitrary nrocess of abstraction. 

Surelv, if what Professor Taylor pointed out is true, such a 

collective experience should °ot be used as a criterion for 

 -vhat is real.

Likewise science finds it useful to abstract from its 

data all events that are irregular, novel or in '-my way dis 

connected from other classified events. *T or is this practice 

peculiar to the efforts of science. It is, on the contrary, an 

almost universal human disposition. * iT en are not content with

a view of life which sees events as merely arbitrary and un-
lc 

related. There seems to be 3 very deep imnulse in human life

toward a predictable order of some "kind. Therefore, in so 

dealing with its data, science is ap-ain taking over the dis 

position and assumptions of co-n-n On sense, and. refining them 

into more highly specialized methods of research.

' !fT1 he problem of science," says Eddinpton, "is to discover the 
scheme underlying the regularities in our sense-data. . . . 
By defining our method we limit the subject matter of Dhysics 
to the study of regularities. . . . T'his dropping: of a variety 
of ty^es of sense-data is also responsible for the wide gulf 
that now exists between the familiar world and the physical 
world." 16

Science then, following the common-sense impulse to see events 

fully related, abstracts a variety of sense-data, which appear

lr . c.f. E. Burtt, Religion, in an Age of Science, p. 37-
j_^2-L_^2' Jan - ^93 3, Article,._-_ 

Physics and Philosophy , E. °. Eddin^ton, p.
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to be unrelated to the already discovered order of events. 

In this manner areas of fact dealing with irregularities,

novel events, arid miracles' are simply delegated to some
17 other discipline or more often, simply ignored .

A specialized form of abstracting is evidenced in the 

common tendency for science to departmentalize the human per 

sonality. As Dr. Hart says,

"There are scientists and logicians who would like to separate 
intellect from emotion and even from sensation and make it a 
sort of pure white light shin incr above the wilderness of 
passion, sense, and primitive impulse. In their efforts to 
deal honourably with mind they tend to cut it off altogether 
from life, makinsr art academic or perhaps supercilious and 
makincr loeric and science intellectualistic . Such outcomes 
are inevitable as loner as our psychology remains traditional 
and Invidious." 18

However, it can hardly be urged that science alone tends to

abstract the Intellect from the other faculties of personality
19 Intellectualism controlled thinkincr long before the dawn of

modern science. Furthermore, the history of philosophy gives 

evidence of this tendency in the general efforts of systematic 

thinkinsr. Still, on account of the way science looks upon cer 

tain asnects of feeling, this intellectualistic tendency is 

considerably emphasized.

The extreme to which science so often carries this ab 

stracting process is very clearly illustrated by the descrip 

tion Eddin^ton gives of the scientific observer.

17. See W. S. Jevons, on. cit., P
IB. Hart, Inside Experience, p.
19. See Philosophy, Oct. 1933, Article, Intellectualism,
Vitalls Nojstrftm, Translated, C. T. Parley - Walker.
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"If you read about Einstein's theory, you will often 
find references to a peculiar person called 'the observer* - 
the man who is always tumbling down lifts or gettincr trans 
ported by aeroplanes travelling at 161,000 miles a second. 
Now you have a picture of him. He has one eye (his only 
sense organ) which is colour-blind. He can distinguish only 
two shades of lleht and darkness, so that the world is like 
a picture in black and white. The sensitive part of his 
retina is so limited that he can see in only one direction 
at a time. I should mention that we allow him any number of 
assistants equint like himself, so that they can keen watch 
on different parts of an exDerlment simultaneously and com 
pare notes afterwards. We have deprived him of a sense of 
touch, so . he can scarcely do the experiments himself. 
We do the experiments and let him keen watch. The point is 
that the whole of our knowledge of the physical world as it 
is conceived to-day in -ohysics can be demonstrated to him. 
If we cannot convince him, we have no right to assert it."20

It should be admitted that the "observer" thus described 

and employed in scientific research, is a hlcrhly specialized 

kind of person. In fact, It is hardly necessary or even 

Dossible that he be a person in the stricter sense of that 

term. Because, not only is the intellect segregated from the 

rest of r>ersonalitv, but all the intellect excepting one or 

two highly specialized faculties is closed off. Indeed, any 

considerable use of the more general faculties of intellect 

would detract from the effectiveness of the "observer." At 

the same time, It is apparent that most scientific observers 

express more of their personality in their work than this 

described by Eddington. Yet, to be an observer of this kind 

is a sort of Ideal for science which must be approximated if 

the most accurate and dependable results are forthcoming.

  Philosophy^ Jan. 1933. Sir Arthur S. Eddington, Physics 
and Philosophy, p. 3?.
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Therefore, In so far as the scientist himself approaches 

this sort of competency, he really becomes an abstraction. 

At least, it is difficult to Imagine how changed life would 

be on this planet if it were peopled with "observers" such 

as Fddington described,instead of what are considered normal 

individuals. Admittedly, for Durposes of method when certain 

areas of fact are at hand, this abstracting principle is both 

useful and necessary. Nevertheless, it should be kept in 

mind that the scientist is not really Just an observer, but 

a man possessing all the qualities and possibilities of a man. 

Obviouslv, to be an observer may be an ideal in strict scienti 

fic Drocedure, but it is surely a very poor ideal for manhood 

in general.

In practical scientific procedure Just where science be 

comes descriptive instead of merely observational is difficult 

to determine. The data of observation pass very quickly and 

in most cases very naturally into descriptive form. In fact, 

observation often impresses a person in the form of descrip 

tive symbols, ^or example a person looking at an orange gets 

the impression that it is yellow. The symbol yellow is des 

criptive, yet it is almost Impossible to distinguish between 

the Impression and its descriptive symbol. Even so, it is 

clear that upon any careful examination there is an essential 

difference between observation and description. In observa 

tion the subject is perhaps as nearly passive as in any other
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attitude of attending. There are only two terms present, 

i.e., "the observer" and "the observed." "Tien description is 

ventured, however, an entire world, of persons is addressed and 

the subject, which, in -mere observation is almost completely 

passive, becomes expressional. The subject casts his lot in 

the great human struggle to convey the content of impressions 

to others. The whole matter of symbolism becomes involved, 

which, even the most exact mathematical form, is an imperfect 

means of conveying impressions. Moreover, regardless of the 

exactness of the symbols used, that is, how perfect the terms 

of expression really are from the formal point of view, ac 

curacy of expression depends also upon what is evoked in the 

individuals who are addressed. In other words, description 

because it addresses itself to another world of listeners,

introduces an element of personal equation and fallibility

21 which does not apply to mere observation. Still further,

this is true largely because observation is an individual 

matter. It is a matter between subject and the events ob 

served, while, description is a conmunal or social matter. An 

individual impression may reign unchallenged until it is cast 

out to become social propert^.

Science, therefore, has developed a particular mode of 

communication by which data may be described most successfully.

21. David Rynin gives a clear analysis of communication, out 
lining the vexing problems which it involves. Journal of 
Philosophy, Sept. 1932., Article, The TTatu^ of Communication,p.p." "505""- 516"]———————————



Classification according to similar or identical properties, 

occupies a larpre place in this language of science. Jevons 

thus describes the manner in which scientific classifications 

are determined. ue says,

"It is Impossible to detect a point of similarity between 
two or more objects without thereby joining them together 
In thought, and thus forming an incipient or potential class. 
. . . classification is the placing together, either in 
thought or in actual proximity of space, thope notions or 
objects between which Identity has been detected." 22

In each case, however, these classes do not include all the 

properties of the object or objects. Elements of difference 

and individuality are. therefore abstracted from the data at 

hand, while only similarities and identities are indicated. 

In the effort to correlate past occurrences and predict 

forthcoming: ones, science has found the principle of causality 

very useful. Perhaps J. S. Mill has stated the principle as 

well as anyone. He says, "We may define, therefore, the 

cause of a phenomenon to be the antecedent,or concurrence of

antecedents, on which it is invariably and unc ond i 11 ona 1 lv
23 

consequent." Of course, the plain man would not state the

matter in this way. On the contrary, It would perhaps never 

occur to him that such a common-place matter called for def 

inition. Nevertheless, that each event must have a cause, or 

that it should at least, have a cause, seems to be rooted in 

the very nature of experience itself. G-. F. Stout, in his

22. W. S. Jevons, op. cit., PP. 344 - 34 C .
23. J. S. Mill, System of Logic (People's Edition),p. 222.
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pA
G-ifford Lectures, insists strongly UDon this point. In 

fact, he endeavours to show that the causal principle lies 

"behind the various animistic attempts to explain experience, 

and is supported by a tr genulne insight into the nature of
pc:

things." ~ This disposition to employ the principle of 

causality, Stout terms, "the Causal animism of Common Sense," 

which through the ages of development has sought to account 

for events by reference to personal agency as suggested by 

awareness of themselves as agents. Of course, the success of 

this endeavour has been impaired by the anthropomorphic fallacy. 

But, "However untenable certain sneclal and shifting shapes 

may be which it has assumed in various stages and phases of

human development, the general orincinle remains unshaken by
27 direct criticism."" Thus, Professor Stout argues that the

"Causal animism of Common Sense," cannot be discredited slmnly

by the charge of illusion, or projection. On the contrary,
28 

there is a strong Dresumntion in its favour, and it remains

for those who reject it to furnish a cogent reason for doing 

so along with a logical equivalent to take its place.

Whether or not Professor Stout is able to defend this 

position is not the primary concern of this discussion. It is 

rather the way he links the causal Drincir>le with common sense, 

that is of special Interest here. The plain man looks for

¥ind and Matter
24. Delivered at Edinburgh University, 1919 and 1921, Vol. I, 
Chapter II, The Animistic View of the Causal Process.
25. Ibid, D.~53. 27. Ibid, D. 3^.
26. Ibid, p. 33. 28. Ibid, p. 36.
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causes almost without realizing it. He assumes that an 

event is not known significantly until its cause has "been 

determined. In a real sense, knowledge is to him causal 

knowledge. When, therefore, science makes use of the causal 

principle, it merely carries on the common sense search for 

cause?, in a special manner. Again the relation between 

science and common sense is apparent. Furthermore, it is 

apparent that this affinity with common sense has contributed 

largely to the success which science has attained with the 

masses.

Generally speaking, present day scientists are not in 

clined to apply the causal principle as rigorously as the 

scientists of last century. In fact, the causal determinism 

which characterized the orthodox science of last century seems 

to be less and less acceptable. Various attempts are made to 

avoid the extremes to which such a determinism leads. Professor 

DePugfriero avoids this extreme, and yet maintains causality 

as a principle, by distinguishing between causes in the exter 

nal, deterministic, and scientific sense, and causes in the

qualitative sense which describe the Internal personal motiva-
29 

tion of purposive agents. D. W. G-otschalk suggests that there

are many kinds of uniformity or unifying connections, such as

qualities and relationships, which are entirely independent of
30 

the causal category. Hence, the causal claim furnishes

29. De Rugffiero, Article in ' ' *v^ '. "  Philosophy, April, 1931. 
Science. History, and Philosophy.
3d)'. Article in Journal of Philosophy, Vol. 29, No. 6, March, 1952 
Uniformity and Induction, p. 142, f.
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uniformity of Just one of many types, and determinism, in 

the older sense of the term, is denied.

Professor \fax Planck is nearer the position of science 

as It manifests itself in the modern scientific attitude. 

For him the causal principle is not simply a method of relat 

ing events as more liberal scientific thought maintains, "but 

it is something transcendental, whose nature it is to relate

events regardless of whether or not the relation is recognized
32 

by the researcher. He says:

"The conclusion therefore is that the highest types of 
intelligence are subject to the causal law in the processes 
that result in even their greatest achievements. This is 
the first Dart of our conclusion. And the second part is 
that in principle we must reckon with the possibility that a 
day will come when the more Drofound and increasingly more 
refined development of scientific research will be able to 
understand the mental workings not only of the ordinary mortal 
but also the highest human crenlus in their causal relations; 
because scientific thought is identified with causal thought, 
so much so that the last goal of every science is the full and 
complete application of the causal principle to the object of 
research." 33

However the causal principle is viewed and employed by 

modern scientists, the fact remains that science seeks to re 

late the various events of experience to their respective 

causes. In fact, experiment very often has been simply the 

manipulation of possible causes and the recording of effects 

thus produced. In the words of Jevons, "The great object of 

the art of experiment is to ascertain exactly those circumstances

31. Determinism will be discussed further under the subject 
of scientific law, p. 6 C f.
3°. M. Planck, where is Science G-oing? P. 157. 
33. Ibid, p. "
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or conditions which are the requisite for the happening of 

any event 'X 1 ."' Hence, determining causes >>ave been an im-
- c

portant part of the scientific programme of control."^ Science 

"becomes an instrument of control v/hen and because it discovers 

the causal connections between events and conditions of fact. 

Regarding this Professor Dewey says,

" T"hat science actually does is to s^ow that any natural object 
we please may he treated in terms of relations upon which its 
occurrence depends, or as an event, and that by 20 treating it, 
we are enabled to get behind, as it were, the immediate quali 
ties of thp objects of direct experience present, and regulate 
their happening instead of having to wait for conditions be 
yond our control to bring them about." 36

As was suggested earlier in t>i2 chapter, experiment is 

very closely linked up with preconceived opinions and insight. 

In its more developed form this insight or "hunch" of the un 

professional investigator, becomes an hypothesis. As Professor 

Planck points out,

"The Physicist is bound, by the very nature of th^ task at hand, 
to use his imaginative faculties at the ver^ first step he 
takes. For the first stage of his work must be to take the 
results furnished by a series of experimental measurements and 
try to organize these under one law. That is to say, he must 
select according to a plan which will in the first instance be -_-' •*•

hypothetical and therefore a construction of imagination. . . ."37 

"Every applied hypothesis which succeeds in throwing the search 

light of a new vision across the field of physical science rep 

resents a plunge into the darkness; because we cannot at first

34. Jevons, op. cit., p. 22.
35. Of. p. 33 of present work.
36. J. Dewey, Quest for Certainty, p.104, f.
See also 3. Bavink, op .""cit., p. 75.
37. Planck, op. cit./pp. 86 - 87.
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39 
reduce the vision to a logical statement." W. S. Jevons

ffoes even further to urpe thst, "Even when we are encraged 

in at>t>arently massive observation of Dhenomenon, which we

cannot modify experimentally, it is advantageous that our

39 attention should be p-ulded by some theoretical anticipations."

Bavink sneaks of hypotheses as a "product of scientific im-

asrinatlon," a creative act, "which is on a like plane with
»4° 

the nroductlve activity of an artist.

Herbert Dingle makes an interesting classification of 

hynothes&s. According to his noint of view some hypotheses 

are of such a nature that they may be verified by subsequent 

experiment. Others have actually been verified to the DOint 

where they have become criteria for Judging newly proposed 

explanations of fact. Still others pertain to areas of fact 

in such a way that they cannot be verified but are none the 

less useful.

"For example, many of the other diverse Dhenom^riaof the solar 
system can be correlated by assuming that a few^m\llion years 
apo a star massed close to, or collided with, our Sun. Unless 
we can live throusrh passed times and watch events from a suit 
able view-noint elsewhere in the universe, it Is impossible to 
see how this hypothesis can be verified "by observation.

As a matter of Drocedure it Is to be admitted that the

use of hypotheses is indispensable, and even natural in the

attempt to unify experiences. But, this only Intimates how

33. Planck, ot>. cit., n. 90.
39. Jevons, or>. clt., D. 133.
40. B. Bavink, The Anatomy of ^odern Science, D. 35.
41. Dingle, on. cit., p.
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closely the scientific procedure follows the impulse to ex- 

 olain. In fact, events of experience are usually most sat 

isfactorily correlated when some explanation of them is 

offered. That is, correlation is not so much different from 

explanation. For example, in the instance of an unverifiable 

hypothesis quoted from Professor Dingle, the "diverse phenom 

ena of the solar system," receive a plausible explanation, 

and the value of that hypothesis for correlating those elements, 

lies in the plausibility of it as an explanation. Even a 

purely instrumental hypothesis, after being used successfully 

for a time, develops quite naturally into a possible explana 

tion of events. If, however, the hypothesis is partially or 

completely verified, it copies to be recognized as a plausible 

explanation instead of merely an hypothesis. It may be poss 

ible to insist that, "As biologists it does not matter to us

whether the higher forms of life actually emerged from the
42 

lower ones or not," so lone as the evolutionary hypothesis

correlates the facts. But, if it were demonstrated that the 

higher forms did not emerge from the lower ones the hypothesis 

simply would not correlate the facts, and as such would not be 

useful. In short, the usefulness of an hypothesis to corre 

late experiences depends largely upon the success with which
43 

it explains the events experienced. Hence, there is little

difference between a recognition of the truth or actuality of

42. Dingle, op. cit., p. 46.
43. See Jevons, op. cit., p. 131.
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44 
an hypothesis and its usefulness in correlating experiences.

Here again, the kinship between science and the common sense 

position is apparent. Science has taken a place along with 

mythology and theology, in the attempt to account for the 

facts and events of experience. It is needless to suggest that 

one of the chief reasons for the popularity of science in the 

nast three centuries was its promise of a reliable explanation 

for the very facts which myth and theology once sought to ex 

plain. Also, the sphere of science may be rigorously limited 

by some modern scientists to include only certain special func 

tions such as experiment and measurement. But, the fact re 

mains that historically science has offered explanations, and, 

it is in that kind of science that the modern mind was born 

and reared. It is apparent, that the hypotheses suggested to 

the popular mind during the last three centuries have not been 

merely instruments. At least they have been considered to be 

plausible explanations based upon observation of actual fact. 

Still further, two things should be pointed out concern- 

Ing the use of hypotheses. In the first place, the difference 

between hypotheses is very often overlooked. Those of the un- 

verifiable kind often times become norms of judgment, or even 

metaphysical systems into which all new experiences are forced. 

Accordingly, most scientific assertions should be prefixed by 

a statement of the hypothesis upon which it is made, and how

44. See B. Bavink, OP. cit., P. 37, f. for a criticism of 
the positivist view of science.



far that hypothesis had been actually verified. And, secondly, 

the process by which hypotheses are verified or are claimed to 

be verified is not without its difficulties. For, the hypo 

thesis accented naturally will govern largely the results of 

investigation made on the basis of it. For example, if the 

evolutionary hypothesis is accepted, the results of investiga 

tion made from that assumption are not likely to contradict it. 

In other words, the hypothesis will, in the nature of the case, 

affect decisively the results of investigation. A near-sighted 

person could scarcely learn that he was near-siffhted by the 

use of his own sense of sight, for he sees things only through 

a near-sighted vision.In like manner, it is difficult for a per 

son looking upon experience through the windows of a certain 

hypothesis to test the perfection of those windows.

The use which science has made of"law"has been a subject 

of much debate, especially by those who were interested in re 

ligious apologetic. It Is connected with the interest of 

science In regularities, causes and continuity. Professor 

Whitehead suggests that the conceptions of scientific law may 

be classified under four heads. First, law conceived as im 

manent, that is, "the order of nature expresses the characters 

of real things which jointly compose the existences to be found 

in nature.'1 A law of nature, therefore is a statement of the 

character of existences in their relation with one another. 

Secondly, there is the thought of law as imposed by an externally
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related metaphysical reality usually identified with a 

Peistic H-od. . Thirdly, laws are thought of as merely ob 

served succession, or the description of apparent regulari 

ties. And, fourthly, there is that which Whitehead calls 

the conventional interpretation. Accord ing to this view a. 

physical law is simply a formula for interpreting facts and. 

and occurrences in the physical world. - !

As to which of these conceptions is correct scientific 

ODinion is by no means agreed. Tt miffht be possible, however, 

to classify this opinion under two headings. First, there are 

those scientists in the same stream of thought as Professor 

Dincrle, who look ut)on the laws of nature as instruments or 

formulae by which the experiences of physical objects and 

events are correlated. And, secondly, there are those who re 

gard scientific laws as in some way r>art of the nature of things 

However, it cannot be claimed, as some apologists of religion 

are inclined to do, that scientific opinion is generally will 

ing to identify itself with the first class. Indeed, it is 

quite doubtful if the majority of scientific ODinion is on that 

side, even among modern scientists. Historically, science has 

followed, rather, the second class of thought. Therefore, it 

must be recognized that apart from the admissions which certain 

modern scientists are willing to make regarding the nature of 

scientific laws, generally speaking, the modern mind thinks

. Whitehead, Advferitures In Ideas^ p. 14? - 144.
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characteristically of laws constituted in the nature of 

things. To the popular mind the law of falline bodies 

is not simply a statistical report on the activity of 

bodies, or a formula for the correlation of events. It 

is, on the contrary, a princiDle or law constituted in 

the nature of thinp-s which literally governs events.

Therefore, it is easy to over-estimate the apologetic
46value of these more recent views of natural law.

46. Especially those modern scientists who accent the 
quantum theory favour indeterminism as acrainst classical 
determinism. They are inclined to look unon eo-called 
laws as statistical and measurements as symbols which do 
not comt>ly exactly with that r>rODerty which is measured. 
See V. ^. Lenren, Article in Journal of Philosophy. Vol. 30, 
No. 11, ^ay, 1933-, Indeterminism and the Concept of 
Physical Reality, pt>. 281 - 288.



V

PHILOSOPHICAL ASPECTS*

nTp and P^TLOSOP T TT

During the first few centuries of scientific development, 

philosophy cooperated so well with the efforts of science that 

the classical relationship between the two continued. In fact, 

with the  exceptloribfja few clashes between the more relipious 

type of philosophy and naturalistic science, this relationship 

has been maintained until comparatively recent times. The last 

century, however, has brought a decided breach of the relation 

ship. - After realizing her success in attaining control over 

nature, science has regarded the claims of philosophy over the 

entire scope of experience with considerable misgivings. Also, 

the precision and concreteness of scientific procedure has led 

many to look upon the more speculative method of philosophy 

with suspicion. Some leaders of thought have been impressed

so much with this apparent certainty of science that they have
<5 

endeavoured to make philosophy scientific, w'hile among some

1. See B. Bavink, The Anatomy of Science, p. °9f.
°. P rofespor ^ohn Dewey, Whitehead, and E. G-. Spauldins are
notable examples.
* Tn this connection the term 'philosophy* is used broadly to
include metaphysics.

68.
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schools of science, t>hllosor>hy actually is reDudiated. 

Representatives of this position claim that there is no 

longer any need for philosophy, because the knowledge once 

afforded by speculative efforts can be furnished by science 

without the element of uncertainty which has always charac 

terized the philosophical method. Science, they say, deals 

with facts while philosonhy merely sDeculates about facts. 

At its best, philosophy can afford only the Tiost probable 

opinion, while science leads to knowledge, the objectivity 

of which banishes all element of doubt. Likewise, those who 

look uDon philosophy in this manner emphasize the point that 

Dhilosophy can Judge the validity of Judgments only accord- 

Ing to a theoretical standard which itself may be subject to 

question , whereas, science has an objective standard, namely, 

observed situations of fact.

That this DOsition should appeal to the less professional 

section of thinking people is quite understandable. Many of 

them feel quite out of place in the regions of speculative 

thought. They seem to think that the efforts of men who are 

comoetent in this sphere are quite futile. Also, an engross- 

incf interest in oractical matters has tended to make 

theoretical pursuits unpopular. On the other hand, objective 

knowledge from which all elements of doubt are cast is what 

men have been seeking. Therefore, the masses of intelligent

3. c.f. Bavink, op. cit., p. 31,f.
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people are inclined to join in the denunciation of philos 

ophy and to look unon the pronouncements of science with 

unusual favour.

Notwithstanding these claims of divorcement science 

and Philosophy are very closely related. There has never 

been a science which has operated entirely independently of 

a philosophy of some kind. That is, "behind every effort of 

science there is a theory of being and a theory of knowledge, 

apart from which effort would be without direction or signi 

ficance. Even the denial that this is so implies its affir 

mation. When a r>erson says, "there is no need for philosophy," 

he assumes first, that the nature of things is such that re 

flective thought is ineffective in attaining a satisfactory

knowledge of it, and secondly, he assumes that one kind of
4 

knowledge is more dependable than another. Obviously, the

first assumption involves a theory of being or Reality, and 

the second, a theory of knowledge. Professor A. E. Taylor 

the point clearly when he says;

"As we cannot, so long as we allow ourselves to think 
at all, avoid asking these questions as to what 'is* and 
what only 'seems 1 , it is clear that the attempt to dispense 
with metaphysical saeculation altogether would be futile. 
Te have really no choice whether we shall form metaphysical 
hypotheses or not, only the choice of whether v,e shall do 
so consciously and In accord with, some intelligible prin 
ciple, or unconsciously and at random." 5

Generally speaking it is true that philosophy can deter 

mine validity only in accordance with a theoretical system

4. See F. H. Bradley, Appearance and Reality^ p. 2. 
c . A. E. Taylor, Elements of Metaphysics, p. 5.
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for which no complete logical or empirical proof can "be . 

offered. In a real sense the postulates of tv is system arc 

more fundamental than proof itsel^. Proof is possible, on 

the other hand, only on the assumption o^ them or other pos 

tulates similar to them. But, philosophy is not unique in 

this necessity to determine validity according to postulates 

which are quite beyond conclusive proof. Indeed, any attempt 

to consider vaMdit^ in its ultimate implications is faced 

with the same limitation. After .all, there is no logical or 

empirical reason why immediate perception should yield know 

ledge an^r rr.or^ valid than any other Vin^ of awareness. If 

immediately perceived, knowledge is to be considered as a cri 

terion for validity, it must be assumed t^e same as any other 

criterion. TTor is there ar.y thing in tv e nature of what is ob 

jective in the sense of being independent of subjective factors, 

to prove conclusively that en apprehension of it is any more 

valid than an apprehension of something more closely related 

to subjective states. On the contrary, immediately perceived 

or objective knowledge can be set up as a standard for deter 

mining validity only as a postulate v/hich is partially justi- 

fled b;T practical results, but w> ich, strict"1 '1" cannot b^ proved. 

That is, the claim often made by the supporters of the scienti 

fic view-point for a standard of validity which is above the

6. See Parsons, The Universe of Our Fyp^ri^r-op } -^ m 2^, °or an 
account of how common sense empirTcTism becomes a theory of 
knowledge.
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limitations and uncertainties of a theoretical system is 

simply mistaken. The difference between science and phil 

osophy is not that science has a proven standard of validity 

whereas philosophy has only a theoretical one. In either 

case a theory of knowledge and a doctrine of Reality are neces 

sary, but beyond the possibility of complete proof. Rather, 

the difference lies in the fact that philosophy seeks to ex 

amine these postulates whereas science simply takes them for 

granted.

Sup-n-estlon has been made already to the effect that much 

in the speculative system of Descartes and Spinoza regarding 

the nature of the world and the knowing, subject has been 

taken over into the scientific position. At the same time, 

the content of this world-view,^ has been related so closely 

to the assumptions of common-sense that the fact that it 

teas been taken o%r er from speculative thought is obscured. 

As in everyday life it is believed that sense-perception 

is the valid basis of knowledge, so also, it is believed in

7. In order to simplify this, discussion the term ' wor Id-view 1 
will be used to denote the system of postulates and beliefs 
reerardinff the nature of the world and the knowing subject, 
^hat is, a worId-view includes a theory of reality and a 
theory of knowledge, whioh is too fundamental for absolute 
proof, but ^hich cannot be avoided in any attempt to think. 
In thus usincr the term, world-view, the idea of a picture of 
Reality is excluded. "No psychological Inquiry or any inves- 
tls-atlon of human conduct can loner be kept away from the pro 
blem of how and by what sanction of authority we presume to 
Investigate and know anything." Taylor. Fact, the Romance of 
the ¥ind, p. 75.
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Q
science. However, ^egardless of how simple these beliefs 

about the world and experience are, or "ho"' natural and ef 

fective, they are after all, philosophical and speculative. 

They represent a world-view even V-.ough it is a common- sense 

world-view. Consequently, when science revolts against phil 

osophy, what it really opposes is not philosophy as a possible 

coherent svstem of postulates, but such a world-view as would 

render the efforts of science of second rate importance. On 

the contrary, science has presupposed a very definite view of 

things without which it could never have excercieed the Influ 

ence it did upon the modern mind.

Some modern scientists li"kr> Eddington, ,T eans, and T?rhite- 

head, being conscious of these assumptions have endeavoured 

to examine and systematize them. Others , being aware of 

the philosophical problems implied in scientific Inquiry, at 

tempt to get around tb^m by accepting a phenomenal is tic stand 

point. According to tv !s theory, science deals simply with

experiences or impressions of things and relegates questions
9 

of thei:^ actuality to metaphysics. Herbert Dingle develops

this position In his book, Sole no e and FT rna n E:\ p e  * » j e nc e . Yet, 

it is apparent throughout the treatment that Professor Dingle 

is setting forth a. philosophy In spite of the fact that he does

8. c.f.F. R. Tennant, Philosophy and the Sciences ,Soc . V, p.l?0 
Also, I), '"rinoh, Article, T^e delations o p Scienc'e and F^51o 
in Fhilosop^y, April, 1927, p. 154.
9. See Bradley, op.clt., p. 122, for a mor" complete statement 
of this viewpoint.
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it in order to avoid the problems of philosonhy. For, 

phenomenalism, or positivism as it is "better known, holds 

an important place among the leading world-views. Whether 

or not this position is the position of modern science is 

quite another matter. Likewise, its integrity as a world- 

view need not be discussed. The point is that in accepting 

this standpoint science does not divorce itself from philos 

ophy, nor does It raise itself above the uncertainty which 

theoretical considerations involve. On the contrary, science 

really changes its affiliation from realism to positivism and

in so dolncr, while it evades the problems of realistic phil-
10 

osophy, it involves itself In the limitations of positivism.

More often, however, the observation made by Dr. Tennant 

is correct, ^e says, "The scientist does not make it his

business to explore his own presuppositions and &awcertain
11 

their own epistemo logical standing. Or as Professor Hart

puts it, "Contemporary scientists are rarely able to make 

critical examinations in the realm of mind. Their training

has not fitted them for critical examination of their own
12 

processes. "

Moreover, when science confines itself to pure experiment 

and description, the philosophical basis is by no means so 

important. But, a closer inquiry into the development of

10. See A. C. Ewing, Idealism, a Critical Survey, Chapt. VII,
pp. 290 - 382, for an able summary of these limitations.
11. Tennant, Philosophy of the Sciences, p. 20.
12. Hart, Inside Experience, p. 12.
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science and its influence over the popular mind reveals that 

scientific effort has not been confined always to measuring 

and describing objects of experience. On the contrary, "when

it reaches a sufficient degree of maturity of Judgment and
^ t 

self criticism,/* breaks through its own shell, and definitely

in the name of scientific truth claims to pass over into a new 

way of researching and theorizing. 0 " In the language of 

Professor Eucken,

M The tendency towards bold speculative thought has deserted 
the philosophies to find a home with the natural scientists; 
in their case there is no lack of bold raids into the land 
of truth, and the commingling of philosophical assertion with 
capable research work prevents many peoDle from realizing the 
outrageous character of the speculative attempt." 14

Parsons is doubtless correct in affirming that, "... every 

scientist becomes a philosopher immediately he leaves his ob 

servations and experiments and attempts to find, in the realm

of pure thought, some interpretation of the facts that he has
1*5 

collected." ' But, what is even more significant, is the fact

that science has ascended to a place of honour and leadership 

in the lives of modern persons, not so much by offering ac 

curately tabulated observations, as by suggesting an interpre 

tation of the facts of experience. In short, it is as philos 

opher that the scientist is most popular. James Ward then was 

right in saying that apart from the philosophy upon which

Oct. 1933.
13. Vitalis Norstrb'm, or>. cTt-7 pp. 389 - 390.
14. R. Eucken, Main Currents of Modern Thought, p. 27. 

. Parsons, OD. cit., D. 21.
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modern science Is based, ". . . . science would have 

been a very feeble thing and Its future would have been 

most precarious and uncertain." However, simply be 

cause the assumptions of this new way of viewing things 

were so closely related to the assumptions of common 

sense, the fact that science was really philosophy , did 

not become apparent. Therefore, the difference between 

verified fact derived from experiments carried out under 

rigorous conditions, and philosophical beliefs has been 

obscured. The world-view or Dhilosophical out-look of 

science has been accepted by modern persons more or less 

indiscriminately along with observations and results. In 

deed, this acceptance has been so complete, owing to the 

cumulative force of scientific results, that this parti 

cular world-view has become fundamental to the structure 

of the modern mind. If, therefore, one is to understand 

this attitude of modern persons he must examine these be 

liefs which go to make up the world-view along the lines 

of which people of this generation are constrained to 

think.

16. J. Ward, Essays in Philosophy, pp. 116 - 117
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THE WORLD - VIEW

A. Metaphysical Doctrines Concerning the Nature of Reality.

(1) Scientific inquiry of almost any kind necessitates 

the assumption of a very definite tyoe of world. The existent 

objects in this world must appear fundamentally the same to 

all possible observers. Indeed, scientific verification is 

possible only because it is taken for granted that an object 

will at>pear essentially the same to all unbiased observers. 

What is strictly Individual in exuerience, therefore, is ig 

nored or labelled subjective. It is excluded from the world 

assumed by science not simply because it cannot be verified, 

but also, because the very nature of individual experience 

precludes a description of its object in precise and intelli 

gible terms.

At the very outset it is to be admitted that this way 

of regarding objects of experience has produced many valuable 

results. By no means least amons these is the ability to 

predict and control natural events and forces for human ends. 

Also, this way of treating objects has made it possible to 

classify and systematize valuable knowledge of the -ohysical 

world in such a way as to make it more precisely and com-
L 3pletely communicable. Therefore "part of a method of deal 

ing with certain areas of exnerience, especially that in 

relation to physical objects, there is considerable Justi 

fication for assuming the existence of such a world.
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At the same time, there is little or no Justification 

for the inference so often drawn, namely, that the "objec 

tive world" conveniently assumed for Durposes of inquiry, 

is the one and only Real world. For, strictly speaking, 

every object is an object of individual experience. No two 

persons ever observe even the simplest object in exactly the

same way. It is a high degree of similarity rather than
17 identity in the experiences of all normal persons which

makes it possible to regard these experiences as common. 

Strictly speaking, therefore, a common experience is an ab 

straction. As Professor Taylor clearly points out, "exaer- 

ience ... is essentially characterised by unique individu 

ality of aim and interest, in this sense at least, a true

experience must be that of an individual subject, and no
18 

collection or agcrreerate can be an individual subject."

Common experience, on the other hand, is a construction con 

stituted of elements selected from individual experience on 

the basis of similarity. To be precise and consistent in 

this position objects should be classified on a percentage 

basis. That is, objects which were observed with the great 

est decrree of similarity by the largest number of accurate 

and unbiassed observers would be classified as say, ninety per 

cent existent. However, simply because complete identity in

17. H. Dlncrle, on. clt., D. 17.
18. ot>. cit., p. 60.
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the experience of the same object is an hypothetical condi 

tion, which is never quite attainable in practical life, the 

one hundred percent mark would never be reached.

At the same time, the degree of similarity with which a 

criven object is experienced by normal persons varies accord 

ing to the tyr>e of object under consideration. For example, 

in observing a single cell by the aid of a microscope, the 

decree of similarity with which an ordinary group of persons 

would experience the object would be comparatively high. Al- 

thoup-h the similarity could never become complete Identity, 

for -ournoses of scientific inquiry it might be Dermissible 

to assume that the observation was identical. But take the 

example of an object of beauty. In this experience there 

would be a much greater degree of difference. Still if there 

were no similarity in the experiences of beauty, such a thing 

as a collection of artistic productions would be quite impossi 

ble. The problem therefore, is to set the limits as to Just 

what dearree of similarity Is necessary before an observed ob 

ject can be regarded as existent in the objective world. In 

his book, Science and Human Experience, Professor Herbert 

Dingle, claims that this distinction between experiences 

common to all normal persons and those peculiarly individual

in character mark off the domain of science from other aspects
19 

of life. '"The aim of science, in short," he says, "is to

19. Dingle, op. cit., p. 14.
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see how far It can establish a rational correlation between
20 

common experiences." Yet, Professor Dingle never says

precisely how common, or what ner cent of similarity in ex 

perience is necessary to establish an experienced object 

as existent in the objective world. In a purely practical 

connection, he really is not called upon to do so. The matter 

is quite different, however, if it is assumed that everything 

which is Real is Included in the world thus defined and every 

thing; which is not is subjective and unreal. This is a meta 

physical Dostulate; not a practical assumption. Dingle is a- 

ware of the tendency for persons engrossed in scientific in 

vestigation to t>ass over from the Dractical assumption of an 

"objective world," to the metaphysical affirmation that it is 

the only Real world. Therefore, he goes at some length to 

guard against It. In his own words:

""It Is sometimes claimed that in the scientific inves 
tigation of Nature the assumption is made that such things 
as beauty and moral values do not exist. This, however, is 
untrue. Science leaves these things out of account because 
they are not common experiences but individual ones. . . . 
Science selects its field as that of the experiences which 
are common to all normal people, but makes no assumption 
that that field includes the whole of experience, and it 
explores that field without prejudice of any kind." 21

While this may be true in the case of Professor Dlnsrle and 

some leaders of science, the fact remains that the masses of 

men who have accepted the scientific viewpoint, under the

20. Dinp-le, op. clt., p.
21. Ibid, p. 22.
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necessity for a world-view, have universalized this tech 

nical postulate of existence into a metaphysical dogma. 

Accordingly, they regard only those objects as Real which 

occupy a place in the"objective world" thus defined.

Some exponents of the scientific view-point are inclined 

to deal with this so-called "objective" world as if it were 

given. Like Margaret Fuller's Universe, it simply is to be 

accepted without further argument. However, the question 

naturally arises,"given to whom?" That is, the very term, 

"p-iven" Implies an experiencing subject, and an experienc 

ing subject can not be some corporation in TJvhich individual 

experience is actually transcended. In other words, to say 

that this world is "given" does not take away the individual 

element so carefully guarded against by those who espouse the 

"objective" view-point. Furthermore, if everything is to be 

accented as "objective" which is "given" in human experience, 

obviously this so-called "objective" world of common exper 

iences does not exhaust everything by any mians. For, in 

vast areas of experience such as religion, morals, and aes 

thetics, the common elements are admittedly small in propor 

tion to the distinctively individual elements, therefore, to 

proceed as if the world necessarily assumed for purposes of 

certain types of inquiry actually and exclusively were "given',1 

is unjustifiable. On the contrary, to establish an identical 

relation between the conceptual framework of this "objective 

world" with the actual or real world, requires logical reasons 

the same as any other metaphysical postulate.
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(2) In the same way scientific observation and experiment 

is possible only on the assumption that the world of objects is 

such that no decisive change is rendered in then by the scien 

tific nrocess. That is, it is assumed that the nhenomenon under 

observation is not affected by the fact that it is being observ 

ed, and that the manipulation of conditions involved in experi 

ment does not alter the essential nature of the objects which 

are being considered. Rather, it Is only as these objects are 

regarded as unaffected by these processes that accurate and de 

pendable knowledge of them can be attained.

Again, the success of this assumption within the limited 

scor»e of scientific inquiry combined with the need for a world- 

view has led many advocates of science to make this methodolog 

ical assumption into a metaphysical doctrine. Hence It is 

affirmed that the nature of Reality is such that observation 

and experiment applied to various aspects of it make no essen 

tial change in its nature. Reality stands in its own right un 

affected by whether it is observed or not. At the same time, 

some leaders of science have become aware of this fallacy. Ac 

cording to a recent work by Sir James Jeans, "... science has

gradually discovered that its nature 'standing by its own
22 

strength 1 was an assumntion rather than an ascertained fact. . ."

Even so their discovery has not been made among the masses of 

scientifically minded men. On the contrary, popular thinking

. The New Background of Science, (1933), p. 69.
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along scientific lines is prone to accept the philosophical 

position that the "objective world" is unaffected by observa 

tion and experiment, and to assume that the position has been 

established upon empirical evidence in a way that is quite be- 

^ond question.

The assumption is to be admitted that observation and ex 

periment do not affect certain types o^ objects to sud" an ex 

tent as to render the treatment of them in that manner imprac 

tical. Yet, this limited success is by no means sufficient 

grounds for generalizing the postulate into a principle of 

Reality. For purposes of some types of inquiry it may be leg 

itimate to assume t^at the objects of experience are affesrted 

in no essential way by observation and experiment, but it is 

quite another t^ing to say that the nature of things is such 

that they are unaffected by the scientific process. The first 

is a methodological principle, the second, r, metaphysical dogma 

Fo amount of empirical evidence could prove the latter for em 

piricism assumes it to begin with. As a matter of fact, the 

scientist is faced constantly with the problem of how much the 

conditions of his experiment actually alter t>e nature of the 

results observed. He must always assume that a le?.f is the 

same under a microscope as it is on the plant, yet, he "knows 

tMs is not the case.^ Moreover, there is an element of truth

. Spaulding attempts to solve t^is problem b;/ analysis 
" in s itu" . See , ^T ew Rationalism. ( frew York , ] 918 . ) p . ?90 .
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In the idealist contention that things are only as they are 

in relation to the fact of mind. Completely passive observa 

tion is an abstraction. This was made clear by Kant when he 

insisted that the mind was spontaneous and even coercive in re 

lation to the objects of experience. At any rate, as a meta 

physical doctrine the affirmation that objects in the actual 

world are unaffected by the fact of observation and experiment 

has never been proved, and cannot be proved by empirical evi 

dence. As such, therefore, it must stand or fall like any 

other metaDhyslcal doctrine on the basis of its own coherency 

as a view of reality.

(3) Much the same holds true in the case of analysis. Its 

success as a method of dealing with certain sectors of fact 

has been demonstrated. But, this success is possible only on 

the assumption that analysis does not change in any essential 

manner the nature of what is being observed. Moreover, for 

practical purposes, in dealing with certain tyoes of objects, 

the assumption does not involve any considerable decree of 

error. For example, a small bit of stone may be taken from a 

cliff and studied quite apart from its native relations with 

out effecting any serious change in the composition of the 

stone. But, when for purposes of Inquiry, the heart is re 

moved from a living organism an essential chancre has been 

wrought which the skillful investigator must keep in mind. In 

relation to the circulatory system and other facts of animal 

life, the heart is one thinjz, but, removed from that context
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it is little more than a structure of muscles and valves. 

It defends largely upon what tyne of knowledge is desired, 

whether or not analysis of this kind is practical at all. 

But in any case, it is apparent that analysis makes a diff 

erence in the nature of what is Investigated. Even in the 

instance of the isolated bit of stone, before a thorough un 

derstanding of it could be attained, the relations severed by

analysis must be re-established as far as possible in the im-
24 

agination of the investigator.

For practical purposes, then, in dealing with certain areas 

of fact, from some points of view, it is quite permissible, in 

deed necessary, to assume that analysis does not alter the 

nature of the material at hand to such an extent as to make 

analysis impractical. Further, it is possible for the imagina 

tion of the investigator to reconstruct much that is destroyed 

by analysis. Yet, this by no means warrants the inference that 

the nature of thincrs is such that analysis does not affect them 

essentially. This metaphysical inference is often made more or 

less unconsciously by exDonents of the scientific method and 

stated categorically in this manner, "objects in the Real world 

may be analyzed without alterlnc their essential nature and in 

versely, any object which will not submit to analysis is not Real!!

24. Es-oeciallv in usiner the -orinciple of analysis effectively, 
the imagination of the scientist is vastly important. However, 
such imaginative re-construction does not re-instate the rela 
tions broken by analysis . s althou.c-h, for Dractical purpose, it 
is valuable.
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As in the case of observation and experiment, the 

practical assumption becomes a metaphysical dogma for which 

there is little or no empirical evidence. Moreover, the 

Dractlcal results of the assumption Justify it only in the 

sphere or spheres where those results are manifest. Conse 

quently, to say that an object is not Real because it will 

not submit to analysis without a serious change being effected 

in it, proes quite beyond the grounds of logic or even common 

sense.

(4) In much the same way, scientific inquiry necessitates 

the assumption that the objects under observation may "be 

separated from their normal relation with subjects of exper 

ience and regarded in an "objective nmanner, without altering 

their character in any decisive way. Science even insists that 

only by thus treating situations of fact can they be most ac 

curately understood. Professor Max Planck calls this the first 

stet> in every specialized branch of science. Defining it 

further he says,

"In other words,the fundamental principles and indispensable 
postulates of every genuinely productive science are not based 
unon pure logic but rather on the metaohysical hypothesis 
which no rules of locric can refute - that there exists an 
outer world which is entirely independent of ourselves. . . . 
The first and most Important quality of all scientific ways of 
thinking must be the clear distinction between the outer ob- o 
Ject of observation and the subjective nature of the observer.

Over against this position is that of Subjective Idealism. 

Although Kant insisted upon the ImDortance of mind in the 

structure of Reality, it was Berk?ley who first maintained a

25. Max Planck, op. cit., p. 138.
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thorough going idealist position. In his own words, "... 
all the choir of heaven and furniture of the earth, in a word 
all those "bodies which compose the misrhty frame 01 the 
world, have not any subsistence without a mind - that their
ksin£ ^ s "t2_^e._£§I19.§iYM_o_r__M^w.rl : " -6. ... "For as to what 
is said of the absolute existence of unthinking things with 
out anv relation to their being perceived, that is to me 
perfectly unintelligible." 27

While Professor Planck may be right in urging that no 

amount of argument could disprove the hypothesis that the 

objects of observation are independent of the subjective nature 

of the observer, the sane thing is true of the idealist position 

Perhaps what has made Idealism a constant force in modern 

thinking is just the fact that any demonstration of Reality in 

volves a thinking subject, for it is quite impossible to cite 

an instance of Reality which is actually independent of some   

thinking subject. Possibly., Reality is Independent. Common 

sense seems to suggest that it is. But as far as logical or 

empirical evidence is concerned Idealism can hold its ground. 

Even so, a thorough-going Idealism has never become a practical 

creed, ^he common man revolts against the doctrine that an ob 

ject which has never yet come into a relation with a thinking 

subject does not exist. At the same time, the abiding truth

of Idealism has never been successfully refuted; namelv that
28 

Reality and experience are indissolubly united. Nor does

this truth contradict the dictates of common sense which has 

sought always unity in experience. Although it may be possible

26. A. C. Fraser Selecttons^Frq^Berk^ley^th. ed. p. 43.
27. Ibid p. 40. Bee also G-. D. Hicks Berkeley p. 77f.
28. See Taylor op. cit., p. 81.
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to disregard Subjective Idealism in its more extreme form, 

yet the truth which it has sought to convey, and which has 

made it so influential in modern thinking,cannot be gainsaid. 

At any rate^.Independent Realism such as Planck advocates is 

not conclusively self-evident.

Still further, if the assumption of an "objective world" 

independent of experiencing subjects is more than Drovisional, 

then a dualism is inevitable.; for, according to this view 

there are two distinct and indenendent realms of being, namely, 

"objective world," and experiencing subjects. The oftly way 

this dualism could be dissolved would be to relate the two 

realms in some fundamental way. But, if this relation is really 

fundamental, then surely to regard the "objective world" as if 

there were no such relation to subjective centers of experience, 

is unjustifiable. In fact, any effort to dissolve the dualism 

would seem to contradict the assumption of "objective world" 

standing, in its own right independently of subjects.

Now, Dualism and Pluralism as systems must not be regarded 

as imposv«ible world-views. Simply because this doctrine o'f the 

independent world involves such a system does noty ipso facto, 

prove it untenable. At the same time, it is clear that neither 

Dualism or ^luralism is sut>r>orted uniquely by either logical 

or empirical evidence. Inversely, they must depend for their 

justification on the same grounds as any other view of things. 

The scientific attitude, then, may hold such a philosophy, but 

it may do so only in the face of the same criticism to which
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any other philosophy Is held. In short, the presumption

that the scientific ^orld-vlew is uniquely valid is in 

defensible; .

(5) Much the same must "be said concerning the postulate 

that events and facts in the world observed by science are 

causally related. Professor Stout insists effectively that

causality is su^oorted bv common sense, and as such occupies
P9

an advantageous position. As a practical assumption, more 

over, it cannot be disregarded. Prediction and control which 

have become so important in scientific effort, are possible 

only on the assumption of causality. Thus far, the principle 

goes unchallenged, because it is tmrely practical in nature 

and implications. But, many who insist UDOn regarding every 

thing scientifically move more or less unconsciously from the 

Dositlon that causality lsanecessary assumption for scientific 

Investigation, to say that events and facts actually are caus 

ally conditioned. Accordingly, every event must have a cause, 

and given the cause, the event must follow. Taken thus as a 

metaphysical postulate, David Hume's skeptical argument has 

never been successfully -net. He insisted thst,

"From the mere repetition of any r>ast Impression, even to 
infinity, there will never arise any new original ldes ;> 
such as that of necessary conne xion; and the number of Im 
pressions has in this case no more effect than if we con 
fined ourselves to only one." 30 "Thus, not only our reason 
fails us in the discovery of the ultimate connexion of causes

29. Cr. F, Stout, Mind and Matter, Vol. I, p. 31,f.
30. D. Hume, A Treatise of Human Nature, p. 339, . Vol. I. 
Edited, T. Green & T. H. Grose. See also, p. H. Bradley, 
Appearance and Reality, p. 56, f.
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and effects, but even after experience has informM us of 
their constant conjunction, 'tis impossible for us to sat 
isfy ourselves by our reason, why we should extend that ex 
perience beyond those particular Instances, which have fallen 
under our observation." 31

Professor ^aylor calls attention to much the same fact.

He says, "Actual experience Is certainly not sufficient to 
show that every event is absolutely determined by its ante 
cedent conditions; at most the success of our scientific hy- 
Dotheses based upon the assumption of causality otoly avails 
to show that events may be inferred from their antecedents 
with sufficient accuracy to make the causal assumption practi 
cally useful." 32

Furthermore, even If it were nossible to fasten ut>on a 

cause for every event, how could it be t>roved that the subjects 

of experience which conceived the situation did not establish 

the relation which before then did not exist as fundamental to 

the event. Professor Stout is doubtless corre.ct in arguing 

that causality is very native to human experience. The concept 

has become a convenient category under which objects are aDr>re- 

hended and used. But, what is to prevent one from insisting 

that causality is a nropertv of experiencing subjects which is 

fastened upon objects in the act of apprehension and for the 

purpose of control? This question is even more difficult to 

answer in view of the fact that all instances of causality 

which ever could be nroduced to show that events in themselves 

actually are related to appropriate causes, in the nature of the 

case are related necessarily with subjects of experience from

31 D. Hume, ot>. cit., r>. 39?. See also B. Bavink, Science jmd

_
3?. Taylor, ot>. cit., n. 167. 
33. Bradley brings up this alternative. OD. cit., r>. 56.
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which they might have derived the property of causal relation. 

Also, the Idea of causality from the first is linked closely 

with anthropomorphic suggestions derived from the activity of 

Durnosive agents. It is highly probable, therefore, that 

cause as a more universal category is related fundamentally 

to personal agents and that to see events causally related

Is a special prerogative of personal subjects because they are
34 

themselves personal causes.

Bradley also calls attention to the fact that

"The oausetA'not only recedes backwards in time, but it attempts 
laterally to take in more and more of existence. And we are 
tending to the doctrine that, to find a real cause, we must 
take the comalete state of the world at one moment as this 
t>asses into another state also compete." 35

There is, however, no reason why the causal assumption

should not be made in the interests of certain tyr>es of in-
36 

vestipration, nor. should the so-called, causal knowledge of
37 

science be regarded as altogether unreliable. ' The point is

that the scientific mind too often passes over from this prac 

tical assumation of causality to a metaphysical dogma accord 

ing to which all aspects of Reality are causally related. Again, 

there may be persuasive arguments that this actually is the case, 

but they are not uniquely different from the arguments in favour

. Tennant argues this point, OD. cit., p. 81.
35. Bradley, ot>. cit., np. 56 - 57.
36. Bradley, on. cit., r>. 57.
37. c.f. Parsons, The Universe of Our Experience, p. 19, for a 
statement of the Dractical advantages of these assumptions as 
a working basis for controlling the external world.
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of any other metaphysical doctrine. That is, the position 

stands or falls according to its own effectiveness as a ra 

tional account what men actually experience.^
(6) Determinism has usually followed upon the assumption 

of causation. Tf events must have causes then the world is 

such that no spurious or un-caused event is possible. The 

causes of these apparently novel events may not "be obvious.In 

deed, they may remain undiscovered almost indefinitely. Still, 

it must be assumed that once they are really understood, the 

causal connection will be manifest. Spinoza was, of course, 

the creat exponent of this position, but modern science has 

further developed it in the light of so-called "scientific Laws." 

As was stated in the previous chapter, this conception of the 

world has a strancre attraction amon*? the people of this genera 

tion. Therefore, it has made a profound impression upon the 

modern mind, and in many cases actually has become fundamental 

to the modern outlook. According to Yax Planck,

"The principle of causality must be held to extend even to the 
higher achievements of the human soul. We must admit that the 
mind of each one of our greatest geniuses.-Aristotle, Kant, 
Leonardo, Goethe or Beethoven, Dante or Shakespeare - even at 
the moments of its hlcrhest flights of thought or in the most 
profound inner workings of the soul, was subject to the causal 
flat and was an Instrument in the hands of an almighty law 
which eroverns the world." 39

On the other hand, there are some leaders of science today 

who no Ioniser hold to the doctrine of determinism, at least not

38. H. Munsterberg t>uts this point strongly. Eternal Values,
pp. 127 - 123.

39. Max Planck, OP. cit., pp. 155 - 1?6.
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in the metaphysical form. For example, Eddington claims 

that, "The result of our analysis of physical phenomena

UP to the present is that we have nowhere found any evidence

40 
of such a deterministic law." He goes on to argue that

science uses the term "law" to cover regularities for which 

there is a high degree of probability. But, that does not 

mean that events must occur in accordance with it, but only 

that It is hicrhly probable that they will. L. M. Parsons

goes on to show that these "laws" are a k!.nd of "conceptual
41 

shorthand which helps us summarize experience. ..."

Notwithstanding these statements from some leaders of 

science, the modern scientific attitude Is still largely de 

terministic in Its outlook. Indeed, that is one of the under- 

lyinsr reasons for so much uncertainty regarding the things in 

life that matter. In scientific research it was necessary to 

assume that events are causally determined and that they must 

act in accordance with certain "laws." This assumption has 

been universalized into a metaphysical dogma which asserts that 

events are thus determined. In short, this"conceptual short 

hand," as ^arsons put it, has been Identified with the Real or

actual world. Dr. T. Hywell Hughes points out that this Is a
42 

form of projection in the wider sense of the term. In any

- Philosophy, Jan. 1933., Article, Physics and "Philosophy. P. 38 
41. The Universe of Our Experience, p . 18 , t~. 
^ • New Psychology and Religious Experience, p . 103 .

Parsons is^>f much the same opinion, OP. clt., p. 18. 
He says, ". . .we must realize that we are not Justified In 
pro.lectincr these shorthand methods Into regions of thought 
where they may not be applicable."
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case, the assumotion ceases to be methodological and becomes 

metaphysical. Therefore, It Is beyond any proofs which science 

may give,hence, must be defended on the basis of its coherence 

and intelligibility as an account of the facts and events of 

life.

(7) In dealing with certain aspects of the world objec 

tively, that is, from the point of view of a detached and dis 

interested observer, lookiner at the world as existinsr indepen 

dently of subjective facts, science has produced many gratifying 

results. In fact, strict scientific procedure limits itself to 

only those aspects of the world which can be treated in this 

fashion. Under the influence of this success, however, there 

has been an inclination, especially on the part of the more en 

thusiastic adherents to the scientific approach, to go a step 

further. It is concluded, therefore, that the world is such 

that it can be understood only in response to that particular 

kind of investigation. "Taether' or notthis conclusion or belief 

is a valid one is a debatable question. The point is that for 

purposes of method it may be legitimate to make such an assump 

tion. Scientific results have doubtless given the assumption 

amt>le sunoort as Dart of a methodology for dealing with certain 

aspects of the world. But, it is apparent that such results do 

not necessitate the universal conclusion regardiner the nature 

of the world, namely that the world is of such a kind that it 

can be understood only by this particular approach to It. Of 

course, as a categorical Judgement or basic assumption about 

the world, this conclusion may be defended. But as such, it
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becomes a philosophical tenet instead of a scientific 

instrument of research. mhe modern attitude, then, in so 

far as it holds that the world can be understood truly only 

as it is regarded objectively, does so, not on scientific 

grounds, but by a sally into the domains of philosophy. E. 5. 

McOilvary has summed up the point in this manner,

"Therefore, when any philosopher appeals to the findings of 
modern physics as giving anything else than empirically as 
certained treasure-numbers and mathematically ascertained re 
lations between such measure-numbers, he is appealinc to a 
tribunal that has no jurisdiction in the matter, and there 
fore has no authority to hand down a decision in the case." 43

(9) That interest in simplicity and clarity which science 

took over from Newton and Descartes has influenced beliefs re 

garding the nature of the world still further. Very often, 

therefore, the man of science is led to assume that what is 

Real is ultimately simple rather than complex, and inversely, 

what cannot be reduced to simnle and clearly defined terms is 

not a condition of actual fact. In this case, it is clear, 

that simplicity and clarity of apprehension become criteria 

of reality.

Of course the task of proving that reality is simple rather 

than complex and thereby justifying this commonly-used criteri en 

of reality, is indeed difficult. For. after all, the objects 

of expereince which strike people as most real are Infinitely 

complex and their stammering efforts to describe then? give evi 

dence of a lack of clearness in apprehension. For example,

43. Article, Physics and Metaphysics, Journal of Philosophy. 
July, 1932., t>p. 373 - 37^    '
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friendshiD is considered very real by most common-sense 

persons, yet, it is by no means siimle. Doubtless most 

people would have to admit the truth of Descartes' famous 

argument for the existence of personal self-consciousness, 

yet, who would say that self-consciousness is either simple 

or clearly apprehended? At any rate, the belief that reality 

is ultimately sinrole cannot be proved by scientific evidence. 

It is an assumption regardin/z the nature of the world, and, 

as such, is r>art of a world-view. Therefore, as a meta 

physical belief, it must resort to metaphysical reasons for 

its Justification.

B. EDistemoloery - Assumptions concerning the nature of the 

Knowing Subject.

(1) The success with which scientific principles and 

methods h^ve been carried out has also led many modern per 

sons to infer that the nature of knowledge and the knowing, 

subject is such that only by approaching the objects of ex 

perience in this detached way can they be truly known. In 

other words, the technical method of arriving at an under 

standing^ of certain tynes of phenomena is generalised into a 

comprehensive system of epistemology. From the proposition, 

let the subject deal with conditions of fact in a disinterested 

manner, it is inferred that the subject is so constituted that 

only by thus treatincr those conditions can it truly understand 

them. But, such an inference is nothing less than a metaphysical
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dogma regarding the nature of the knowlnt? subject. The 

empirical evidence in support of this position is not con 

clusive by any means. In fact, here science, or at least 

those scientifically minded persons who hold this position, 

part company with common sense. The plain man may not be 

able to explain in detail how he knows certain things. Then 

tressed for an answer he may say si-rmly, "I feel it," yet, 

in practical life he is constantly relying uDon knowledge 

which is of quite a different sort from that yielded by de 

tached observation. Moreover, the claim of the mystic for 

knowledge may not be valid, but it cannot be dismissed with 

out some fairly conelusive argument. The point is, that such 

a doctrine of the knowing subject as that so often taken for 

granted by modern exponents of the scientific approach, is not 

self-evident. Quite on the contrary,it can be asserted in 

this universal fashion only on the basis of its coherency and 

incluslveneas as an account of knowing subjects as they are 

found to be actual individual centers of experience.

Sir Arthur IMdington's interesting description of the

44 
ideal "observer," is a s?ood Illustration of this point.

When dealing with some areas of fact an "observer" of this 

kind is able to ^urnlsh the most accurate account of what is 

haTTDenlner. But, to assume that all DOssible knowledge of 

what confronts people in experience must come through that 

"sinple eye," is quite another matter. Hu^o ¥unsterberg

44. see t>. 54.
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brings the point of this criticism in a way that makes it 

quite obvious. He says,

" The consciousness which knows the mechanical universe is 
thus no longer the individual with his will and his purposes, 
"but merely a passive spectator, a consciousness which is with 
out any interest simply becomes aware of the interplay of 
energies in this world. Such a personality, of course, is 
not a real man. . . . The knower of nature is ultimately an 
impersonal consciousness which has not even any individual 
t)lace in its system." 45

(2) .As far as theory is concerned, science may be content 

to T egvre questions of validity to metaphysics. Especially is 

this true of the Dosltlvlet position represented by Herbert 

Dingle. Still, it can hardly be claimed that science as it is 

understood by the masses of thinking T>eor>le, has left consid 

erations of validity at one side. On the contrary, efforts of 

science have been motivated by a desire for dependable know 

ledge of the world which confronts men in every-day life. The 

so-caHed scientific discoveries, verification of hypotheses 

and critical examination of the grounds of traditional beliefs 

are simply aspects of the general quest for reliable knowledge. 

Indeed, that is one of the principal reasons why the scienti 

fic viewpoint has been able to attract thinking people from 

DhilosoTDhical and theological pursuits. Science offered em 

pirically verified knowledge, as over against the anaarently 

more speculative knowledge of the other disciplines.

45. Munsterberg, ^he Fternal Values, -op. 13, 14, 
See also T. Lafferty, Some Metaphysical Implications of the 
Pragmatic Theory of Knowledge, Article, Journal of Philosophy, 
VolT 29, No."3, Anrll, 1932.
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In answer, therefore, to this need for dependable know- 

ledcre, the scientific attitude has arrived at a more or less 

definite theory of knowledge and criterion of validity. This 

has been pointed out oftentimes by the critics of science. 

Furthermore, it is important to see that the theory of 

knowledge employed by these advocates of science is closely 

related to that employed by common sense. When the ordinary 

person of the street is questioned as to the knowledge 

of a thing he almost invariably resorts to an affirmation of 

how immediate his impression was. In much the same manner, 

the scientific mind assumes that immediate knowledge is 

valid knowledge. Likewise, as the plain man goes about 

testing the validity of a bit of knowledge by referring it 

to other-unbiassed witnesses, so also science verifies assertions 

of truth by reference to the observations of unprejudiced 

investigation. Perhaps it would be possible to outline the 

criteria used by scientifically minded persons for testing, 

the validity of knowledge.

(1) Reliable knowledge is that based upon first-hand observ 

ation reported by a detached and disinterested observer, from 

whose view such elements as desire, aims, feelings, preconcep 

tions and appreciation have been eliminated as far as possible .
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(2) Moreover, this observation is of such a kind as may "be 

verifiable to any and all normal persons.

(3) Further, it has been analyzed carefully, described and 

classified according to its general characteristics, and 

duly related to the continuity of similar facts and events.

(4) And, as knowledge, thus having been arrived at, it must 

satisfy the rational and critical faculties of human nature.

For practical purposes, therefore, the very method of 

science becomes a standard of validity. All knowledge based 

UDon the results ascertained or ascertalnable by it, is con 

sidered reliable; and inversely, that which cannot be dis 

covered bv, and verified according to the scientific procedure 

©Derating within the limits Dresumed by it, is held under sus 

picion or at best, in suspended Judgment. With regard to this 

eplstemoloerlcal position of science, Dr. Van Dusen, in his 

work, The Plain Man Seeks for God, says,

"The truth supremely prized is that which can be caught in the 
meshep of tHisparticular net - those facts which admit com 
plete analysis and description, and which submit to classifica 
tion as instance of a general type . Indeed, so authoritative 
have these norms become that the plain man tends to accent as 
'truth' only findings which satisfy their standards." 47

To be sure, there is no reason why the scientific atti 

tude should not employ such criteria to test the validity of 

what is ^resumed to be knowledge. As was pointed out earlier 

in this chapter, a theory of knowledge is almost inescacable 

If any assertions are made. Furthermore, within the scope 

dealt with by the scientific method this theory of knowledge

47. Van Dusen, The Plain Man Seeks for G-od, TO. 61.
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has Justified Itself by practical results, and is sanctioned 

"bv common sense. Yet, when It is generalized from a useful 

assumption into a universally valid system, according to which

all possible knowledge must be verified, that Is a quite dif-
AQ 

ferent matter. At least, in this realm of metaphysical

postulates, the doctrine holds no unique position. Furthermore, 

if it is suDr)orted principally ty-'common sense and practical re 

sults, in any area where the results are not forthcoming, and

common sense points toward a more inclusive position, the cri-
48 

teria should be abandoned.

CONCTJJSION

What has happened, then, is roughly this. The modern 

attltude, under the necessity for a world-view has taken over 

man^r of the assumptions necessary for scientific inquiry and 

universalized them into metaphysical postulates and doctrines, 

thus arrivins- at a world-view, moreover, it is often taken 

for granted that the success with which these assumptions are 

made within the limited field of scientific investigation, 

aloner with their klnshin with common sense affords unique and 

self-evident oroof of their validity. Indeed, many modern 

persons proceed as if the postulates of that world-view were 

t>roved beyond any measure of doubt, or more often as if no 

t>roof were necessary at all. Accordingly, this world-view be 

comes the habitual instrument of the modern mind. No light is

43. c.f. Vitalls Nojstrttm. OD. cit., p. 395- 
Also, Van Dusen, op. clt., r>. 57  
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considered reliable unless it is emitted through the portal 

t^us established.

If this examination of the modern scientific attitude is 

accurate, what was spoken of in the introductory section as 

a dimmed awareness of moral and spiritual reality, is more 

understandable. The world-view through which modern persons 

habitually survey the objects of experience and test the 

validity of their impression of them, by its very structure 

and nature prevents those persons from attaining to an 

awareness of moral and spiritual reality in which the original 

power to evoke certainty has not been vitiated. In other 

words, the reality of what confronts men in those higher 

experiences is pre-judp-ed by the very outlook of modern 

persons to be subjective and unreal. Therefore, the impression 

made upon them by that order of beinp is deprived of its con 

vincing power. Indeed, the relation with moral and spiritual 

reality is rendered so artifical by this habitual view of 

things, that experience of it is not sufficiently genuine to 

have any coercive influence over belief.

(1) All of this may be illustrated by the various tenets 

of the modern scientific world-view. Take first, the doctrine 

that Reality is what is experienced substantially alike "by . 

all normal persons. On the other hand, moral and religious 

experience Is marked by qualities of uniqueness and individ 

uality. In some ways, even those common elements which are 

present are relatively unimportant. If the reality of the
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religious Object Is to be tested by the agreement of reports 

concerning it, then, the reality of G-od Is open to serious 

question. Therefore, if this view of Reality is the only 

valid one, then moral and spiritual experience does not have 

what is Real for its object, but something created by individ 

ual imagination.

(2) Also, the doctrine that what is Real is unaffected

by observation and experiment denies the deeper promptings of
49

the moral and rellsrlous consciousness. Indeed, the very hope

and challenge of the higher life is derived from the belief 

that what Is Real responds to and actually initiates experience 

Modern persons, therefore, entertaining this view of Reality, 

sensing that what confronts them In spiritual experience ac 

tually is affected by their relation to it, conclude that it 

cannot be Real.

(3) The same result follows from the doctrine that Reality 

Is not affected by analysis. With this conviction, modern per 

sons proceed to examine what confronts them in ethical and re 

ligious life. But, like the experimenter who dissects an animal 

only to find that In the doinp- a strange fact called, "life " 

has vanished, modern persons find that the very thing which 

seems to make the moral and religious object what it is in ex 

perience has been lost In the process. Hence, only one con 

clusion is possible from that premise: namely, that what seems

49. Understood as that capacity of human nature to have 
moral and religious experience.
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so real in those Intense and satisfying moments of higher 

experience, is but a figment of imagination which, under 

strict analysis, fades from slpht.

(4) Further, if Reality is identified with what is 

"objective" in the sense of being independent of subjects 

of exnerience, then what men have experienced in their deep 

est moments of moral and spiritual life has been essentially 

unreal. At first sio-ht this may not seem so true in the 

ethical as it is in religious life. For, moral laws have 

impressed men as standing in their own right, bindins- our 

conduct resrardless of whether or not they are heeded, whereas. 

in religion, a relation between d'eity and the subject has been 

r>rimarv. Nevertheless, moral laws have no meaning apart from 

some relation to human nature and conduct. ATuch of their ap 

parent independence is not independence of the fact of sub 

jects, but independence of the recognition of a narticular 

subject or group of subjects. Consequently, when men have 

realized that the objects of these higher experiences are 

related so fundamentally to themselves, and, at the same time 

believed that only what 'is independent of subjects is ac 

tually Real, they have concluded that what they were aware of in 

those exDeriences was not Real at all.

(5) The postulates of causality and determinism ^resent 

much the same problem to the modern mind, but, because they 

have been treated at greater length than the others Just men-
 

tloned, uerhaps Just a suggestion or two will suffice to show
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how such a view of what is Real contrives to dim awareness 

of moral and spiritual reality by are-judging the ontoloprical 

status of the objects to which it refers. Freedom of choice, 

is of course, as fundamental to the moral life as divine op 

eration or intervention is to the religious life. If neither 

man nor O-od can do anything, but must submit themselves to a 

Tire-determined order of events, then both morality and religion 

are delusion. In short, the Real world conceived as causally 

determined and the world which men experience in their ethical 

and spiritual life,are contradictory. If then, determinism is 

an essential characteristic of Reality, . the world in

which men live their moral and religious life is essentially
RO 

unreal.

(6) In like manner, the conviction that Reality is simple 

has lost ground in recent years. Still, because it lies so 

near the assumptions of common sense, the modern mind continues 

to be influenced crreatly by it. At any rate, if it is assumed 

that what is real is fundamentally simple, moral and spiritual 

objects are surely excelled from ontological standing; for. it 

requires no particular insight into those higher exneriences 

to see that what men are confronted by is not simrjle, but mani 

fold and comolex. The deeply religious man scarcely ever feels 

that he has touched more than merely the "hem of His garment."

?0. As was suggested earlier, the doctrine of determinism is 
rapidly losinsr its influence in scientific circles. Yet, the 
popular mind is still dominated by it, to a large extent.
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He lives in almost constant bewilderment in the presence of 

God's infinite capacity to keep every thing; intrusted unto 

Him. Likewise, the moral man is confronted by complicated 

obligations which render the conviction that ethical reality 

is simple quite impossible. If then, only that which is 

simple can be Real, then the conclusion must follow that in 

those higher experiences men are not confronted by what is 

Real.

The theory of knowledge employed by modern aersons af-
51 

fords another example of how the awareness of spiritual things

has been dimmed by the world-view which those persons have been 

inclined to accent. According to this doctrine Reality can be 

truly known only in so far as it Is accurately observed in the 

detached and disinterested manne^employed in special scientific 

research. And inversely, any Judgment which is not based upon 

knowledge thus arrived at by detached observation is not valid. 

In short, the "observer" described by Eddlngton is the reliable 

"knower." In this case man becomes the "spectator',1 and only as 

such can he obtain valid knowledge. All that purports to be

true must vindicate Itself according, to the criteria previously
cp 

outlined. " To use Van Dusen's figure, it must r>ass through the

meshes of this particular net.

When, however, this theory of knowledge is apnlied to 

moral and religious matters, very little that is of vital

51. Heed as an alternative expression for" moral and spiritual 
reality", for literary purposes.
52. See p.99f.of present pacer.
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importance can be regarded as true. In the first place,

53
truths.' which have played the most important part in re 

ligious life simply cannot be demonstrated in this manner. 

Nor are they based upon observations in any strict sense of 

the term. The reliorious man as also the moral man is not a 

"spectator" but a M partlcipant'.' His convictions are forged 

out of activity in response to the demands of moral and 

spiritual Reality upon him. To stand out and observe as a 

spectator the whole thine can appear but little more than a 

struggle. It is only when he is in the struggle that one can 

realize that it is a "vale for soul-making."

In short, there are many profound areas of human exper 

ience in which "to know" means much more than "to observe." 

A person might observe his next door neighbour from various 

angles, yet, on that basis he could scarcely claim to know 

his neighbour. Nor is this distinction merely a matter of 

social convention; for, to know an individual character in 

volves a relationship with him which is by no means exhausted 

by the role of a "spectator" Knowledge of individual persons 

follows after an intimate relationship in which each has given 

of himself to the other. Comradeship in some great crisis or 

enterprise often deepens this relationship until genuine know 

ledge of character results.

The world-view or philosophy which characterizes the 

modern scientific attitude, however occupies no unique place

53. Or, more strictly, Judgments which have been aserted as 
true.
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metaphysical theories. Nor can it be proved conclu 

sively as valid above other systems by empirical evidence. 

In the very nature of the case, these metaphysical dogmas 

are too fundamental for scientific verification. They are, 

as a matter of fact, the basis upon which alone, such veri 

fication la possible. Once the basis is taken for granted 

the procedure is quite dependable, but any justification of 

the basis can not be made upon the assumption of it. For ex 

ample, in Euclidian Geometry an answer may be reached by 

careful mathematical procedure and verified by an elaborate 

system of equations, axioms and formulae. This answer may be 

correct unquestionabl y, but surely its correctness could not 

be used to establish the truth of Euclidian Geometry over 

say, a four dimensional scheme. Any amount of demonstration, 

however correct on the assumption, let a x b x c ^ the dimen 

sions of any object, would not prove that a x b x c actually 

did represent all possible dimensions. Similarly, any justi 

fication of the scientific world-view as described in the pre-
-" ' 54. 

vlous chapter cannot be scientifically "established.

Scientists are often inclined to dismiss the problems of 

metaphysics on the grounds that one system is as good as another. 

At least, there is no sufficient reason for preferring one to

54. Descartes gives a good example in point. He says, "For 
example I saw very well that if we suppose a triangle to be 
given, the three angles must certainly be equal to two right 
angles; but for all that I saw no reason to be assured that 
there was any such triangle in existence. ..." p.103 - 

Descartes' philosophical '"forks, "aldane and Ross.
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another excepting individual tendencies and purposes. But, 

obviously such a condemnation of metaphysics falls with equal 

force upon the world-view assumed "bv science. Consequently, 

if the relig5onists and moralists choose to accept a differ 

ent world-view, the judgment t^at moral and spiritual exper 

ience has no valid object in Reality implied in the world-view 

of science n^ed not be taken seriouslv. But, regardless of
7 *~J

theoretical claims, men are not content v.'ith such an agnostic 

position. In practical life, at least, conflicting world-views 

cannot b^ ^eld alongside each oth^r without snv attempt to dis 

solve the contradiction between tb^m. T^; re fore, the bold as 

sertions on ultimate questions so frequent in scientific 

writings are understandable even though they are perhaps not 

wholly justifiable. Further, th^ v^ry assertion that one 

nietapbvsic is as good as another implies t>at the metaphysical 

system upon th<=> basis o r v/hic^ t^ 0 assertion is made is more 

valid than the view of things from which a contradictory asser 

tion might be made. Consequently, such an assertion implies 

its own denial. Moreover, if one world-view is as good as 

another, all distinctions between truth and falsity are ulti 

mately meaningless.

(1) But, granted that world-views are at least, more valid 

or less valid, how can a preference be justified? In this- re 

gard, there are at least thr>f.<- criteria wv ich are used, sometimes
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consciously "but more often without awareness. First, Is 

the principle of practicality. If a world-view produces 

results It Is considered Justifiable. But, to be sure, this 

is not the final test. At any rate, pragmatism has not been 

able to persuade thinkers to dispense with all other prin 

ciples of Judgment. ^or one thing, the question,"practical 

for whaUr , renders the principle difficult in application. 

None the less, if a world-view produces satisfactory results, 

there is considerable reason to prefer it over one that does 

not.

(?) Secondly, but not less important, is the suggestion 

from common sense. If a view of things contradicts the Judg 

ment of the plain man, it is not necessarily Invalid, but the 

v;eiffht of probability is against it. Indeed, there seems to 

be an Increasing tendency for thinkers to refer their theories 

to the man of the street for verification. At least, the as 

sumptions which have the approval of common sense are recog 

nized to occupy' a defensive position. It remains for opposing, 

views to prove their case.

(3) In the third place, metaphysics has always found the 

principle of rationality Immensely useful. If a theory of 

life makes its events and facts orderly and reasonable it is 

considered valid. Non - contradiction and coherence play a 

large part in the use of this principle. Professor A. E. 

Taylor sets forth this criterion in the second chapter of his 

work on,"Elements of Metaphysics. He says,
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"Freedom from contradiction is a characteristic which belone-s 
to everything that is real and ultimately to nothing else, 
and we may therefore use it es our test or criterion of 
reality. For, as we have seen in the last chapter, it is 
precisely our inability, without doing violence to the fun 
damental structure of our intellect, to accept the self- 
contradictory as real which first leads to the drawing of a 
distinction between the real and the merely apparent; on the 
other hand, where we find no contradiction in thought or ex 
perience, we have no valid ground for doubting that the con 
tents of our experience and thinking are truly real." 55

When the advocates of the scientific attitude are con 

fronted by ultimate questions as to the validity of their 

assumDtions regarding the nature of things, they immediately 

resort to the principle of practicality to justify their posi 

tion. Accordingly, they -oroceed to point out how these as 

sumptions have led to fuller understanding, and control of the 

events and facts of life. Indeed, the cumulative force of 

this success Is overwhelming and cannot be gainsaid. For deal 

ing with certain tyr>es of objects this success does justify 

the method of abroach. But, when the scor^e of this method Is 

universalized into a comprehensive world-view and definition 

of Reality, the admitted success in one area of fact is not 

enough to Justify it in areas where the success is not so ap 

parent. If the principle of practicality Droves anything it 

is simply, that the view-DOlnt is valid in the sphere in which 

it Is successful. But, as was pointed out in the introductory 

section, the scientific apDroach and viewpoint when applied 

in the sDheres of ethics and religionhave produced a situation 

in which the awareness of ethical and sniritual reality UDOn

55. A. F. Taylor, on. cit., D. 19.
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which the higher life of man Is nourished, has teen impaired . 

The certainty necessary for satisfactory moral and religious 

exoerience Is dissolved "by this kind of a procedure. Higher 

values which serve to guide human effort and interest, and

give them meaning and dignity are strangely dissolved. Confu-
C 6 

sion, pessimism, and shallow aimlessness result . " Thus,

while it might "be argued that the world-view entertained by 

the scientific attitude is valid, and should "be applied in 

spite of the damaging effects upon man's higher life, the 

principle of practicality scarcely could be cited in favour 

of this position.

In case then the principle of practicality is applied to 

the scientific view-nolnt, the validity of It over certain 

specific sections of fact is established, but, its inadequacy 

for wider application becomes also apparent. The principle, 

therefore, offers no justification for universalizing this 

viewpoint into a coherent world-view and definition of what

is ultimately Real. Slmr>ly because it is advantageous to as-
^7 

sume that an "observer" such as Fddlngton described can know

certain objects most accurately affords no valid reason for 

the general assumption that all objects are most accurately 

known by a similar "observer." It may be that a certain type

. See Krutch, The Modern Temper t for an able and thoroucn 
going treatment of the damaging- effects of the scientific 
attitude ur>on the higher life of man. This treatment is es 
pecially significant because the author hold* to the modern 
view in spite of its damage to moral and spiritual life. 

See t>.
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of telescope is most efficient in studying the far-away 

stars, but that does not mean that anything which cannot be 

seen through the instrument,IPSO facto, does not exist.

Attention has been called repeatedly to the affinity 

between science and common sense. Moreover, the principle 

was set down as a means of determining the relative validity 

of conflicting world-views. Admittedly, the modern scienti 

fic attitude has gained much of its popularity with groups of 

thinking persons because of this relation to common sense. 

Most persons slmr>ly refuse to be argued into a position which 

contradicts their common sense. At least, such a position 

should fall to evoke any considerable degree of, conviction. 

Yet, the strange thing about It is why the modern scientific 

attitude so closely allied with common sense should accept 

the dictates of common sense on one or more matters and reject 

it on others without realizing that a very conclusive reason 

is necessary for doinpr so. For examole, this modern attitude 

accepts common sense realism regarding physical objects but 

rejects the same common sense impulse to believe in the reality 

of moral and spiritual objects. Surely the common man con 

fronted by such a forceful moral Imperative that he would 

sacrifice alHD3lfenythlng in obedience to it, believes that he 

Is confronted by something Real. Similarly,,common sense has 

never suggested that the object of religious experience is a 

fictitious character of subjective creation. Of course, no 

attemut is being? made to set UD common sense alone as the
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judge of metaphysical beliefs. At the same time it cannot 

be disregarded altogether.. Furthermore, if the scientific 

view-point is justified in insisting that coinmon sense as 

sumptions are valid until sufficient reason has be^n produced 

to declare them otherwise, surely, the same contention can be 

made in the moral and religious spheres. In any case, if there 

is a preponderance of opinion in favour of common ser.se as 

sumptions, any disavowal of them should not be made without 

exceptionally good reasons .Therefore, a world-view which 

at the outset assumes t^at the individual experiences of re 

ligion, morals and aesthetics refer to no objective reality 

must be proven overwhelmingly. Likewise, if it is assumed 

that all purpose in the life of the world is subjective and 

unreal, common sense must be refuted,for tv e idea o^ purpose 

seems to be as deeply implanted in human consciousness as that 

of cause. In fact the two go hand in hand as common sense be 

liefs. Precisely the same thing is true of th- assumptions 

regarding the knowing subject. To say then, "men can know only 

b" a detached observation of the matter at hand," is to refute 

the assumption of comrron sense.

?7hen the criterion of "non-contradiction" is applied to 

the world-view of science what is the result? Does the 

metaphysical system w^ich incorporates t^ese various post 

ulates concerning Reality and the knowing subject make the 

events and facts of life orderly? In one sense, the 

answer must be affirmative ,; for , every fact and event w
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contradicts the system is, ipso facto, regarded as subjective 

hence unreal. Moral imperatives and freedom, divine providence 

and experience of grace, purposive action toward ultimate ains 

and the like flatly contradict the doctrine of Reali 4 - which 

lies behind the modern scientific attitude. But, by regarding 

these as fiction rather than fact, the coherency of the system 

is not in jeopardy.

However, from both the practical and common sense points 

of view upon which the advocates of science r°ly, such a 

method of attaining coherency Is scarcely justifiable. On 

the contrary, from tMs practical and common sense point of 

view, even though purposive action, freedom, and the like may
i

be illusion, they are of first importance. In fuct, for prac 

tical living these so-called illusions or fictions make all 

tho difference there is. Further, it seerrs necessary to pro 

ceed as if they were real or submit to impossible confusion. 

Therefore, the plain man as well as the practical man would 

surely remonstrate against a view of Reality which, entailed 

the confusing doctrine that whc.t seems to be most real in the 

conduct of life is not real. Hence, the coherency of tMs 

scientific world-view is by no means satisfactory. Whatever 

else it may do, it does not make the facts and experiences of 

human life intelligible, "^or does-it give a consistent a^d 

satisfactory account of these facts. On the other hand, there 

are reasons for agreeing with Eucken when he contends tVi at t>e
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requisites of man's moral and spiritual, self-preservation
  £"" O

afford an index to the nature of Reality.' ^ At least, ro one 

should, be ashed to abandon beliefs 'vv inv ^r^ n.^3e~:'?.ry ^or

man's moral and spiritual self-preservation excepting upon
59 

absolutely conclusive evidence. Furthermore,it is highly

probable that a system v/M.ch involves moral self -desbruct5 on 

and spiritual d^cay has not been consistent with all tVi e im 

portant facts 0"** life. At least until th^re is such an over 

whelming reason to entertain such a view that a failure to 

recognize it would involve o. blasting of men's mental integ 

rity, there is some justification for an alternative view 

v/v>ich would, ma"ke human life more than meaningless confusion. 

As L. ?.'. Parsonq puts it, "In the best interests of both our 

selves and those around us, it is necessary that our view of 

the universe should be of such a nature that we retain with
r* /"* 

vigour the conception that 'life is real, life is earnest'." 0

58. Christianity and the New Idealism J ( London, 1 9CC1 ; ^. 14C .
59. c . f. Tiughe s , New Psychology a^d Religious Experience , p . 1C C, f .
60. The Universe oT Our Expedience, p.1C.



PART TWO

THE NATURE AND CONDITIONS OF 

RELIGIOUS CERTAINTY



CHAPTER VI 

THE NATURE OF CERTAINTY

DEFINITION

Thus far it has been argued that the world-view employed 

by modern persons has resulted in a condition of moral and re- 

llcrious uncertainty. Further, an attempt was made to show 

that this world-view has been arrived at largely by a -orocess 

of generalizing the postulates of scientific procedure into 

metaphysical doc-mas or doctrines of Reality. Some illustra 

tions were cited to show how the world-view thus derived has 

led to uncertainty in morals and religion, but a further appli- 

cation of this thesis must await an examination of what cer 

tainty is in its broader aspects, what distinguishes relieious 

certainty from certainty in other spheres, and what are the 

conditions necessary for religious certainty. The present 

chanter then will be devoted to an examination of what certainty 

is in its broader aspects.

(1) ^ennant's Definition. In his Turner Lectures on the
1 

"Philosophy of the Sciences," j) r . p. R. Tennant develops a

1. Delivered at Trinity College, Cambridge, 1931 - 193?.

117.
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theory of cocrnitlon In the lio-ht of srenetic psychology in the 

interest of relating knowledge arrived at by the various 

branches of science. His treatment of the subject is especially 

susr^estive from the point of view of arriving at a suitable 

statement of what certainty is in its broader aspects. At the 

outset he distinguishes between certainty and certitude in what 

he regards as the conventional manner. "Certitude," he says, 

denotes "the state of an individual's mind that Is known as con- 

vlncedness and is announced when one says 'I am certain that...,' 

and may possibly then proceed to utter a false proposition;-", 

Whereas certainty indicates "the objective character ascribed 

to propositions indeDendently of whether this or that Derson 

believes the-", as is expressed by the words 'it is certain 

that. . .". In the event of simple and immediate sense per

ception of conditions in the external world such as perceiving 

blue, those conditions by their overwhelming objectivity and 

often 'brutal impact 1 compel such a high decree of certitude

or convincedness that no element of doubt can remain. Here
4 certitude and certainty become "concomitant." The two spheres,

that which includes the subject and its state of convincedness 

and that which constitutes 'other than subject' move into a

?. ^. P. ^ennant, Tamer Lectures, 193-1 - 1932, DP. 63-69.
3. Ibid, P. 69. AT ote. --^his is substantially the same as the 
definition criven by ^enry Barker in his article, Certainty, 
wastlncrs ^ncyclopedia of Religion and. Ethics, and as Dr. 
Tennant suer^ests, it may be regarded as the conventional 
definition.
4. This is the word he uses, Ibid, p.
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sort of total eclipse, in slmnle and immediate sense perceD- 

tion.

Similarly, in dealing with formal or ideal entities such 

as those of mathematics or formal logic, relations "between 

these entities are "read off" with much the same immediacy, so 

that belief has no option. Even though the content of Derceo- 

tion is vastly different from the rierception of actuality the 

result with resnect to belief is much the same. In the per 

ception of actual fact certainty is demanded by the particular 

and concrete character of the object, whereas in reading off 

ideal relations^ certainty is compelled by the nreclse nature

of universal forms. The certain knowledge derived from sense-
/ 

DerceDtion, therefore, is individual and momentary. ^hat is,

it has neither universality or thought-connexion, but is Dre-

sent only in that moment when an object is thrust upon an in-
c; 

dividual subject. After that, subjective conditions such as

memory, constructive Imagination and preconception qualify 

the impression in such a way that it can no longer be charac-
/

terlzed by certainty. For, whenever the content of memory has 

cease^ to be sustained by the immediate impression confusion 

between the object which initiated that impression and imagined 

objects or constructions is likely to occur and there is no 

principle by which this confusion may be determined and set

6 "There is," he says, " brute matter of momentary fact

c . Tennant, on. cit. , ^p. 73-" 
6. Ibid pn. 73 - 74.
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for an individual subject, with no thought-connexion and no
•7

universality." It is, of course, not communicable "because 

it is completely a matter of the individual subject. Not 

until these impressions have been conceDtualized or inter 

preted into nronositional terms by the subject can their con 

tent become common knowledge such as that dealt with by the

sciences. For this reason Dr. Tenn^nt Insists that "the whole
3 

of the so-called knowledge we use in the conduct of life," or

the knowledge classified by the various sciences, is not char 

acterized by the certainty of Immediate sense-experience.

On the other hand when the relations between -Ideal entities 

such as those of mathematics are "read off" with Immediacy the 

content of knowledge thus derived is universal, hence communic 

able, but it contains no matter of fact. That is, it is not 

knowledge of the actual but of the ideal or abstract. So Dr. 

Tennant concludes that knowledge of the actual world by which 

men live is characterized by neither the certainty of mathematics 

or that of self-evident sense. T,""ith respect to the actual world 

all knowledge is "but probable belief." From the outset it in 

volves what he calls an "aloglcal trust which is justified only
9 

by its results." Further, the nrinciples by which the actual

world is made amenable to scientific investigation, such as 

causation and conformity, are not given in immediate sense

7. Tennant, OTD. cit., p. 73.
8. Ibid nn. 7P - 7-5.
9. Ibid pp. 73 - 74.
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nercentlon nor read off with formal certainty but are essent 

ially "alofirical and psychological." Accordingly, knowledge 

for the conduct of life or ^resumptive knowledge, as he terns 

it, is characterized only by certitude and is correlated with 

certainty only In so far as memory of Dast impressions is 

sufficiently immediate to render nil the possibility of 

error.

(2) Criticism of Term ant's Definition. From the DOint 

of view of understanding the nature of certainty there are 

three objections which should be raised against Dr. Tennant 1 s 

view. The first centres in the way he distinguishes between 

certitude and certainty on the basis of subjectivity and ob 

jectivity. The second pertains to the sceptical implications 

of his theory of cognition. And the third objection arises 

from the extreme empiricism from which he derives all knowledge 

of the actual world.

(A) Tlth regard to the first r)oint Tennant speaks of 

certainty as describing the objective character of Depositions 

while certitude nertalns merely to the individual's state of 

mind. Certitude, that Is, indicates a subjective condition, 

whereas certainty refers to an objective condition. In the 

first nlace, however, the term objective as contrasted with the 

term subjective is used with many somewhat different meanings. 

In some cases the thought of externality or concreteness is 

denoted. At other times, the term is used to describe a thing, 

which is more or less independent of inner states of feelinec



1

and striving. Similarly, objective 5s sometimes used either to 

modify or indicate what is Real as over against what is only 

imagined or seems to be. In other instances an objective sit 

uation is regarded as one which stands in its own right or as 

the traditional philosophers called it, "the thing in itself." 

Here also, the idea of independence from inner states and ap 

pearances is emphasized, but what is objective in this sense 

is not what confronts the subject in experience. Experience, 

on the other hand pertains to the appearances or modifications 

of "the thing in itself." Thus, what is objective is that 

which underlies the various types of experience'! phenomena. In 

other connexions, the t<=rm is use H to denote what is actual as 

contrasted with ideas or ideal entities which are either created 

by or in someway sustained in mental states. Still further, the 

effort to treat everything objectively has led psephologists to 

consider a thing objective whi?> has been objectified by the 

subject. Tvus, a dream o<n hallucination ma- be objectified in 

such a way ^hat some of its aspects at let.ct may be treated in 

much the s^me way as tv e scientist would treat a portion of 

material. "I'hile it may be possible to argue that rlrec.ms and the 

like do represent some reality, it it clear that what is objecti 

fied cannot be regarded as objective condition of fact in the 

same sense that a stone, st^r , is thus regarded. At least in 

thus using the term th- idea o f ooncr^tenei3 and independence 

from subjective states no longer hold?:. Or t>r contrary the 

whole process of objeotification is closely linVed up with
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imagination.

Also an objective situation often denotes universality 

as contrasted with what is individual 01° particular. Fere 

again the thought of independence from inner states is present 

but that of concreteness or actualitv is not. '1,'an universal'

is regardless of being perceived by any particular subject.

1 p 
Still, 'man universal' has no actual existence "excepting in

so far as he denotes universalized qualities or character 

istics of 'particular man.' Professor Dingle gives quite a 

different meaning to t>- term objective. According to his 

view, because a thing is experienced in practically tv e same 

way by all normal persons, it may be regarded as existing in 

the "objective world". Fere objectivity is simply assumed in 

order to account for tv e similarity of experiences. The idea 

of concreteness is almost completely-lacking w^ile universality 

is stressed. Tl"bile tv ls "objective -vorld" is independent of 

individual experience, it is directly dependent upon common ex 

perience, which, in so far as it is experience at all, is surely 

a condition of individual subjects. In brief, according to this 

definition, what may be regarded as objective is ultimately de 

pendent upon subjective states, even trdugh they are taken col 

lectively.

10. That is, 'man universal' does not become Vnown through 
sense-experience, excepting In so far as "^e is experienced 
as 'individual man.'
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In view of these widely varied meanings attributed to the 

terms objective and subjective, to use them in the definition 

of certainty is very likely to be misleading unless an attempt 

is made to state more precisely what is meant by them in this 

connexion. Indeed, it is just possible that these terms are 

as difficult to define as certainty and certitude. Even so, 

there seems to be little hor>e of understanding the nature of 

certainty apart from the distinctions usually referred to by 

the terms objective and subjective. Further, there appears to 

be a core-meaniner running through the manifold usages of these 

terms. Whatever else is meant by the term subjective, it 

usually refers to the subject or centre of experience as con 

trasted with object or 'other than subject. 1 The idea of the 

object being indenendent of subject is probably derived from

this 'other than' relation. Likewise, universality as contrasted
or with ; individuality.particularity is suggested by independence

)"n particular and individualizing subjects. Concreteness and 

reality as contrasted with feeling and imaginal creations also 

suggest attributes of what is 'other than' subject. To be sure, 

these modifications and inferences are imuortant. None the less, 

anart from them, in this connexion at least, it is possible to 

say broadly that subjective and subjectivity refer to conditions 

or facts of the subject as contrasted with objective and object 

ivity which refer to 'other than subject." Consequently, for 

present purposes it is advantageous to use the terms in this way 

without any designation of reality or unreality, concreteness or 

|v : abstractness.
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With this definition of terms the certainty of immediate 

sense-t>erce-otlon upon which Dr. Tennant builds his view of 

knowing is compelled by an objective condition. The subject 

is certain of something 'other 1 with which it is confronted. 

But the question arises: is the 'other' objective because it 

corn-Dels certainty in the subject, or is it objective merely be 

cause it is 'other than' subject? If mere 'otherness* compel 

led certainty then it would be difficult to see how there could 

be uncertainty or doubt. On the other hand if a thing is ob 

jective because it compels certainty in the experiencing subject 

then in defining certainty the term objective is quite useless 

because it is itself defined in terms of certainty. That is 

like savin? blue is what strikes the eye in such a way as to 

suere-est * blueness J and what strikes the eye as 'blueness ' is blue.

^here is still a third possibility, namely, that what is 

'other than' subject compels belief because of its nature and 

its relation to the subject. Yet certainty, while conditioned 

by the nature of object and the relation between subject and 

object is nevertheless a subjective fact because it is a con 

dition of subject rather than a condition of object. The fact 

that certainty is momentary and incommunicable reveals this. 

If certainty were a matter of objects it would persist with 

objects and could be described as an object hence it would be 

communicable. Strictly sneaking "it." could not be certain 

to a subject. In this sense all certainty is
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subjective because it is a condition of subjects. Yet, be 

cause the subject is certain of something, certainty could, not 

be completely subjective. Further, when the objective condi 

tion of certainty attains a sufficient decree of force and im 

mediacy the r>erson may say"it is certain." This, however, is 

an inference from "I am certain." In syllogistic form it might 

appear thus:

All men are affected by objective situations in the same way. 
This situation affects me in such a way that I am

perfectly certain.
Therefore, all men will be affected by this situation in 

such a way as to make them certain.

If then certainty is a condition of the subject evoked by 

the nature of and the relation to what confronts it, what is 

the difference between certainty and certitude? According to 

Dr. Tennant's definition certainty is a state of mind, or belief 

which, because of the overwhelming quality and immediacy of 

what confronts it, has no option whereas certitude seems to 

be a similar state of mind "in vacuo," or suspended from any 

reference to an objective condition. But surely he does not 

mean it in this way. However highly subjective certitude may 

be it is certitude of 'some thing.' That is, there will always 

be some kind of an objective reference. Edwards puts this point 

more generally when he says, ' ' ' : . .

"But it is of supreme importance to bear in mind that experience 
is not merely subjective, Tput also imDlies an objective reference... 
In all experience there is an objective element, somethinc- c^iv_en_, 
something ^fj^fJltecL to us, coming from some source which has at 
least all the~~appe3 ranees of being originally independent of us, 
something not ourselves which we do not create but are forced to
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take account of."" "Eucken argues the point from a slightly

different angle. ^e says,

"The life of a spiritual beine^ does not beerin and end with 
its subjective condition; it Includes the objective also, 
and must pet into a relationship ^ith the objective; it is 
driven to insist that the rift between subjective and objec 
tive shall be overcome, and feels confinement to the merely 
subjective conditions as an intolerable restriction." 12

At any rate, this is the axiom of realism, and has the support 

of common sense. Moreover, from the way Tennant insists that 

all imaginal entities are ultimately derived from what is pre-

sented to the subject in sense-experience, it seems that he
13 

should acrree to this position. In fact he says so in a cate

gorical statement with which he begins to discuss the objectiv 

ity of religious experience. These are his words , "Every ex

perience, whether cognitive or affective, is one in which" a
14

subject is necessarily confronted with an object."

If this position stands, it follows that certitude cannot 

be simply a state of mind with no connexion or relation to an 

objective condition. Further, if certitude is of some thing 

then the state of convincedness is in sone way and to some ex 

tent related to and evoked by that objective situation. At the 

same time the distinction which Dr. Tennant makes between cer 

tainty and certitude is not altogether unfounded. Doubtless

11.  . Fdwards, Christianity and Philosophy, p. 34. 
1?. R. Fuc ken, Main Currents of Modern Thought, P. 48.

See also, J. Oman, Natural and the Supernatural, P. 151.
And, Wm. Brown, Mind and Personality, p. 52. Vol. I . 

13 . Tenn an t , Soul and Its Faculties, p. 63 . Philosophical Theology 
14. Tennant, Philosophy of the^Sc^iences^ pp. 175 - 176.
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what confronts subjects in various types of exnerience does 

not affect A-.. in the same way. In some cases the object 

seems to be of such a nature and stand in such a relation to 

the subject that belief has no option , while in other situa 

tions the object appears to be less compelling with respect 

to belief either because of its own nature or because of the 

remoteness of it from the subject. Beliefs therefore, which 

are thus compelled are characterized by certainty whereas be 

liefs which are not are characterized by certitude. Probably 

this is the distinction which Dr. "Pennant seeks to make. At 

the sane tine, if both certaint^ and certitude are states of 

convincedness which are connected with, and have reference to 

some objective situation and they depend for their intensity 

upon the nature of the object and the relation between subject 

and object it would see-n that the distinction between them is 

more a matter of degree than of absolute difference. Further 

more, the immediacy and overwhelming nature of objective situa 

tions depends not only unon the nature of the object but also 

upon the subject itself. Such facts as selective interest and 

capacity of subject are by no means negligible. For example, 

some delicate shade of blue may impress the trained artistic 

eye in such a way that belief is conclusive while the layman 

may not be at all sure whether it is blue or green.

If this is the case it would seem that certainty is really 

a matter of deerree depending upon three factors: ( 1) the nature 

of the object with which the subject is related, (2) the
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immediacy of that relation, and (3) the capacity of the sub 

ject to perceive distinctly. Especially is this a better way 

of putting the matter if Dr. Tennant is right in emphasizing 

the fact that in actual human life there is no such thing as

a pure perception. In his larger work on, The Soul and Its
1 ^ 

Faculties. he carries this point to some length."" "Again,

'psychology must deny," he says, "that philosophy can put its 
finger on any bit of actual experience, and say that there we 
are in touch with reality, in the sense of objectivity pure 
and subjectively undefiled. . . there is nothing perceptual 
that is not subjectively fused, and tinged with the inclpiently 
or implicitly conceptual. The perceptually real contains more 
than temporally present datum; and the objective datum, in be- 
in*? received, is overlaid with subjective contribution - reten 
tion, integration, etc." 16

As he says, what is objective is "humanised" in the act of 

beine? attended to by subject. In short, subjective activity

proes beyond the datum of "bare impression orA simultaneous re-
17 

ception of several already distinct impressions." The subject

is impressed internretatively. *Tone the less, while there is 

no actual pure "sensum" as he calls it, and no hard and fast 

limits between sen sun and partially interpreted sense datum or 

"sensatio," they are distinguishable at ideal limits. That is,an 

immediate sense impression is not really possible apart from 

subjective conditionings and qualifications, yet in psychological 

thinking it is convenient to regard pure sen:? urn as a sort of

lc . This point is emphasized in the Tanner Lectures but 
developed more fully from the point of view of psychology 
in the larcrer work.
16. mennant, The Soul and Its Faculties, ,. -'- i; . in Philosophical
17. Ibid P. 4Zf. Theology Vol.1, p. 4<S
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Ideal or pole of actual knowledge distinguishable in thought 

"but in actuality inseparable from subjective facts.

Other students of the psychology of cognition have called 

attention to the same point. For example, Henry 0. Taylor says, 

"there can never be any sheer and/seIf-limited observation. For 

the first impression, the initial movement of apprehension

passes on at once into further processes of interpretation,

»» 18
coordination, construction.""" Or, in the words of Whitehead,

"sense perception, as conceived In its ideal purity never enters 

into experience. It is always accompanied by so-called inter 

pretation." 19

This same position is taken by C. E. M. Joad even though 

his general position is realistic. He says,

"In this sense it is true that all perception involves an 
element of judgment: there is in fact no such thing as a 
pure awareness of the piven. In all perception we go beyond 
what we actually perceive, and it is in this activity of s-p- 
ing out beyond it that we provide an opportunity for the 
operation of what is called Judgment." 20

In theory, therefore, an occasion might arise when an 

objective situation of fact might effect a complete correla 

tion between certainty and certitude. In other words, an im 

pression mis-ht be so free-from '; " subjective elements that 

there is : no possibility of error. Yet, in actual life, this 

complete correlation is quite impossible. Even in the case 

of formal certainty concerning the relations between posited

13. Pact, ^he Romance of the Mind, p. 84.
19. T*hitehead, Adventures in Ideas, p. 279.
20. Joad, Essays in Common Sense Philosophy, p. 33.
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entities, certainty and certitude would never be quite con 

comitant. For, while the subject would be far less likely 

to fuse these relations with anything of itself, none the 

less, a man could never deal with such entities "in vacuo," 

that is, apart from some element of desire and purpose. Also, 

there is always the possibility that such entities will suggest 

something to the subject which is easily confused with the 

actual nature of the entity, ^or example, the relation between 

forces t>ullin«? at 90° angles may be determined according to 

formulae and the result read off with immediacy. Still, "force", 

"pulliner" and" angles"may suggest a number of things to a subject 

which conceivably might enter into the "read off" result. In 

short, even in formal certainty, there is a subject to be con 

sidered and subjects have a subt le way of qualifying immediate 

impressions however distinct the object of the impressions may be.

At the same time, both the likelihood of subjective qual 

ification and the decrree to which it is carried in formal con 

siderations is admittedly less than in the considerations of 

actual fact. Therefore, it would, seem that according to Dr. 

Tennant'p definition of certainty and his view of perception, 

the certainty of Immediate sense--impression and that of rela 

tions between ideal entities "read off" with immediacy, is not 

equally pure, because in formal certainty the correlation is 

much more complete owing to the distinct emptiness of the enti 

ties attended. In this case, perhaps the term 'certainty' should
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be reserved for the so-called r>ure sciences or for abstract 

DhilosoDhy. In any case, however slight the subjective 

qualification may be in a given impression, if it is always 

Dresent certainty is after all a matter of degree. And in 

versely, however great the subjective factors may be in an 

experience some connexion with something 'other than subject 1 

is necessarily present even though it is remote. Consequently, 

the terms certitude and certainty used in the conventional way 

sim-oly refer to decrees in which the subject qualifies that 

which confronts it. If this is the case then, it would seem 

much better to use sim-oly the term certainty and avoid the mis 

leading suggestions involved in the conventional definition.

Perhans it would be better then to say that certainty is 

a state of the individual's mind known as convincedness which 

is evoked by a more or less immediate imnression from something 

other than subject and that the degree of certainty is roughly 

in proportion to the immediacy and overwhelming nature of the 

impression D!US the capacity of the subject to receive such 

impressions without confusing their respective objects. In a 

sense, therefore, certainty is always subjective because it is 

a condition of mind. Yet, it is a condition of mind with re 

spect to something other than mind and does not exist apart 

from this objective content. Consequently the cognitive and 

objective elements are constantly ^resent in certainty. But 

because certainty is a state of an individual's mind, it is
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a way of feeling. This is so regardless of how compelling 

or 'brutal' the impact of the objective situation Upon 

the subject may be. Even in the most conclusive cases of 

formal certainty where relations are read off with almost 

complete immediacy, certainty is a way of feeling. Even 

so, however closely or remotely this feeling is connected 

with a condition other than subject, it is connected. Con 

sequently the cognitive element is never completely divorced 

from the feeliner of certainty. However much the subject 

qualifies what is -presented in sense-experience ' something' 

is qualified. In short, the cognitive core is always present.

(B) The sceptical implications of Tennant's position 

are quite manifest. In fact, there are striking similarities 

between his view of cognition and that of David Hume. In a 

sense, however, Tennant goes further than Hume when he asserts 

that a return to the self-evidence of primary perception is a 

return to data already qualified by the conditions of subject. 

In this case, emniricism is only relative. Yet, it is relative 

to the impressions of pure sense, which, while they are always 

qualified by the subject, none the less possess a core which 

is polar to all knowledge. Furthermore, Tennant's insistence 

that knowledge for the conduct of life involves an alogical 

trust or adventure of faith, saves him from the extremes to 

which empiricism of that severe type has led so many thinkers 

in the past.
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This scepticism perhaps has its roots in the assumption 

that subjective activity such as memory and interpretation 

actually corrupts the pure knowledge that is given in im-ned- 

late and simple perception. Doubtless error is introduced by 

the subject's activity in relation to the data of sense. 

Surely any theory of knowledge which fails to recognize this, 

I.e. extreme realism, is ipso facto inadequate. Yet, error is 

intelligible only in relation to that which is arrived at by 

an active subject operating upon sense data. It is only in so 

far as an impression is qualified by subject that it can be re 

ferred to as true or false. To speak of an impression or im 

pact as erroneous is unintelligible unless that impression or 

impact has been at least partially interpreted by the subject. 

It is the datum of knowledge, or the 'raw stuff' out of which 

-mderstandinsr of the external world is wrought. Naturally all 

element of doubt is absent in that datum. It is possible to 

doubt a representation or interpretation of sense-experience, 

but not possible to doubt experience as such. Bosanquet puts 

the matter in this way:

"What we ought to mean is that sensation is not true but for 
the same reason for which it is not true, it is also not false; 
for it is not a judgment at all, and nothing but a judgment 
can be true or false. ... And, granted that judgment affected 
by it may Intelligibly be'nearer to sense 1 it still remains 
quite untrue that"^judgments dealing with determinant concrete 
objects of our perceptual world are necessarily judgments thus 
near to sense." 21

21. Bosanquet, ScJ-gnce and Philosophy p. 54.
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Truly it is within the aco^e of the subject's activity that 

error arises, "but it is equally true that what knowledge there 

is also arises within that scope. To say then that the ac 

tivity of the knowing subject introduces error means simply 

that error exists only within the sphere of knowing. It is 

possible to rule out error in the way suggested by Dr. Tennant, 

viz., by negating all the subjective factors, but in so doing 

not only error is excluded but knowledge is excluded also. ¥ore^ 

over, what increases the subject in immediate experience is not 

an entire object such as a table, but a part of two legs, per 

haps, and a ton. The subject takes these fragmentary impres 

sions of the object and fills in the absent parts in such a way 

as to attain some general knowledge of the complete table. It 

is true that error arises in the process by which fragmentary 

Impressions become conscious knowledge, but, to use the words

of Oman, "Unless we accent knowing as the way to knowledge,
22 

there seems to be no possible beginning;.." In other words it

seems necessary to accent the possibility or even the probabil 

ity of error in order to attain some knowledge. If what might 

be called the universal attitude of the subject in simple per- 

centlon does not y ield knowledge; but simply the data of know-

ledere, then it is obviously incorrect to speak as though the
into 

knowledge process introduced error perfect or undefiled

knowledge derived from immediate sense-evidence. 

22. J. Oman Natural and the Supernatural p. 168.



Tv is assumption that the subject introduces er^or into 

the perfect knowledge of immediate sense ^as its roots pos 

sibly in the belief that the knowing relation is an artificial 

one in the sense that it is added on more or less arbitrarily 

or incidentally to the other relations in which objects stand. 

This belief is indeed common among modern thinkers. As it ap 

pears in modern philosophy perhaps it is a "hang-over" from 

the classical substance philosophy. At any rate, what a priori 

reason is there to assume that this relation which becomes appar 

ent in knowing is not fundamental to the nature of things? In 

other words, why should it be assumed that this cognitive relation 

is not just one of the permanent relations in which objects qua 

objects stand? For one thing, there is the fact that all ob 

jects about which there is or conceivably could be any knowledge 

actually stand in a cognitive relation to some subject or sub 

jects. Secondly, the intimate relation between mind and body, 

however that relation may be explained'or interpreted, suggests 

that such a relation is fundamental between objects and subjects. 

And thirdly, to assume a fundamental cognitive relation of this 

kind offers sr. escape from a type of scepticism y>ich is prac 

tically impossible : ; s well as repugnant to common sense. There 

fore, it would seem justifiable to assume that knowing, instead 

of intr6clucing foreign relations to the known object, is- really 

possible because the cognitive ^elation is fundamental to the 

nature of things.
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(fl) ^snecially after David wume formulated the empiricist 

position in its radical form both the apologists of religion 

and the exponents of idealistic philosophy came to regard radi 

cal empiricism as their common foe. On the one hand hi/?h re 

ligion has almost always held that "no man hath seen God at any 

time." That which confronts men in their most subline moments 

of religious experience admittedly does not confront the ordin 

ary Dhysical senses. In suite of various attempts to set forth 

a perfectly natural view of religion, as a matter of historical

fact Oman is doubtlessly correct in maintaining that in religion
23 men have felt themselves environed bv the supernatural. At

least religious persons have claimed that their Dercentions have 

.crone beyond what is priven in sense-exnerience, and u'oon that 

claim they have staked everything. On the other hand, however 

ethical imperatives and t>rinciDles have been regarded, it is 

difficult to see how they could be nerceived directly by the 

physical senses. An empirical view of ethics must, it seems, 

resort to ob.lectif ication of oercentible fact in order to allow

for experiences of ethical imperative. In this case certain
» 

sense impressions are accounted for by moral ideas which are in

turn objectified and in that way become objects of moral exper 

ience. Thus, the sense of moral imperative is not sense- 

experience of the actual world but experience of an objectified

23. See J. Oman ^tural and the .^UT3e_rnatural^ p. 64, f.
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scheme of ideas designed to interpret certain c[u_a_ai sense- 

data. In any case, therefore, ethical Imperatives and prin 

ciples do not confront the physical senses. Like the G-od of 

religion, no man hath seen, heard, touched, or tasted then 

at any time.

If this premise is granted, and it is ^ranted that sen® - 

experience in the narrower meaning of the term is the only 

"basis for knowlna- the actual world, ethical and religious ag 

nosticism seems to be inevitable. Indeed this conclusion has 

so forced Itself upon modern theologians and moral philosophers 

that thev have sriven themselves unsparingly to the task of show- 

in?? that man's experience and knowledge of what is actual or 

ontal does not defend entirely upon what is given in sense- 

experience. It is therefore both Interesting and significant 

that Dr. Tennant should endeavour to establish theology on a 

strictly empirical basis. One can only wish that his efforts 

had been more successful,for surely many of the central problems 

of modern life and thought would be solved if all knowledge were 

derived from the same kind of a sense-basis. Yet, in spite of 

these wishes and the ingenious way in which Tennant develops 

his thought, it is difficult to see how the position can stand. 

Concerning religion he distinguishes between two types of exper- 

ience, first, certain quasi imoressional data described as a 

sense of peace or release from sin, secondly, experience of 

ideas, such as the idea of G-od which are designed to account
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for these impressions. Only the second kind of experience

is distinctively religious, says Dr. Tennant. The 'religious 

ness' of it is derived from the theological ideas operative
9 c

at the time." Consequently, because theology has to do funda 

mentally or at least first, with these impressior.al data and 

with the ideas which are devised to interpret them, theology 

is a science of the actual the' same as chemistry or 

physics. Its data are given in sense-impressions like t^ose of 

any other science. Of course these original sense-data are 

qualified by subjective influences "but, because this is true 

of t^e data with wh'cb the other sciences are concerned, the 

standing of theology is not peculiarly impaired.

(a) The first objection to tVi is treatment of the matter 

may be stated in the form of a question. Are these original 

impressions such as the sense o^ release, impressions of prod 

as He is described rough 177 b^ religious ideas, or are they 

simper impressions of the actual world like colour, size, or 

hardness with which the physical sciences deal? If, the 

second alternative is granted theology simply becomes natural 

science for its task is to deal with impressions of p^^sical 

environment. The alternative, therefore, is bet1"*.en. theology 

which begins with certain special data, namely impressions of 

the Divine, and theology as simpl~T physical science. T^ere Is,

24. Tennant Philosophy of the Sciences rp. 179 - IRC.25. ibid p. Tm         
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however, still a third Dossiblllty. Perhaps these impressions 

are sim-nly states of mind which surge ur> fron combinations of 

stimuli which are totally different from what is suggested in 

the impressions or at least unknowable. Of course these im 

pressions have been accounted for by positing a Divine Object 

but there is no way of establishing any reliable correspondence 

between that which caused the states of mind and the Divine Ob 

ject thus posited. On the contrary,the weight of probability 

suggests that these states are like various moods which come 

and go without any particular objective reference. That is, 

nosslbly these Impressions are not of anything other than ob 

jects created by the subject or subjects as constituted by 

society. In this case theoloery might still be regarded as an 

empirical science but not a science of the actual. Further, 

theolocry thus conceived would be distinguishable from Dsychol- 

ogy only by the fact that it deals with sDecial kinds of sub 

jective states. But, because analytic psychology and nsycho- 

analysis have nut the sense of guilt, release, and the like 

within their study, again theology would seem quite superfluous. 

Indeed, from the point of view of Dr. Tennant's phenomalistic 

eDlstemolosry, this third possibility appears to be most con 

sistent, ^owever, in thus regarding the data of religion the 

conclusions which nsycholoerists like Leuba and Jung have 

reached would see^ inevitable.

(b) A second question arises concerning the gii^si, im-

nresslonal data. If thess data are like colour, size and hardness
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to what sense organ or combination of organs are they Dre- 

sented? Impressions of colour are presented to the organs 

of sight, hardness to the organs of touch and so on: - but 

It is by no means annarent to just what or^an or combination 

of organs the quasi imnrepsional data of relierion are nre- 

sented.

In the face of this question doubtless the general run 

of religious aDolocriste have been rio-ht in ursine that men 

are able to receive imaressions of Reality in ways other than 

the physical senses. If not, their God must be either unknow 

able and beyond experience in any sense or quasi physical. But 

neither of these alternatives can be entertained by devoutly 

relietious persons. And, unless those who attempt to make 

theology an empirical science can extend their view of nerceD- 

tion so as to allow the sneclal data of religious experience 

srenuine empirical status, the efforts seem bound to fail. If, 

however, Dr. Tennant admits this further faculty of perceivins 

"thincrs unseen " he must also admit that the ideas of relierion 

are derived fro-n and verified according to that which is given 

in this further cat>3city to nerceive, hence, that the data of 

theoloc-yare of a snecial kind. Further, if this is admitted, 

reliorious ideas do not depend for their verification UDon con 

clusions derived from data that are not peculiarly religious, 

consequently, evidence from science is valuable in establishing 

the validity of religious beliefs only after those beliefs '-. . - =
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have been derived from, specifically religious experience. 

And even then, such evidence is little more than collabora 

tive.

(c) Still a third objection should be referred to even 

thouffh it is not so pertinent as the two Just mentioned. At 

tempts to reconcile religion with science in the way suggested 

by Dr. Tennant tend to submit relisrlon to all the changes and 

uncertainties of science. A century asro when scientific opin 

ion was more or less agreed and a hi«h degree of certainty re- 

prardlnj? scientific conclusions was evident, the religious life 

misrht conceivably have secure-? stability and assurance from an 

alliance with science. At the present time however, when 

science Is Itself undergoing- radical change and is fraught with 

the most flasrrent disagreement, what cumulative evidence could 

science afford for the central beliefs of religion? The history 

of apologetics is full of embarrassing moments when the extra- 

religious basis upon which the religious life was established
0

has been severely altered in the natural processes of scientific 

and philosophical development. One scarcely dares to imagine 

how insecure the basis of the relieious life actually would be 

if it must denend upon the certainty which the science of each 

generation can attain. Moreover, the history of science af-
«

fords ample grounds for the possibility that a type of science 

mqy arise which, instead of confirming the essential beliefs 

of religion in any way at all,will flatly deny them. At any
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rate,one cannot help "believing? that the proposed, alliances 

between science and relierion have failed and in the nature 

of the case must fail to enrich the life of religion and. that 

on the "basis of the Durely scientific attitude the awareness 

of Divine Reality, which is at once the condition of religious 

life and the source from which it draws its strength, is ren 

dered impotent.

As far as the defence of Religion and theology is con 

cerned, it is difficult to see how either of ^he possibilities 

which are consistent with Dr. ^ennant's position can be of 

any SDecial value. On the one hand theolop-y is dissolved into 

physical science and relierious experience into an experience 

of certain ideas for which there is no established ontological 

justification. On the other hand, theology is taken up into 

psychology, where the Realitv of the object confronted in re 

ligious experience is simply disregarded or accounted for on 

a purelv subjective basis. Of course, the other possibility, 

namely, that the sense of pe^ce is an impression of Divine 

Peallty and as such is the special cognitive basis of theology 

is just the position which Tennant contends against.

This criticism of Dr. Tennant's position, however, does 

not dismiss the problem raised by the empiricist temper of the 

modern scientific attitude. It merely shows the inadequacies 

of one type of solution which has repeatedly asserted itself

modern liberal theolosrv. .At the outset, the problem of dealing
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with radical ei-miriclsm from the point of view of a religious 

apologetic is a Decullarlly difficult one. In a sense all 

proof or disproof Is ultimately a matter of self-evidence.The 

scientist Droves a proposition by displaying the facts uoon 

which the proposition is based in such a way that the nroposi- 

tion becomes self evident. At the same, time,this kind of 

proof is evidential because of certain epistemological assump 

tions. Indeed, this is so of almost every effort to establish 

the self-evidence of a proposition. But, empiricism is itself 

an eplstemoloo-ical assumption. It must either- be self-evident 

in itself or not evident at all. Any proof for or against it 

must either assume its validity or not assume it. Upon the as 

sumption that sense-experience is the only basis for knowing 

and that all else which purports to be knowledge is derived 

from purely subjective processes, all possible exceptions to 

the empiricist doctrine which mierht be cited against it are of 

no evidential value because they have been pre-judged as sub 

jective. On the other hand, if it is assumed that in religion 

men perceive the MTInseen" and feel what is not amenable to the 

sense of touch those perceptions are themselves evidences ag 

ainst radical empiricism. Such facts (if they may be called 

facts) as the experience of one's self, of other selves, of 

ethical imperatives or the Divine Presence are of evidential 

value therefore, only to those in whom those experiences have 

brought the conviction which Is adequate self-evidence.
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further positive evidence against empiricism seems to "be in- 

possible. Perhaps that is the reason why the apologists of 

religion have struperled so much against empiricism and why 

some modern theolop-lans hgve sought a solution for the pro 

blem by makinsr theology an empirical science.

For the relicrious apologist the problem of radical em 

piricism is made even more difficult by the way empiricism

denies the three criteria by which metaphysical postulates
.*.

and assumptions are usually Judged. In the first place advo 

cates of empiricism have often proceeded as if the doctrine 

itself were based upon sense-experience. But, precisely what 

kind of an impression or perception could carry in itself the 

idea that sense-experience is the only valid basis for know- 

ledere? Obviously the sense-basis for this postulate is none 

other than common sense. Like other aspects of the modern 

scientific attitude, therefore, empiricism begins with common 

sens^e, yet ,- empiricists like David Hume have seen clearly

that extreme empiricism contradicts common sense at almost
26 

every turn. Careful and disinterested reflection csn alone

make it evident how far men's so-called knowledge is not war 

ranted by what is given in sense-perception. Thus, empiricism 

gets its first impulse and Justification from common sense, but 

then turns back upon common sense with contempt. Consequently,

* See PP. 109 - 111 of present work.
26. c.f. A Treatise on Human Understanding Vol. I. Sec. VII, —————————————"—————————— p art
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the criterion of common sense which has nroven useful for 

determining the validity of metaphysical doctrines is of 

little value against empiricism. Even so, this question 

is r>ertinent, why should empiricism start from common sense 

and then later on deny the evidence from common sense?

Secondly, the history of science makes it apparent that 

empiricism as a theory of knowledge lies very near certain 

nrsctlcal interests, control of events and forces in the 

actual world has relayed a large part in commending the theory 

to thinking Deonle. Yet, like the evidence of common sense, 

emDiriciem soon turns its back uDOn the evidence of practical 

results. It may "be r>ractlcallv necessary to act as if one 

possessed knowledge which sroes beyond what is sense-given, but 

to the empiricist that fact is no evidence that such knowledge 

is valid. A. knowledge of G-od may be a practical necessity for 

life but that is no evidence that the knowledge is valid. Hence, 

empiricism uses the evidence from practical results as lone- as 

it does not contradict the empiricist assumptions, but after 

that,flatlv denies that such evidence is valid. So, like the 

nrincinle of common sense, practicality Is of little or no 

value in disproving- the empiricist position.

^he third criterion, namely the nrinciDle of rationality 

or coherence is equally impotent against empiricism. For the 

empiricist a t>ronosition is rational when it expresses what is 

given in sense experience. Coherence likewise, is not coher 

ence with thought but with sense-knowledge. A postulate or
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proposition may be necessary to or consistent with a particular 

system of thlnkins- yet it may be irrational in the sense of 

contradicting or go ins- beyond what is given in sense-experience. 

For examule, causality may be necessary for thinking about 

events in the natural world, but that necessity is not to be 

confused with rationality as agreement with sense-given know- 

ledere. mhe Intellectually necessary, then, is not the rational, 

or the real. -That is eriven in sense-experience may contradict 

any scheme of thought without beinnr regarded as irrational or 

incoherent. Thus the criterion of rationality or coherence is 

interpreted in such a way that even if empiricism were shown to 

contradict the necessary assumptions of thought, or to be inco 

herent with the best thinking of any given acre,that would not 

disprove it.

While this denial of evidence from common sense and prac 

tical results and ingenious ways sf interpreting rationality 

makes it difficult to disprove radical empiricism it remains 

for empiricism to justify the procedure. No position can de 

clare common sense naive and pour contempt upon the evidence 

of practical results without considerable reasons for doing so. 

If empiricism declares that men cannot have reliable experience 

of CrOd, ethical imperatives, themselves or other selves, and 

men actually puide their lives most significantly by knowledge 

derived from those experiences, then it is for empiricism to 

prove the point. If experiences of the Beyond enrich human
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life, assure it against insignificance, and cause it to arise 

above the t>urely Dhysical level, any denial that these exper 

iences are of something Real even though it is "beyond the 

Dhysical senses, must be nroven conclusively. Moreover, for 

the ODen-mlnded person of today such facts as exDeriences of 

other selves "beyond the experience of other bodies should in 

dicate that there is something wrong with empiricism in the 

extreme form. There is surely enough common sense and re 

liance u-oon the evidence of results in the modern mind to see 

how highly urobable it is that any doctrine of knowing which

Duts the significant things entirely outside the bounds of
27 

knowledge, is wroner.

At the same time, what was said at the outset is surely 

true. The only conclusive t>roof against radical empiricism 

is an overwhelming1 experience of Divine Presence, one's self, 

some other self, or of ethical imperative, which carries with 

it real conviction. Such evidence is self-evident. It is given, 

and until it is o-iven any effort to show the inadequacies of 

emDiricism is Tikely to fail.

Perhaps this may appear to be a rather futile conclusion. 

Possibly it is. But two things may be said in defence of it. 

In the first Dlace,the facts in the case have been faced and 

the problem formulated. And secondly, a recognition of this

?7. See C. C. J. T^ebb Religion and ^he^sm p. 101 f. for a state 
ment of such arguments against radical empiricism.
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of alliance or compromise which will negate its positive in 

fluence. After all, proclamation of faith and personal test- ' 

imony may "he indispensable for those who ^'ould further t>e life 

of religion. 

FORT.UL AT^D A'^TU^L CERTVIFTY

Dr. Tennant''s viev. cf cognition has been dealt with at 

such length for four reasons. (1) "Because his distinction 

between certainty and certitude on the basis of objectivity 

and subjectivity is so common a^ong representatives of the 

modern scientific attitude. The criticisms offered therefore 

against tv is distinction pertain more generally to t^e type of 

thought which t^is paper "has purposed, to consider. (2) further, 

Dr. Tenriant's view of perception,with the sceptical implica 

tions which it involves,is in the general tradition of scienti 

fic thought from ;v"h.ich +"b° modern attitude ^as derived so much 

of its peculiar nature. (2; In tv<e third place, Tennant is 

noted for v is attempt to state the apologetic position of 

Modern Liberal Protestantism to the ef^/ct tv at theology is 

an empirical science. Further, in advocating radical empiri 

cism as the basis of all the sciences including theology, 

Tennant has afforded an opportunity for discussing empiricism 

in relation to ^eligious and moral certain^. (4) A,nd mo^e 

positively, the clear-cut wav in wv ich Tsnrant distinguishes 

between formal and actual certainty is of first importance in 

arriving at an understanding of what certainty is in its
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broader aspects.

This distinction which he insists upon is really the 

distinction between the actual world known in the first in 

stance through sense percent ion, and nossible ideal worlds 

which Dure thought may construct. Mathematics, he says, lays 

its own foundations, creates and defines its entities, and 

manipulates them according1 to accented rules and axioms.

"Pure mathematics, and metaphysic that would fain be wholly 
a priori or Dure , are free to lay any number of diverse 
foundations and then to construct a definite tale of 
possible worlds at their Dleasure; but no such system will 
necessarily tell anything, worth knowing, about the one 
world in which we are interested." 23

Now Tennant points out that in the world of ideal entities 

nosited and precisely defined by Dure thouc-ht, the relations 

between these entities may be "read off," with an immediacy 

which leads to certainty, whereas, when one is confronted by 

the actual world presented to him In sense-experience, cer 

tainty is of a different sort. That is the world of "brute 

fact," where men must live; not merely speculate. Elements. 

in the possible worlds are universal and hence empty of actual 

content, therefore, they will affect any number of individuals 

in almost exactly the same way,, whereas, in the actual world 

experience of objects Is individual and concrete.

Recent scientific thinking seems more inclined to recog 

nize this distinction. Eddington, for example, calls attention 

to the difference between the nhysical world as conceived by

. Tennant The Soul and Its Faculties p. 6. •LhilosophiLcaJ. 
Theolo^v Vol.' 1 7 ———
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theoretical physics and the "familiar world" in which men
29 

live perceptually. Professor F. A. Lindemann writes,
r

"Bv this word (universe) the scientist, and few people 
other than scientists utilize mathematical methods in 
their cosmolosrical speculations, means the image or model, 
built UP of familiar concepts or indef inables, which he 
creates; this forms his so-called 'Physical World,' into 
which he endeavours to fit events corresponding with his 
experiences. He is not concerned to claim any specific 
reality for this Physical World; his aim will be achieved 
if a one to one relation can be established between the con 
sequences and predictions derived from this model and all 
the facts of human experience. " 30

L. M. Parsons suggests that many of the pronouncements and 

results of science pertain only to a conceptual system which 

is built UP of definitions, axioms, and formulae which may or 

may not correspond to anything in the actual structure of 

thin era." ' Further he says, "The definition and ideas of physics 

are all expressed In terms of one another; hence we never pet

beyond these definitions so as to obtain absolute knowledge of
3? 

the reality underlying phenomena."" "Electric force," for ex

ample, "is defined as something which causes motion of electric

charge; an electric charge is something which exerts electric
33 

force." C. F. v. Joad in his book, Philosophical Aspects of

Modern Science, goes on to urge that "The 7/orld of science con 

sists of symbols and shadows; the world of sense is the result

Philosophy .
9 * Philosophy VolJL_VIJI MO. ?9, Jan. 1933 Art. rhvsics and 

30. Artic ie TFTe TTace of Mathematics in the Intefpr"eTaTroir~of 
the Universe in Philosophy Jan. 1933. p. 14. 
^"•~ The Universe of Our Experience p. 86.
32. Ibid P. ?9.
33. This example is cited by Parsons. It is taken from

Nature of the Physical World P. 264.
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of constructive activities of mind operating UDon the world 

of symbols and shadows."'

In an attempt to understand the nature of certainty, it 

is necessary to distinguish between formal certainty and cer 

tainty for the conduct of life. Yet, there is a real danger 

in drawing the line too drastically; for in practically every 

effort to gain a knowledge of the actual world in which human 

existence is cast, formal elements are indispensable. Accord 

ing to Tennant's own Dosition, even the most imaginal concepts 

are remotely but fundamentally connected with the data of 

sense. Those ideal entities have meaning and are intelligible 

only because they have some connexion with experience of some- 

thinsr actual. In spite of the fact that logic and mathematics, 

and a_^ri.o_ri. thinking in general have been highlv speculative, 

that they have facilitated an understanding and control of 

the actual world cannot be gainsaid. Although the relation be 

tween formal correctness of conceptual framework and validity 

in the content of judgments has remained a mystery, still, it 

is difficult to believe that there is no relation at all.

In view of these facts, perhaps it would be more nearly 

correct to distinguish between ideal entities or forms isolated 

from their Implicit relation to actuality and ideal entities in

34. C. E. M« Joa<3 Philosophical Aspects of Modern Science n.192
35. Tennant The Soul and Its Faculties D. 63.""^Though not a 
state or an act of the subject, the idea is subjectively de 
rived or fashioned: and though not created out of nothing, but 
ultimately out of the imDressional, it does not consist of the 
im^ressiona!." philosophica^Thep_logy Vol. I.



which the relation is assumed in order to more fullv under 

stand and control the actual world. In common lansua^e tM.s isi—j ^j '

the distinction between pure mathematics and applied mathematics; 

or, between theoretical science and technology. At the sa^e time, 

what Dr. Tennant points out is pertinent, namely; "The application 

of a pure science to the actual world, is wholly tentative and 

problematical. . . . T"hen mathematics becomes applied science, 

it loses the precision and certainty, in virtue of which it 

was selected as the exemplar of knowledge." 1" Consequently, it 

might be advisable to further define formal certainty as that 

conditioned by the relations between ideal entities as those 

entities are isolated from their implicit relation to actuality. 

For example, a mathematician may be absolutely sure that, given 

the formula for the velocity of sound and the distance between 

two points, the resultant time interval necessary for the sound 

of a cannon shot to cover the distance is so many seconds. 3ut, 

he would not be so certain that it would require exactly that 

number of seconds for tv e sound of a cannon shot to cover that 

much distance IP the actual world. Atmospheric conditions, the 

interval between which the sound is heard and recorded at eoch 

end, and a universe of other factors wv ich are absent in the 

purely mathematical calculations, enter into the actual gun 

shot. Accordingly, the more completely pure thought forms and 

ideal entities are isolated from their implicit relation to actualit;

36. Tennant The Soul and Its Fac_ultle_s pp. 6 - 7. philoso 
phical Theology Vol. I.
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the more perfect the certainty attainable, and it is as such 

that formal certainty is to be most completely distinguished 

from certainty in the conduct of life.

If this qualification la relevant, formal certainty is 

DOsslble in almost any field. For example, it would be possible 

to ^ake Christian mheology somewhat of a cure science if the 

task of theology were conceived as that of examining the con- 

ceptual forms Dresented in the creeds of the Church. In almost 

every sphere of thinking, the difference between relations be 

tween well-defined concepts and actuality is evident. Conse 

quently, both formal certainty and actual certainty are possible 

within those several spheres. Even so, it is evident that the 

more highly abstract thinking becomes, the higher the degree *_ 

of formal certainty. That is, the more completely universal 

the forms of thought become hence the more they are emptied of 

content derived from experience of the actual world,the less 

contingency is possible in their aporehension and the greater 

the possibility that mind will be able to master the situation. 

Man may not be able to determine events in the actual world, 

but, in the probable worlds which he has carefully defined he 

should be more of a master. Perhaps the matter might be put 

In this form: In spheres where it is said, "let 'this 1 denote 

'that'," without any implication that it actually does, formal 

certainty in its highest degree is possible.

With resoect to the modern condition of moral and religious 

uncertainty this distinction is vastly important. As was seen
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In the study of the modern scientific attitude mathematics 

with its precision and certainty has been very attractive. 

After the fashion of Descartes and Spinoza men have desired 

the same certainty in other spheres. In short the precision 

of mathematics has been a sort of ideal toward which scien 

tific thinking has aspired. ^oreover, by abstracting various 

actual elements from eyperience these entities with which 

science has dealt have approached the nature of the ideal 

entities of mathematics and the pictures of the universe thus 

constructed have assumed a real likeness to the possible 

world of pure thought. Consequently, many of the conclusions 

of science have been characterized by a. kind of formal cer 

tainty, although not as complete and overwhelming as mathema 

tical certainty, yet approaching very near it. -

when, therefore, this modern attitude has searched for 

certainty in morals and relip-ion this mathematical ideal 

sought in scientific inquiry has been pursued. Men have sought 

relierious beliefs and moral ideas which should come to them 

with the overwhelming certainty attainable in the pure sciences. 

Because this was not possible they have despaired of certainty 

in these higher realms of experience anffi^fallen back on the 

dictum that morals and religion are subjective in the sense of 

not beinpr conditioned by what is Real or actual.

But, if this dictum must stand, it is apparent that not 

only certainty in religion and morals must go but also certainty
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for the conduct of life or certainty o^ tv c actual "/or Id 

which science seeks, in so far as it is not pure speculation. 

That is, if certain knowledge is possible only in the pure 

sciences tv en applied science as well us religion a^d morals

must surrender to agnosticism. Judging from the "'s.y scien-
77 

tists like T' T ax Planck Einstein, and others attack scientific
f 3

positivism, science stands wit 1'1 religion ^n/1 % \ora!3tT in the 

warfare against a type of agnostic ism concerning tv e actual 

v:orld v/v ic"h impairs the foundations o° both . Consequently, 

the statement t^at cert-pint-r of t^p ^atv e^. atical kind is im 

possible in matters of spiritual li^e is perfectly true, because 

certainty ir religion and morals pertains to t^.e actual ^" f orld 

and not to 'veil defined possible worlds. At the seme time, in 

so far as sc ience/.t tempts to make discoveries in and draw con 

clusions about the actual \7orld, mathematical or formal cer 

tainty is likewise impossible for science. Therefore in the 

so lone e of that prr.cticel kind w1^ ich has affected mocV-rn think 

ing so decis-ivel'' r , ^^esumptive knowledge characterized by cer 

tainty p o^ the conduct o^ life is alone possible. Therefore, 

in this respect at l^ast, the knowledge of this lr ind of s^i'erce 

and the knowledge o f religion and morals are similar.

Formal certainty tVi en grows out of man's relation to pos 

sible o^ ideal worlds wv ich ar^ posited and ^e"1 ^ defined ir 

pure thought, wv ile actual certainty grov/s out of -:an ! s relation

37. c.f. rrhere is iicie^ce Going? p. 81.
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to the actual or familiar world in which human life is cast. 

The former relation is highly intellectualistic in quality. 

But recent psychological inquiry has made it clear that man 

is related to the actual world through the instincts and 

•orimary needs which those instincts are designed to serve. 

As T?!Thitehead suggests man is related to the actual world

throusrh the three-fold urge, to live, to live well, and to
33 

live with increasing satisfaction. Consequently, knowledge

of the familiar world is not the result of discursive reason 

alone "but crows out of liviner itself in which both feeling and 

conation are important facts. No doubt this is what Dr. 

Tennant had in mind when he Insisted that knowledge for the 

conduct of life issued from a symDathetic relation to the ac 

tual world. In another Dlace he says, "It presumptive know- 

ledcre of the actual world) is not even wholly and purely cogni 

tion. It is rather the output of the whole man, or of the mind
39 

as feeling? and striving, as well as beinsr aware." Henry

Osborne Taylor nuts it in this way, "Every act of our faculties 

leaves its effect. We grow through action. Our natures enlarge 

not merely throue-h the increase of conscious knowledge or exper 

ience, but through changes coming from without our knowledge
40 

from action." Doing and knowing are perhaps not as different

38. whitehead Function of Reason D. 5.
39. Tennant Philosophy of the Sciences D. 3?. See also 
niaterhouse Phjjj^g^v_2:^ejl>i ous Experience p. 73- 
^osanquet gcJLenc_e_and_Phi 1 osOTDhy p . 63 . and V[. Edwards 
Christianty and PhiTos^qphy D. 13. 

. Taylor OD. cit..r>. TOo".
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4i 
as traditional philosophy was inclined to think, Knowledge

of the actual world issues from 'living through' situation 

after situation presented in man's organic relation to that 

viorld. Indeed, such knowledge is not merely an intellectual 

luxury but a physical, mental and spiritual necessity enforced 

by the three-fold urge of life. There is a practical 'must' 

which corresDonds roughly to the logical 'must' of formal 

certainty.

According to this view of cognition the alo.sical trust 

or mental venture to which so many modern writers have called 

attention is rooted in the instinctive life itself and there 

fore arises from the fundamental needs of life and the urges 

which seek to satisfy them. From the point of view of formal 

lop-ic this trust may be alogical or even illogical, but in so 

far as the rules of thought have any foundation in the struc 

ture of life Itself this venture of faith is supremely logical 

because it is c6nsistent with the nature of life as that life 

is rooted in certain fundamental needs and their satisfaction. 

What is cos^i^al^y necessary could hardly be considered in 

tellectually unnecessary or logically inconsistent.

A still further peculiarity of man's relation with the 

actual world is important from the point of view of understand 

ing the conative aspect of actual knowledge. As man is related

41. This Is the argument of John Dewey The Quest for Certainty.
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to the familiar world nothing will wait. Living, striving, 

and knowino- must take place in the present which is quickly 

anJirrevocably becomincr Dast. In this sense every act and 

the knowledge which directs it is final, because the moment 

in which It takesplace will never return. Knowledge, there 

fore may be final in this sense and still be incomplete or 

imperfect. For example,when a doctor is called to the bed 

side of a natient suffering from heart-failure he must act at 

once. He may not know all there is to know about the heart 

and its diseases, but for the moment his knowledge is final. 

It is final not because he has reached the terminus of know 

ledge, but because the nature of life has established a ter 

minus - the present moment. The next similar case may find 

the doctor in DOssession of more Derfect knowledge, but the 

bounds set by the moment in which he is called upon to act 

make his knowledge at that moment final. In this way, then 

final knowledge is to be distinguished from perfect knowledge. 

Sneaking in terms of the ideal situation both may become corre 

lated at some time and man will know fully as he is also fully 

known. But, until then man must act on the basis of the know 

ledge he has and at the moment such knowledge is final, 'fore- 

over, aDnroximation of perfect knowledge is possible only 

throue-h continued action on the basis of knowledge at the

moment.

This conative 'must 1 of life,tbe/re.fore linked with the 

refusal of the action-moment to wait, gives a finality to
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certainty for the conduct of life which is highly important. 

Certainty is literally compelled, not by logical necessitation 

or by the coercion of immediate impression of some aspect or 

quality of the external world, but by the total impact of the 

actual and livinc? structure of things with which man finds him 

self Inescapably linked.

In dealing with possible worlds, on the other hand, this 

conative urgency is by no means so pronounced. In a sense any 

person may refuse to live in or to take such worlds into ac 

count. Likewise the time element is only attributed to possible 

worlds. Therefore, suspended judgment may be maintained almost 

indefinitely. To put it another way, certain knowledge of 

ideal worlds is not a matter of life or death. A higher degree 

of perfection in knowledge is possible but finality in the 

sense Just described t>ertains only to the actual world. Formal 

certainty then is evoked by highly perfect or complete knowledge 

whereas actual certainty is compelled by the finality of the 

present or action-moment.

It is plain, however, that the state of convincedness in 

actual certainty will DOssibly never apDroach the comDleteness 

which it attains in formal certainty. Perhaps the most funda 

mental reason for this is the fact that in formal certainty the 

subject is dealing with a tyne of world which can be almost com 

pletely determined. Such a thing, as a novelty or contingency 

sirrmly does not arise in mathematics or in any purely theoreti 

cal science simply because they are excluded
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Infinite possibilities are limited to only one. Complete 

identity is nosited, hence, can be relied UDon. Therefore, 

in a world which the subject or subjects have created and 

accented, almost complete mastery and determination are 

possible. Furthermore, the same thine- holds for pictures of 

the universe or the world presupooeed by science, in so far 

as they contain elements abstracted from the actual world 

erlven in experience. In so far then, as the scientist thus 

arrives st a fully determinable world formal certainty apDroach- 

iner that exemplified by mathematics is possible.

Secondly, because formal certainty nertains primarily to 

the sphere of discursive intellect as isolated from feeling

and conation, the total number of factors in the situation are
4? 

greatly reduced. Various combinations of and reciprocal ac

tion between tones of feeling and forms of action are simDly 

ruled out of the situation as far as that is possible. Mani 

fold elements, and complexity of the most intimate kind are 

therefore conveniently put to one side. Hence the subject may 

operate with such a hich degree of competency that almost com 

plete certainty may result.

Still a third reason is not so manifest but perhaps more 

influential. In dealincr with possible or model worlds, or with

. Personality always functions as a whole. Yet by training 
it is possible" to attain a condition in which feelinp and cona 
tion are held in abatement. In some respects at least this 
condition is the ideal of the pure sciences.
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the universal forms of the pure sciences a high degree of 

detachment and disinterestedness is possible because things 

'do not matter 1 in that kind of a world ts they do in the 

actual world of experience, ^hus the possibility of making 

a completely dispassionate judgment is extremely high, there 

fore subjective conditionings brought to the situation because 

the thins? in question matters deeply, are reduced to a minimum. 

In such a case then ,,one may be reasonably sure that his judg 

ment is almost thoroughly objective in the sense that it has 

been dictated by the nature of the object itself rather than 

by his own concern.

Notwithstanding the attractiveness and satisfact or'iness 

of this exemplary kind of certainty obtainable in abstracted or

posited spheres and the attempts to extend it into the sphere
43 

of actual life, when it comes to the actual world certainty

of this kind is simply impossible because the actual world is 

full of contingencies, individuals which cannot be brought 

under the form of Identity, and things which 'do matter.' Again, 

efforts within both the posited and abstracted spheres mayleand 

often are helpful in arriving at certain knowledge of the ac 

tual world. None the less, the question is always pertinent, 

does this judgment pertain to the possible world carefully de 

fined for methodological purposes or does it pertain to the

43. In the work of Spinoza and Descartes, for example.
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actual nature of things as they are given in experience? 

Further, if this question is asked concerning each and 

every Judgment which is ventured, the error that has resulted 

fro^ confusincr formal and actual certainty will have been 

avoided. Also, it will become aDDar-ent that the quest for a 

religious certainty like the certainty of mathematics or 

theoretical science is a mistaken quest ; for, in so far as 

religious certainty pertains to the actual nature of things , 

actual certainty is the only kind which will satisfy the 

quest, and as such must necessarily differ from formal cer 

tainty. 

SUMMARY

By way of summary then, certainty is a state of convinced- 

ness evoked by some thing 'other' which confronts a subgsct. 

This perception however, is not limited to sense-Derception 

in the limited sense of that term but must be extended to in 

clude impressions of one's self, other selves, ethical impera-
#- 

tives and the Divine Presence. The degree of certainty or

convincedness is roughly in proportion to (1) the nature of 

the object with which the subject is confronted, (2) the re 

lation between subject and object, (3) and the capacity of 

subject to perceive distinctly so as not to confuse the exper 

ienced object with other objects. "Further, there are two kinds

* PerhaDs there are other modes of Derceotion which are 
extra-physical, but these are nerhaps most important and 
most obvious.
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of certainty.; formal and actual, which are distinguishable 

at their extreme limits but which are intermingled, in the 

practical life of knowing subjects. It is, nevertheless, 

important to distinguish between these two kinds of certainty 

thereby to avoid confusing certainty which pertains only to 

ideal or abstract entities and certainty concerning, the ac 

tual world which confronts subjects in concrete experience. 

Moreover, in formal certainty discursive intellect operates 

more or less separately from the conative and feeling aspects 

of personality, whereas in actual certainty conation and 

feelins? are fundamental. For this reason knowing the actual 

world and the certainty of that knowing is a function of the 

entire personality as it functions more or less normally under 

the three-fold urge to live, to live well, and to live with in 

creasing satisfaction. Actual certainty is therefore final even 

though it is imperfect because such certainty is all there is 

in the present moment of actual life in which knowing subjects 

must act. At the same time knowledge of the actual world is 

always seeklnff the ideal which is perfect knowledge.

If it is true then that knowledge claimed by applied 

science concerns the actual world it is highly similar to that 

claimed by religion and morals. But if this is the case, what 

is the relation between certainty in science and certainty in 

relis-ion and morals? The next chapter therefore, will be de 

voted to this question in view of arriving at some conclusion 

regarding the distinctive features of religious certainty.



CHAPTER VII 

CERTAINTY IN SCIENCE, PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGION

From the point of view of the conception of certainty set 

forth in the previous charter then, what is the relation "between 

certain knowledge in science and certain knowledge in Dhilosor>hy 

and religion? Before taking up this question in detail, however, 

something- should be said about the meaning of science. In fact, 

this relation in each case will det>end largely UDon what is 

meant by science, Dhilosoohy and religion. Lloyd "'organ in his 

recent book, The Emergence of Novelty, distinguishes between 

science which seeks to render an exact account o£ actual ohysi-

cal and cental processes and science which seeks to account for
1 

those processes. He goes on then to suggest that in aDplying

itself to the latter Inquiry science really Dasses over into 

other than scientific considerations. Tennant also makes the 

same distinction between mire science and applied science. Pure 

science ^oves in the direction of ideal or posited worlds or 

worlds constructed of elements abstracted from that which is 

o*iven in sense-exnerience , whereas applied science, whether it

1. Chanter Science and Philosophy n. 17.
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be of a. mathematical or physical kind, moves in the direction
2 

of the actual world which it seeks to understand and control.

However, he implies that in thus seeking to know the actual 

world science is within its rightful sphere. Perhaps this is 

,}ust a matter of definition. Yet, the history of science to 

gether with the account of how science has become such an impor 

tant influence in Dresent-day thinking, makes it clear that 

science has not been purely descriptive. In passing over to the 

task of accounting for physical and mental processes, possibly 

science has gone outside her chartered field. None the less it 

has been largely this fact viz., that science has ventured to ac 

count for events, that has srained for her such a following. 

That type of science which has so determined the modern outlook 

has not moved expressly in the direction of ideal or constructed 

worlds, but has moved toward the world in which human life is 

cast. At least it has attempted to account for events of the 

actual world. Consequently, to define science as the type of 

inquiry whi^h seeks to crlve an exact account of what happens in 

the actual world as those happenings are abstracted from their 

ontolosrlcal implications, simply is to define science in terms 

of what it should be rather than in terms of what it actually is, 

In this respect Dr. Edwards is perhaps nearer the facts of the 

case when he seys, "if we take the history of human culture as

s oghy _pJT^jbhe -Sc *• . enc e s
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a whole we find that it is the 'will to live', rather than the

'will to know' without further motive, that has eriven rise to
3 

the sciences and to philosophy." That is, science has been

bound UP with practical life from the first. At this point 

the scientist is Just a specialized artisan seeking knowledge 

which will assist in buildinp-, farming and other practical en 

deavours .

The point is that if science is defined in such a way as 

to put the ontoloffical implications of discovery and descrip 

tion outside its r>ervlew, the certainty which it attains is 

largely formal. This is so because that which science des 

cribes is simply phenomena abstracted from the ground of being 

of which these described events are but appearances. On the 

other hand, if it is assumed either that there is nothing but 

phenomena or that the ground of being of which they are appear 

ances is unknowable, the ontological imDlication is not really 

disregarded. On the contrary a very definite opinion regarding 

it has been given.; for obviously to say that there is nothing 

but phenomena, or that what conditions phenomena is unknowable, 

is to pass a definite Judgment upon the ontolocrical implications 

of appearances. Even so, as long as no judgments of this kind 

are ventured science may proceed to describe appearances thus 

abstracted from that of which they are appearances and attain 

thereby a high decree of formal certainty. For example,it may

3. D. ¥. Edwards Christianityand Philosophy p. 13.
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"be possible to describe how a stick looks standing at a 30° 

angle on the bottom of a river. A man may be absolutely sure 

that his description is correct. As long as no question of 

the actual shape of the stick is raised this hie-h decree of 

certainty is possible. That is, as long as the appearance is 

abstracted from the actual nature of the stick almost complete 

certainty may be had. But when the onto logical implication is 

raised^ the man is dealiner, not merely with an abstract world 

but with the actual one. Further, if it is said that the stick 

is as it appears, then a Judgment concerning the actual world "" 

is ventured and all the questions and mysteries which that 

world involves come into the situation. Hence, formal certainty 

is displaced by actual certainty.

On the other hand science may and often does construct 

possible worlds and pictures of the universe in view of attain- 

in^ an understanding of the actual world through these con 

structions. Scientists build a working model of the universe. 

Of course it is not the actual universe, yet there are resem 

blances and points of established agreement between the two. 

Even so, the model world is an abstraction. It can be under 

stood and controlled because it has been determined by spec 

ulative thought. Therefore, as long as the scientist is deal- 

In at with the model world Independently of any implication that 

it agrees in any wav with the actual world, he may attain 

formal certainty.', While in so far as aoplication to the actual 

world is concerned presumptive knowledge and actua 1 certainty
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concerning It, are alone possible. In this tyne of work then, 

science really alternates "between the Doles of formal and ac 

tual knowledge, which means that the two types of certainty 

•nay easily become confused. For example, orthodox science often 

claimed the same certainty for its pronouncements concerning 

the actual world as it achieved In relation to its model world. 

Recent scientists, on the other hand,tend to take over the 

mystery of the actual world into the model world. Science to 

day is.Just as certain if not more so of its "picture" of the 

universe as was earlier science. The mystery that is evident 

nertains rather to the aDplicatlon of the various elements of 

that nicture to the actual Universe.

As to how,therefore,certainty in science is related to 

certainty either In t>hilosot)hy or in religion denends unon 

whether science is defined in terms of what it should be or in 

terms of what it actually is. If science is confined to a 

world of appearances isolated from reference to that of which 

they are an-oearances, the certainty which is attained is highly 

formal in character., whereas, if science seeks to account for 

physical and mental processes the certainty which is attained 

is actual. In any case it is important to see that if and when 

science ventures to account for events It cannot claim the 

special and exemplary kind of certainty which is obtainable in 

Durely formal or abstract considerations.

The various branches of Dhilosophy also may be defined as 

exact sciences. Ethics may be conceived as a study of
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historical manifestations or appearances. Thus moral codes, 

habits of conduct and social dispositions may be studied in a 

comparative and critical manner. Such questions as, do moral 

principles express anything in the nature of things? may be 

disregarded in the interests of a purely scientific account 

of moral life. In other words, the ontological implications 

of these historical manifestations of morality may be ignored. 

But, in this case those manifestations, like appearances in 

physical science, are abstracted from that of which thev are 

manifestations. As such, therefore, the certainty attained in 

morals would be hisrhly forma 1 , in character, hence closely re 

lated to the formal certainty of the pure sciences. For example, 

a man may be perfectly certain that according to the moral code 

of his coun-try it is right to flcrht for national honour but he 

may not be so sure that that particular principle of the code 

is in agreement with the moral reality which confronts his con 

science in moral experience. The first type of knowledge is 

hierhly formal. Implication of the actual nature of life is 

partially ignored and the formal element is pronounced; while 

the latter question raises the implication of the actual nature 

of life and experience Into prominence. In the formal certainty 

regarding the question thought moves in the direction of the 

possible world described by the code, whereas in actual moral 

certainty thought moves in the direction of the actual ?;orld 

in which men live as moral agents, and in which they are con 

fronted by ethical demands.
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So also logic may become highly formal and symbolic if 

the ontolo^ical Implications are put to one side. Indeed, 

as lo^ic moves toward the ideal world of symbols and ignores 

points of correspondence between either the symbols or the 

rules sovernine? them and the actual nature of things, logic 

gets more and more like mathematics. Thus, regarding the 

world of well, defined symbols logic may attain a high degree 

of certainty, but it is really formal certainty. In so far 

then as locric moves in the direction of a. well defined world 

of symbols and ignores the ultimate problems raised by logical 

rules and processes the certainty which it attains approaches 

that of the pure sciences. And inversely, in so far as logic 

seeks to account for the reasoning processes, establish 

relations between symbols and reality, between the rules of 

inference and the nature of things, logic moves in the direction 

of actuality, hence, the certainty which it reaches is actual 

but not exemplary.

The relation then between certainty in science and cer 

tainty in philosophy depends upon how the on to logical implica 

tion is dealt with, or in what direction scientific and phil 

osophical thought is moving. If it is moving in the direction 

of the actual world-and the ontological implication is pro 

nounced, then actual certainty or certainty for the conduct of 

life will result^ whereas, if it is moving toward possible or 

abstract worlds, formal certainty approaching that of mathema 

tics will result. At the same time, it is evident that the
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ontoloerlcal question is generally more explicit in philosophy 

than in science. Indeed, it is only at certain termini or 

after research has attained to a hlph decree of maturity, that 

questions of actuality arise. The major part of the scientist's 

effort is confined to aspects of the world. He is constantly 

articulating various abstract elements into a "picture" of the 

universe. Whether or not the physical world as he constructs 

it agrees with the 'familiar world' is, in some ways at least, 

a secondary consideration. Consequently, the certainty of 

science mip-ht be characterized as primarily formal and second 

arily actual if it is understood that in this secondary t>hase 

science is most important in the practical conduct of life and 

that in this sphere the hisrh decree of certainty attained in 

abstract considerations no longer holds. In other words, when 

science ouits the snhere of technical Drocedure and begins to 

set forth metaphysical dogmas in the manner described in a pre 

vious section, the certainty obtainable in that well defined 

sDhere cannot be taken over into conclusions concerning the ac 

tual nature of things. In this latter sphere the doctrines of 

Reality offered by men of science must vindicate their claims 

in the same manner as any other doctrine of Reality and, as
.suchcriaracterized not by the formal certainty of abstractA

by science, butXthe actual certainty of any ontoloerical study.

EsDecially in moral tDhiloso-ohy, in so far as it is not 

merely a science of moralities, the ontoloeical implication is 

much more pronounced. The question as to whether or not moral
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laws and nrlnciDles exnress something in the nature of things 

is, in many respects primary. Here again the ontological im 

plication is not avoided "by assuming that moral Drincinles are 

merely human conventions., for that assumption itself is an 

answer to the question, do moral principles express something 

in the ultimate nature of thiners? even though it is a negative 

answer. The assumption Dresupposes a knowledge of Reality suf 

ficiently complete • to su^Dort the conclusion that in it there 

is nothinsr which might confront moral beings in such a manner as 

to crive rise to moral experience, ^ven complete moral agnosti 

cism does not avoid the ontological implications of morality for 

in asserting that the ontoLoprlcal status of moral principles can 

not be known, the onto logical Implication i© dealt with after a 

fashion.

In metaphysics of course, unless the study is merely his 

torical, the ontological imalication is even more central. In 

deed, it migrht seem as if all the problems of thought and ex 

perience ultimately retreated into the domain of metaphysics. 

Possibly, in one sense this is true. At the same time, while 

the ontological implication is dealt with more or less explicitly 

in metaphysics,reference to the ultimate nature of things is 

really made in the interests of a coherent and satisfactory 

scheme or way of viewing the world and experience. Much the 

same thin^ is true of ethics and logic. Reference is made to 

the ultimate nature of things in the Interest of accounting
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for moral experience and correct thinking. Likewise in ap 

plied science, when reference is m-^de to reality it grows 

out of the Dractical Interest in understanding and control. 

In none of the "branches of r>hllosophy or science, therefore,

is the ultimate nature of things dealt with for its own sake -
4 that is explicitly.

These special interests which turn the various branches 

of Philosophy and science to the ultimate nature of things in 

volve various decrees of abstraction. For example, when 

science refers to reality in the interest of understanding and 

control mere existence is isolated from the other possible as- 

rtects of reality and considered in this abstract way. Similarly, 

in ethics the value asDects of reality are abstracted and con 

sidered more or less in isolation, and in logic the special 

interest which animates the study tends to exclude all elements 

but the rational element from the ultimate nature of things. 

Metaphysics likewise is interested primarily in the ground of 

all be ins-. An account of the nature of things must be given in 

order that men may be Intellectually at home. Consequently, in 

metaphysics the expressions 'first cause', 'prime mover, and 

of all being', describe single aspects of reality which are 

studied in abstraction from the others for the purposes of a

4. When reference is made to reality from the r>oint of view 
of aesthetics, it is made in the interest of aesthetic exner- 
lence. An account for the experiences of beauty is sought.
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coherent intellectual scheme. Because in science and 

onhy reference to reality is implicit in some soecial interest 

the ontologlcal implication never "becomes quite explicit, hence 

the study is not completely void of the abstraction which such 

an implicit reference necessarily entails.

In relating science and nhilosODhy to religion the problem 

of defining religion naturally arises. Of course some thinkers 

insist that no definition is possible. Others, while attempting 

to define religion admit that any definition must be inadequate. 

However, without goinpr into all this matter which has been dis 

cussed at such length in refutable works on the Philosophy of 

Relip-ion, nerhaps it will suffice to point out the poles between 

which almost all these definitions are to be found. On the one 

hand, there are thinkers who -orefer to resrard religion in terms 

of certain historical manifestations such as ceremony, ritual, 

worshin, and ecstatic dancing. According to this definition cer 

tain kinds of feeliner such as dependence , awe, creature fear and 

the like which motivate these manifestations are set up as dis 

tinctively religious. On the other hand religion is defined as 

that sphere of human life which is concerned with effecting a 

more satisfactory relation with that which confronts them from 

beyond conceived as the ground of all being. In his book The 

Philosophy of Religious Experience. E. S. ^aterhouse makes a 

very convincing case for the thesis that relic-ion has always 

been concerned with the cultivation of a more satisfactory
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relation to what man has regarded as the Power "behind all 

being. At any rate, most of the definitions of religion could 

be arranged between these two extremes. In the first defi 

nition the formal element is most pronounced. Practices and 

types of feeling are taken in a more or less isolated fashion, 

without any question as to what gives rise to them. According 

to this view the student of religion gives an account of what 

happens in certain sections of human experience without account- 

ino: for them by reference to the ontal. He takes what is given 

as historical fact, classifies, criticizes and compares it with 

other similar facts, and draws his conclusions. Thus relic-ion 

becomes somewhat of a science and the certainty regarding its 

conclusions may be conclusive but is highly formal in character. 

Perhaps even more so than in Physical science there is a tend 

ency to pass over from the science of relic-ions to ontological 

Questions and assume the same kind of certain knowledge concern 

ing those questions as is attained in the formal or abstracted 

area of manifestations. Or more often ontological questions are 

taken over into the negative assumption that religion is nothing 

more than manifestations or types of feeling. In other words ,it 

is assumed that there is no ontological status for the religious 

life. The tending toward this assumption has been seen in al 

most every sphere in. which the scientific method has been applied. 

However, because it is necessary to limit investigation to the 

historical manifestations of religion in order to attain a certain
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tyne of knowledge of them, is no reason for setting the same 

Unit in Reality. Further, as in the other instances a very 

definite answer is given to the ontoloo-ical implication of 

religion by the assumotion that it is manifestation with cor- 

res^ondincr tyaes of feeling and nothing else. That assumption 

is metaphysical and as such lies outside the certainty and 

authority of formal knowledge concerning constructions of ele 

ments abstracted f rom t he total nature of things.

With respect to the main thesis of this essay it is imDor- 

tant to see how the science of religion has carried over its 

methodological assumption that religion is the sum total of its 

manifestations into the sphere of metaphysical dogma, thus as- 

sertinfr that relic-ion has no standing in the nature of things. 

Also, it is imDortant to see that the certainty which is attain 

able in the science of religion is relinquished whenever such 

metanhysical conclusions are ventured. There is no a priori

reason why the scientist of religions should not venture such
that 

conclusions, but in so doing it should be plainly realized Athe

conclusions involve no special loe-ic or claim UDon truth, but 

take their Dlace amoner the other doctrines of Reality.

On the other hand,V"aterhouse and others are surely right 

in maintaining that religion is concerned with a more satis 

factory relation with the Ground of All Being or God. Relierious 

knowledge then, is presumptive in the sense that it is knowledge 

of the actual rather than of some abstracted aspect. As such 

then, religious knowledge is the result of the entire personality
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under the three-fold ur«?e, to live, to live well, and to live 

with increasing satisfaction. As in other cases the elements 

of feeling and conation are important. Indeed, in so far as 

the needs of the religious consciousness are deeDer than others, 

these elements are more pronounced. "Unbelief haunts unbeliever V 

because the conative urge is so tremendous. In any case, 

whether religious knowledge is formal or actual it is apparent 

that it requires no special apologetic or mode of Justification, 

but, in either case is just as reliable as any other knowledge

either of an abstract section such as its historical manifesta-
c.

tions, or of actuality.""

when however,religion is taken to mean the cultivation of 

a more satisfactory relation with the Ground of All Being it 

becomes apparent that the ontological implication persistent 

throughout presumptive knowing becomes explicit. That is, it 

is not implied in some special interest such as the understand 

ing of mora 1 experience or an intellectually satisfactory scheme, 

but is itself the explicit quest. It is here that the presump 

tive certainty of religion is to be distinguished from that of 

both science and philosophy. In science it was seen that the 

ontolocrical implication was almost entirely secondary,, and in 

morals it was seen that reference was made to Reality in the 

Interest of accounting for moral experience. Likewise in meta 

physics reference to the ultimate nature of things is made in

5. c.f. E. S. Waterhouse The Philosophy of Religious Experience
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the interest of an intellectually satisfying scheme of things. 

But in rellcrion men turn their full attention to Reality di 

rectly and in the interest of no end other than a more satis 

factory relation to it. And even though in other endeavours 

to attain actual knowledge feelinsr, conation and discursive 

intellect act as a whole as personality proceeds under the 

three-fold ur^e of life, in religion these faculties are brought 

into a more intense and effectlve harmony than in the other 

spheres. Principal T. Hywell Hughes argues to this conclusion 

in his book !!^JLejjr^£chqlog2_ai^^ These 

are his words: "In religion the human personality functions at

its hie-hest and intensest, and it functions with greater whole-
7 

ness than in any other experience."' Hoffding may also be

quoted in suDport of this position. He says, "In religion (when 

it is real and original) all the elements of psychical life

work together with an energy and harmony which is hardly to be

3 
found, within any other sphere."

In an article entitled Science and Philosophy, Edd inert on 

throws out a suggestion which, is pertinent to this line of ar- 

pument. He says, "the invocation of Reality seems to imply

some hierher censorship than the scientific method itself can

9 
supply." Herbert Dingle is doubtless getting at the same thing

when he says, "I think we must deny the conceptual scheme of

6. c.f. J. Oman Natural and the Supernatural p. 71.
7. pp. 144 - 14?.
3. Philosophy of Religion pp. 9 C - 96.
9. Philosophy Vol."""? No. 29. Jan. 1933.p. 42.
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t)hysics any capacity for telling us the truth about nature
10 

beyond what is limited by Its Dower of correlation." In

other words, when science cones to the ontological 

tlons of its conclusions a, hiprher and more comprehensive way 

to Reality is needed. Is it not likely, therefore, that' re 

ligion, as the exnress movement toward the ultimate nature of
•

things, which is unqualified by special interests an clothe sphere 

in which personality is most highly unified, should furnish 

that higher censorship? Perhaps the presumptive or actual know 

ledge which takes its rise in the elementary urges of life and 

the needs which those urges seek to meet, finds its ideal comple 

tion in a. knowledge of and relationship with God who is the 

ground of all that is known and who affords fullest satisfaction 

to man's deepest needs. If this is true ontological questions 

arising- within science and philosophy will find their final solu 

tion in that which is disclosed in religious experience. The 

wounds upon which such questions as, does the scientist's pic- 

ture of the universe represent anything in Reality? and, do 

moral princiDles represent anything finally and actually Real? 

are in religion. Qua scientist or qujr philosopher these on- 

tolocrical implications involve simply mystery, but from the

contact with God. or the Ground of All Being which religion
i 1 

cultivates presumptive knowledge and appropriate certainty is

10. Scl-gnce i and Human Experience r> . 74. See also M. Planck 
inhere is Science Going0 PP. 1^7 - 168.
11. See L. M, Parsons Universe of Our_Experience p. 32.
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DOssible. If as Whitehead suggests religion is "t^e vision of

something which stands beyond, "behind, and within, the massing
12 

flux of immediate things", it is perhaps on the basis of this

vision that the ultimate implications of all thinking will be 

finally decided. It is just possible then that the sudden ter 

minus which recent scientific thinking seems to have struck has 

come about because scientific develoDment has Droceeded so far 

in advance of religious insig-ht that in the suhere of actual 

knowledge science must wait for more vision from the Seers of 

religion.

If the way religious and moral uncertainty were discussed 

together in the first Dsrt of this essay was not fully under

stood, perhaps the next point will throw some lisrht upon it. In 

morals much more so than in science the modern condition of con 

fusion and uncertainty has been caused by a lack of religious 

vision into the nature of Reality which conditions moral exper 

ience. As far as formal knowledge regarding moralities is con 

cerned modern men have attained an abundance of reliable know 

ledge, but concerning the onto logical implications of morality, 

knowledge has not been commensurate by any means. Uncertainty 

in morals, then, has resulted from uncertainty of the religious 

vision of aod , which, as has been arpued throughout this essay, 

has resulted from the particular methods and habits of thinking 

which modern men have been induced to acceDt. A more comolete 

application of this thesis, however, must wait upon a more

12. Science and the ^odern T"orld p.
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definite investigation of the distinctive features of this 

relipious vision or awareness of Divine Reality and the 

conditions which are necessary for it.





CHAPTER VIII

SPECIAL FEATURES AVD CONDITIONS OF 

RELICrlOUS CERTAINTY

SPECIAL FEATURES

In the examination of certainty three points were found 

to "be determinative: (1) the nature of the object, (2) the 

relation between object and subject, and (3) the capacity of 

the subject. Religious certainty is likewise determined by 

these three factors, even though, thinkers have not been agreed 

as to which factor Is most decisive. Those who have given a 

larcre place to natural religion have stressed -nan's natural 

relatedness to the divine and his capacity to perceive the 

divine revelation in various types of natural phenomena. Ac 

cord Insrly, the first factor is almost ignored in favour of 

the other two. Likewise, the various types of mysticism, 

^aklnpr so much of the special cognitive relation between man 

and G-od, have tended to ignore the unspeakable divinity of 

G-od as well as the need for clear and distinct apprehension.

Coming as a revolt acrainst both these positions, the 

thought of Karl Barth emphasizes the central importance of 

God's nature in determining religious certainty. For Barth

183.
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1
God is the "wholly Other", "The Individual", or "HOLY ONE".

"G-od can be apprehended only through. Himself and His faith-
o 

fulness". In this sense certainty is 'given' by the very

presence of G-od as G-od; that is, as the "Wholly Other" which 

confronts men." To use the words of Barth,- "... the final 

word of our instruction is spoken by G-od Himself and by Him

alone: for it is ue who misrhtilv disturbs both the dogmatist
4 

and the moralist." That is, for Barth God takes such a large

place that the other two factors which determine certainty are 

almost if not completely ignored.

*fany critics and even those who are disposed to accept 

much of Earth's position feel that they must object to the way 

he slights both man's capacity for apprehending G-od and the re 

lation between man and G-od. For example Dr. A. E. Garvie cites

a witty ^rench preacher who "described the Barthlan theology as
5 

providing God with a ^reat key, but not with a key-hole in man."

Brunner seems to be much nearer the facts of the case when he 

insists that the image of God in man is not completely dis 

torted by sin. If this is the case, the Image left upon man 

by the Divine Greater abides as the ground in which the 7,'ord 

may fall and brinar forth fruit. In any case, if man has anything 

at all to do with his certainty concerning God, the relation

1. Earl Barth The_Epistle to the Romans English translation p.443
°. Ibid p. 112.
"5. See Barth 1 s account of Abraham's assurance, Ibid p. 144.
4. Ibid p. 43 q .
c . A. E. Garvie The^Ghr^sti^ar^Bellej;_ln_God P. 29.
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"between G-od and man, and the capacity to know 0-od are import 

ant. Of course, in the sense that God is the Creator of all 

things, both the capacity for apprehending Him and the rela 

tion between Himself and men, is a free gift of His G-race. 

Surely this relation with G-od and capacity to apprehend some- 

thins of T-T is Character affords no occasion for bojting or 

claim upon G-od. These are ,<?ifts which can not be deserved. 

None the less, as having been freely sriven they are actually 

possessed.

While it may be the case that in religious certainty the 

relation between G-od and man and the capacity of the subject 

cannot be ignored, the fact remains that in religion certainty 

depends primarily upon G-od. ™hen one passes from the ordinary 

certainties of life to religious certainty, the nature of the

• object becomes the nature of THE SUBJECT.

(1) The Nature of G-od. Scarcely any point pertaining to 

rellsrlon can be discussed without raisins some question as 

to the nature of G-od. It is not at all unusual therefore, 

that one is confronted with the question as soon as he turns 

to an inquiry into the special features of feliglous certainty. 

Yet at this point care should be taken not to confuse ideas of 

G-od or doctrines of His nature with the experiences which those

. expressions may seek to interpret. The two things are very 

closely related in practical life. At the same time, unless 

relierious doctrines are to be merely authoritative statements
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of one kind or another, religious experience must furnish 

"both the naterial for those doctrinevq and the principles by 

which they nay "be evaluated. If this is the case then, doc 

trines concerning the nature of G-od are derived from and 

corrected according to the affirmations of relisrious certainty 

which are g;iven in religious experience. In this sense re- 

llerlous certainty is prior to doctrines concerning the Divine 

mature in that those doctrines take their rise from the affirma 

tions of relieious certainty. While this is the case two 

other facts should be indicated. In the first place, that 

doctrines do exert an influence over religious experience can 

not be pain^said . Especially the more specifically biblical 

doctrines have exerted a very decided influence upon the sub 

sequent rellscious experience. And in the second place, the 

experiences which erive rise to the central doctrines of reli 

gion are the very "stuff" of religious certainty. For this 

reason, in speaking about the nature of G-od in relation to 

certainty in religion, reference is made to those affirmations 

which arise immediately out of relis-lous experience and become 

the materials of doctrine and the principles of judgment.. 

Further, as the purpose of this essay is not primarily theolog 

ical perhaps it will suffice to surest some of the affirmations 

concerning G-od's nature which have a special bear-ins- upon the 

special features of religious certaimty .

A: ^Ql-gig Ji-e r son a 1 . In his first course of Gifford Lectures
6 entitled ^od and Personality, Clement C. J. vvebb does much to

6. Delivered at Aberdeen 19 IS- 19 19. .; . "'.;..
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clarify what is meant when personality is applied to G-od. 

After a survey of the field he concludes, . .

"We have, then, as historians,to note this fact: that, while 
the affirmation of personality in God has been a character 
istic of Christian theological terminology since the third 
century of our era, the srreat majority of Christian theolog 
ians down to quite modern times have not affirmed in so many 
words the Personality _of God." 7

"any reasons could be given for this fact, no doubt, but one 

of the most important ones is that the concept of personality 

was felt to be inadequate. Religious experience was reluct 

ant to limit G-od by such an attribute. And, perhaps this 

reluctance was Justifiable. Two collaborative processes, how 

ever, have made it possible for modern thinkers to attribute 

personality to God. On the one hand realism allied with psy- 

cholocrical technique has helped to purge the idea of person 

ality from many fanciful and romantic accretions. And, on the 

other hand, developing religious experience under the sway of 

the Christian revelation of God has made it more and more ap 

parent that personality when used with reference to God is not 

so much an analogy from common experience as an ideal sensed 

in religious experience. Consequently, attributing personality 

to G-od no longer involves Him with the limitations which turned 

earlier thinkers away from the conception.

As Professor Webb suggests, when modern thinkers attribute

personality to God what they mean is that G-od is such that
3 

personal relations with Him are possible. The idea of a

7. C .J . TTebb Gifford Lectures p . 6? .
8. Ibid p. 70.
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personal 3od then, is to be distinguished from, two extreme 

views. On the one hand it is to be distinguished from any 

conception of God as a principle or absolute existence which 

puts 51m outside the ethical sphere. And on the other hand, 

there seems to be no point in attributing personality to £od 

if by personality is meant simply human beings or social un 

its. In other words, when personality is attributed to G-od 

it arises out of a special kind of personal relation, namely, 

that kind which befits creature and Creator.

If then, what men are confronted by in religious exper 

ience is personal in this sense, certainty in religion does 

not pertain to mere existence so much as it does to the quality 

of a, character. Men are sure of G-od's character in a way some 

what analogous to the way they are sure of a friend 1 s character 

Yet, Just because G-od is the Personality or ideal personality 

made concrete, all doubts which arise in the human sphere be 

cause human personality is partial and limited are banished, 

moreover, because this certainty is concerned with personal 

character such categories as ^oodness, beauty, will and indi 

viduality take the place of hardness, cause and identity. The 

analogy of mechanism and ora-anism is exchanged for that of 

personal Intercourse. This is the truth of Ritschl 1 s distinc 

tion between Judgements of existence and Judgements of value. 

In religion considerations of value take the place of considera^ 

tions of existence which are the chief concern of science. Yet, 

if this distinction is carried too far injustice is done both 

to religion and to science. Dr. D. M. Edwards has pointed out
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this fact very clearly In his "book, Christianity and Philosophy. 

He says that

"psychologically,there is an important difference between 
the mental attitude of description and that of appreciation, 
between explanation and valuation, between the acknowledge 
ment of fact and the Judgment of approval." 9

But this distinction is both provisional and relative rather 

than metaphysically ultimate. For "Facts, " he says,"enter 

consciousness through the door of selective interest, and our 

interests are controlled by our system of values." ' On the 

other hand fact and value cannot be finally separated from

each other for they are aspects of one universe. "They some-
11 

how blend and co-inhere in the unified system of reality".
^-

To separate rigidly value and existence then involves an im 

possible dualism and a correspondingly artificial view of 

Reality. In reliction too much emphasis upon the distinction 

tends to make the religious life highly subjective and sheltered 

from legitimate criticism. On the other hand, in science ex 

treme emphasis upon this distinction tends toward an extreme 

mechanism in which men are essentially strangers. Nevertheless, 

because in religion men's certainty pertains to the character 

of ^-od who confronts men with u imself, questions of G-od's exis 

tence are taken for granted in the larger question of God's 

character and attitude toward men. As such, therefore, certainty 

In religion is to be distinguished from other kinds of certainty

9. D. V. Fdwards Christianity and Philosophy p. 41.
10. Ibid. p. 41.
11. Ibid p.
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in that it is evoked not by what is non-personal,(things) 

partially personal,(human beings) but by God who is Wholly 

Personal.

B » God's Personal initiative. The Psalmist gave utter 

ance to another one of the central affirmations of religion

when he said: "Thou hast beset me behind and before, and laid
12 

thy hand upon me." Men have realized that God is seeking

them, confronting them, actively revealing Himself to them. 

In this sense all religion is revelation and all revelation 

is Self-Revelation. Being confronted by the Divine Presence 

is no mere accident nor is it entirely dependent upon the 

initiative of the subject, cut, God searches out men and 'lays 

His hand upon them. 1 Professor H. R. Mackintosh develops this 

idea at some length in his little book The Divine Initiative, 

suggesting that it is a distinctive feature of Christianity. 

In his own words: "What is distinctive of Christianity, in this

regard, is the truth that in religion the initiative lies with
13

God". And aerain, "Believers discover that God was long before 

hand with them." Speaking of Jeremiah as an example of one in 

whose life the Divine Initiative was especially manifest Prof 

essor Mackintosh says, "God has come to the man and made on his 

mind an overwhelming impression. ... The initiative is with God; 

and precisely for that reason, because of their inner certainty

12. Psalm 139:5.
13. Mackintosh The Divine Initiative p. 35.
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that the call Is not self-produced Illusion tut an Irresist 

ible Divine summons, they can trust themselves to it implicitly.
14 It is G-od who is responsible, not they."

As Professor Mackintosh suggests, this Divine Initiative 

is evident in religious experience at its best. Perhaps it 

is most fully realized only within distinctly Christian exper 

ience. In Jesus Christ as the Son given to reveal God's nature, 

no doubt the initiative is most clearly evident. Nevertheless, 

G-od has not been without witness. Wherever and whenever reli 

gious experience is genuine in the sense of containing1 more 

than auto-surest ion or illusion, this fact of the Divine In 

itiative is surely present. Further, this givenness, marks 

religious certainty off from other types of certaintv. In a 

sense of course, all certainty is given in that something 'other r 

confronts subject. But, in no instance outside relic-ion does 

the 'other' confront the subject of experience in the form of 

an 'Absolute' personal demand. Fence, genuine religious exper 

ience of believers throughout the centuries and especially since 

the advent of Christ, has carried with it the profound realiza 

tion that certainty is not attained by any process of inference 

or of instruction, but is the free-gift of God Himself. Relig 

ious certainty, therefore is 'given' because God takes the in 

itiative in confronting the lives and consciences of men. Thus, 

it Is to be distinguished from certainty in science or philosophy

14. Mackintosh op. cit., PP. 37-33.
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£.
In the sense that it Is wonderfully and strangely 'given'.

C. The Need for God. The affirmation that God satisfies

the deepest needs of human life is quite coupon in modern
1*

theological literature."" One cannot reflect upon the affir 

mation Ions? however, without seeing prave dangers in it. For 

example, God may be thought of as an instrument of man's self- 

realization, or as a. logical inference from these Primary 

human needs, ^ot withstanding these dancers,that God does 

satisfy the deepest needs of human life is another fact which 

religious experience amply substantiates. Augustine's proclama 

tion, "0 Lord Thou hast made us for Thyself, and our hearts 

have no rest until they rest in Thee," has "been re-affirmed in 

the hearts of religious folk too often for its truth to be dis 

counted merely because it may be subject to abuse. Unbelievers 

are haunted by their own unbelief because of the primary need 

of their souls for God. There is the yearning for a fuller 

life, a craving to escape from the suffering, and transience 

of mundane existence, and the need for moral power and trans 

formation. God alone can fill these deserted places in human
r

* TO be sure religious certainty for Christians is bound up 
with Jesus Christ both as an historic ficrure and as the ever- 
lastlncr object of religious faith. However, as this essay is 
concerned more generally with religious certainty it ^ill 
suffice at this point to suggest that in Christ God pave TJ im- 
self. Thus, the certainty of Christian believers is'given. 1 
God's initiative becomes incarnate in Jesus Christ. In thus 
p-ivinp- "imself ue erives certainty to Christian believers, (ctd.) 
l c . Cf. A. v . Garvle The^Christian Belief in God pp. 226-227. 
and D. M. Edwards ChrJLgtj-anity and Philosophy p. 4?.
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life. Belief thus "becomes a natter of life or death, not 

merely in the physical "but also in the noral an'?, spiritual

sense. Any thins- less than belief underlines the verv founda-
17 

tions of life and destroys moral integrity. The conative

"must" therefore which was seen to characterize actual cer 

tainty in other spheres reaches its final climax in the ab 

soluteness of nan's need for God.

This conception of religious knowledge at once puts it 

outside the ken of pure or disinterested reflection. Interest 

rather is fundamental both to the attainment of the knowledge 

and to the certainty concerning? it. This point is made espec 

ially clear and emphatic in Principal Oman's essay contributed 

to the collection of essays bearins- the title Science Religion 

and Reality. He says.

"The significant facts in any subject cannot be discerned 
without the ricrht kind of interest, however sreat labour be 
devoted to the search for then: . . . Lack of interest, 
moreover, in a subject which deserves interest is itself 
bias and is sure to overlook or distort the facts to be con 
sidered." IB

Religious know ledo-e, instead of belonging to the sphere of the 

pure sciences or to other purely intellectual endeavour, belongs

*ctd. ^ee ^ermann Communion with_God . "Any doubts whether 
^-od does sctuallv come near us in Jesus are removed from the 
Christian's mind by his experience that as soon as he under 
stands this Man as the message of G-od to him, he finds a Joy 
in bowinc- to what is inevitable, and in self-sacrifice for 
the sake of others." p. 32 Encrlish translation, ?nd. G-erman ed.
16. mackintosh op. cit., p. 23.
17. Of. J. Bail lie [Th^^terp_retation_of__Rell£i_on P. 302. 
1 Q . ^ublect of the rr ssay Th£_SP^ere_of-Reli_ffiqn.""po. 262-263. 
This view is enlarged upon somewhat in Oman^s larger work, 
Natural and the_Supe_rnatural pp. 3-3.
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to the sphere of what Tennant calls "Knowledge for the con 

duct of life."

If, however, religious knowledge grows out of the will 

to live and to live with increasing satisfaction, is it es 

sentially different from that with which the sciences deal? 

Dr. Tennant concludes that religious knowledge and other know- 

ledcre for the conduct of life are not essentially different. 

Thus he says;

" mhe probability which is the guide of science turns out to 
"be ultimately the sane in logical and psychological nature 
as that which is the guide of life and of reasonable prudence. 
The faith involved in theism such as is based on cumulative 
teleological considerations is essentially the same as that 
belief in the world's rationality which is presupposed by the 
logic and method of science, and theistic belief is but a con 
tinuation, by extrapolation, or through points representing 
further observations, of the curve of'knowledge'which natural 
science has constructed." 19

\t the same time^Tennant grants that relirious knowledge is

conditioned "bv further antecedent belief over and above such
PO 

as is indispensable for knowledge of the physical," and that

"relicrious postulates are not so inevitable, prima facie, as
21 those of physical science." ' None the less, the venture of

faith necessary in science and the venture of faith necessary 

in religion are essentially the same excepting in the matter 

of degree. Further, while the postulates of religion are not 

so evident, they are justifiable in the same way and in rela 

tion to those made by the sciences. In other words, religious

19. ?. R. Tennant ^hllqso_£hv_of_the_Scfences p. 186.
20. Tbid p. Iq 6.
21. Ibid p. 18?.
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knowledge has no unique clai*n of belnsr valid, but is just a 

part of the continuous and co-operative effort of the various 

sciences to attain knowledge for the conduct of life.

At the first readlna- it mi^ht seen as if this inference 

were self-evident, but there are other facts to be considered. 

(1) Most important am oner these perhaps, is the fact that in 

the sciences Tien seek to know the actual world in order to 

control events and forces in it, whereas in religion the de 

sire to know God is identified with the desire to be controlled 

by Him. ^aith in religion then is not an extension of the 

program lie of control into the divine sphere, but a personal 

confidence that ' u e is able to keep that which is entrusted 

unto Him'. (2) Further, there is an ultlmacy about the need 

for God and a knowledge of His nature which gives an element 

of ultimacv to religious knowledge. In the satisfaction of 

needs which are not peculiarly religious, each attainment 

carries with it a further need to be satisfied. This is not 

true in the religious sphere. ^he need for God may not be 

completely satisfied but that incompleteness never brings 

up the need for anything beyond God Himself. Clement 0. J. Webb 

contends that this ultimacv is one of the universal character 

istics of religion. He says,

"I believe it to be true that it belongs to the essence of 
Religion, even among those to whom it would be absurd to Im 
pute a capacity for abstraction such as is necessary for talk- 
in sr of the universe, to turn quod_sumus et in quo sumus, of our 
experience as a whole, of ultimate reality, or the like, that 
men should feel themselves to be, if I may so put it, concerned 
with the innermost heart of things or (to use an alternative
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metaphor) with, what Is back of everything-; and concerned 
with this not as something remote and indifferent, but rather 
as something which disturbs and affects us in the depths of 
our beinff." 22

(3) Also, the intliiacy of man's relation with G-od which 

crows out of G-od 1 9 personal nature and initiative makes relig 

ious knowledge much more like knowledge of other selves than
23 

of objects such as science seeks to know. It is apparent,

therefore, that simply because religious knowledge arises from 

the primal needs of life and Is concerned with the actual world 

in which those needs are satisfied is no reason to conclude 

that religious knowledge Is just an aspect of other presump 

tive knowledge. Yet,while distinguishing these two kinds of 

knowing the common and fundamental root of all actual know 

ledge should not be ignored. Rather,it should be kept in mind 

that the need for Gr-od and the knowledge which Issues from it 

is implied in the very structure of life and experience which 

is the root of all knowing.

( 2) Relationjbetween ''/fan and Crod .

A. Fa_ith, Especially since the Reformers faith has been 

recocrnized as essential to the relation between man and G-od. 

But,as Professor Balllle urp-es, faith is not so much a matter 

of aegent to creedal statements as it is a matter of the whole 

personality focused in a kind of trust. He says,

22. Religion and Theism pp. 15-16.
23. Vr. <Vebb also calls attention to this characteristic of 
religion. See Ibid. p. lc .



it is out of a certain kind of liviner, and a certain 
"' " attentiveness to the deeper significance of such 

living, that there grows up in our hearts a loyal and. stead 
fast trust in that Reality within which our lives are set, 
and then we see that within such trust is latently and crerm- 
inallv contained an acceptance (let us say) that G-od exists 
and that he is good." 1

Faith, then, is primarily trust in Persons and in the powers 

of personal life, and as such must be distinguished from the 

aloffical trust which lies behind other kinds of presumptive 

knowlnsr. Trust in persons or in God as The Person is supremely 

-noral whereas trust in an hypothesis may be a-moral. Further, 

in faith as a personal trust there are qualities of feeling 

present which arise only from the rapport between persons.

In his recent book on Christ and the World of Thought, 

Professor Daniel Lamont lays considerable stress upon this 

faith-relation between the believer and G-od. As an attitude 

of the soul he contrasts it with what he calls the "observer- 

attitude" which science employs. According to the "observer- 

attitude" man stands in a "dark room" and views events in the

world as a spectator. In faith, however, man accepts what
2

comes to him and commits himself to it by a personal decision.

To use the words of Professor Lamont, "Faith is an •• energy of 

the whole soul." Moreover, as Professor Mackintosh insists

faith is nota particular kind of religious virtue like hope or ^\
kindness, but is the basic "stuff" from, which virtues of this

1. ^he InterpretajUon_of Fellg.lon p. 377
?. nfT~37 136.
3. Ibid p. 167.
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4
kind are derived. Hence, the writer of Hebrews was very

near the heart of the matter when he wrote,"without faith 

it is impossible to please n od.."

Any disaussion of faith raises the question: is faith 

exercised bv the believer or is it eriven by 0-od Himself? 

^speciallv in theological circles where the influence of 

Luther and the Reformers has been felt, it has been insisted 

that faith is not exercised, but is eriven by God. Hermann, 

for example says, "7/e must first do away with the claim that

faith, like every other means whereby men seek to come to
c

(Tod, is a human work."" Professor Lament seems to be in ag 

reement with this position when he says, "Standing before 

God is therefore not something which we can do through any

innate capacity of our own. No power but the spirit of G-od
6 

can brini? us into this attitude."

On the other hand,there have been many Christian thinkers 

who regarded faith as something exercised by believers. Men 

were exhorted to have faith in G-od, and such an exhortation 

could mean nothincr if man had to wait until G-od gave him faith. 

Indeed, the belief that man must do something if he is to enter 

into a satisfactory relation with G-od is deep-rooted in the 

religious consciousness. Yet, this belief is repugnant to some 

because they look upon the exercise of faith as a meritorious 

act which entitles one to a claim upon G-od. But is this a

4. mackintosh op. cit., p. P 9.
p . ^errmann Communion with r~od English translation p. 169.
6. Lament op. cit., PP. T
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necessary inference? If faith is moral trust in God, then 

it is entirely above considerations of merit or demerit. 

In the sphere of personal relations, men do not consider 

that those who trust them are their debtors. On the contrary, 

faith is both given and exercised at the same time. The pre 

sence of another person brinsrs with it an element of faith. 

Response to this presence is also an act of faith. The two 

are simply woven together in the fabric of experience. Further' 

more, if G-od t<kes the initiative in religious experience and 

confronts the souls of men, faith is given in the very act 

wherein G-od initiates experience of Himself. Of course, with 

out this original turning toward man, faith in G-od would be 

impossible, but given that personal initiative, faith may be 

exercised in response to it. Hence an exhortation to have 

faith in G-od is simply an exhortation to respond to the active 

presence of G-od as He comes to the experiences of men. This 

does not dissolve the paradox of faith c^iven and faith exer 

cised, but it does show how the logic of experience substant 

iates the paradox.

If then, faith is so centra"! in religion, religious cer 

tainty presupposes this faithfulness both as an exercise of 

the believer and a gift which comes in the Divine Presence. 

Religious experience in which assurance of God's character is 

c-iven presupposes and is mingled with faith. In this respect 

religious oertaintv is to be distinguished from certainty in
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science which is attained by way of a detached and disin 

terested relation.

B . Worsi ip uacn of a ne sa t is factory re lation

In the previous chapter it was suggested that re- 

is primarily concerned with the cultivation of a more 

satisfactory relation with G-od . At least in the higher stages 

of development worship or communion with God is fundamental to 

religion. Nor is worship merely the cultivation of certain 

life-attitudes or simply the development, of character, however 

important these functions may be. The worshipper is really 

worshipping ^od when he is alive to the impact of a great ob 

jective striving that claims him with an irrevocable claim;

when he is evoked to wonder by the Q-reat Beyond that is within,
7 

and thrilled with a sense of mystery and dependence. Bernard

Meland makes a pertinent suggestion regarding this importance 

of worship in a study of religion. He says that,

"Modern theologians need to become worshipers in this first 
hand, venturesome sense, where, in the solitary presence of 
cosmic environing, they may be stirred personally with the 
sense of wonder and impelled toward complete devotion to 
values there discerned . . . ^heolos-ians must become worshippers 
first, and interpreters second." 8

Thus, because religion is concerned with coming into a 

more satisfactory relation with God and because it is from 

that relation that men derive their certainty of God's nature

7. rjf. Bernard. 1/reland ^he Appreciative^ Approach, in Religion, 
J ou r n a 1 o f P e 1 1 ion April 
37 Ibid. p.
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religious certainty cannot "be disassociated from the normal 

for^g and facts of religious worship. Further, there is a 

sharincr of confidences which often takes place between wor 

shippers that leads to real certainty in religion. At any 

rate "believers have found by experience that their certainties 

grow in strength and effectiveness in the atmosphere of worship.

( 3 ) The Capacity for Religious Experience.

A • ^he Foundations of Religious Belief in the Human Soul

At one time it was arerued that the human soul possessed

a special and unique capacity to perceive the Divine. This
9 idea having been largely discredited, however, it became ne

cessary for the exponents of religion to show to what faculty 

or faculties the Divine Presence addressed Itself. For Hegel 

and the Rationalists religious beliefs were based upon rational 

insip-ht. Christianity thus became for Hegel the true Philosophy. 

It made its appeal primarily to the reason. The Romanticists, 

however, following. Bchleiermacher ' s trend of thinking identi 

fied the faculty of religious perception more closely with feel 

ing. William James and those of a more practical turn of mind, 

on the other hand, insisted that religious belief arises from 

the conative aspect of experience , while Ritschl, Hb'ffding and 

others have held that men come into contact with G-od through 

the apprehension of value. Still more recently, theologians 

seeiner an element of truth in each of these positions have

9. Cf. Fastlnae Pa8hdal.1._Phj.l2sophy._and_Rellglon P. 139.
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suggested that God is Perceived with all of the human 

faculties workinr in concentrated harmony.

Principal John Oman in treating these various ideas 

of the seat of religion in the human soul makes this ob 

servation:

difference in their opinions about the seat of religion 
in the soil is as complete as the possibilities admit, seeing 
that there is only intellect, feeling, or will to which it 
could be ascribed. But they are at one in seeking- religion 
where they think they.'1 iecern the creative element in exper 
ience, so that theirA n ivero-ence is not first about religion, 
but about how ultimate reality touches the human spirit, be 
cause ^or all alike the intercourse •with the universe which 
creates all our experience is, so to speak, a religious in 
tercourse. . . . All these theories, therefore, though as 
cribing? radically different origins to religion in the mind, 
agree in seeking- them where reality manifests itself to us." 10

According to the view set forth in this essay, all exper 

ience involves all of man's personality and especially in re- 

llerion is the harmony of these faculties most completely and 

effectively unified. In religion the soul of man is stirred 

to its most profound depths. Not a single aspect of it goes 

untouched bv the Divine Presence. But while this is the case, 

there is one faculty of apprehension and type of experience to 

which °od characteristically addresses TJr imself. God lays TJ is 

hand on the human spirit in the form of an absolute ethical 

claim and His nature is revealed through values which are ap 

prehended by the ethical consciousness. In the words of 

Hermann, "Neither in what is opposed to duty, nor in what is 

Indifferent to it can we meet with G-od , or do we desire to do

10. Matural and the Supernatural pp. 27-23.
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n 11 so" .

Since the tine of Kant this theory of religious percep 

tion has been 2-ainincr strength. Several modern theologians 

have attempted to defend the theistic position by means of 

it. ^or example, the late Dr. Hastings Ra.shda.ll presents 

the following argument for theism:

I1rp he judgment'to love is better than to hate'has a meaning 
complete in itself, which contains no reference whatever 
to anv theological presupposition. It is a judgment which 
is, and which may intelligibly be, made by people of all 
religions or of none." 12

Such a Judgment is self-evident and immediate, requiring no 

Justification whatsoever outside itself. But this Judgment 

in order to be valid must be objective and in order to be 

objective must be in a mind. Yet, because it is absolute and 

infallible, it could not issue from finite human minds. There^ 

fore, if this ethical Judgment is what it is 'given 1 to be in 

universal moral experience, there must be a personal God in 

whose mind the Judgment is objective. In other words, theism 

prives onto logical Justification to the particular Judgments 

of moral value. As a belief it follows from the absolute and 

self-evident Judgment of the moral consciousness. The belief 

guarantees objectivity to ethical Judgments which could not 

be what they are were there no such objectivity.

In -nanv wavs this argument represents the nearest to a 

conclusive argument for the existence of G-od that has been

11. Communion with God English Translation p. 166.
12. FhTTosophv and Religion ?. 70.
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given. *T or is there any reason to disparage its influence 

over serious people of this generation. Yet the views of 

certain philosophers like Hartmann and Walter Lipp^iann make

it clear that the theistic belief does not follow necessarily
13 

from the moral experience. For Hartmann religious theism

instead of srivinpr support to the ethical life actually cor 

rupts it, while Lippmann and others recognize the function 

of religious beliefs in morality, but are unable to regard 

that as any reason for the truth of religious beliefs. Even 

thoucrh religious beliefs have served to deepen ethical life 

in the past, since those beliefs are no longer able to con 

vince men of their truth, the ethical life must simply become 

accustomed to get a loner without them.

Tn this respect, both Lipp-nann and Hartmann have stressed

an important fact^ namely , that the beliefs of religion can-
14 

not be proved upon any extra-religious errounds. From the

point of view of pure argument the most that could be inferred 

from the ethical judgment cited by Fashdall is that the theis 

tic belief is highly probable. Further conc.lusiveness which 

is involved in the argument is probably derived from the fact 

that something of G-od' s nature is actually 'given' in that 

judgment . "Is nature is not inferred from the objectiveness 

of the judgment, but the objectiveness of the judgment is

. Cf. "artmann Fthic Vol^ITI P- 
14. Cf. •?. P. ^atthews God in Christian Thought and 
Experience p.



given In the objectiveness of God as I:r e thus confronts the 

human conscience. Hence, theistic "belief is not necessarily 

inferred from the objective nature of that judgment, but is 

criven in it. This belief, therefore, reauires no more Jus 

tification than the judgment itself. On the contrary, unless 

it were thus criven, no kind of inference froT o^her grounds 

could furnish more than probable grounds for believing it.

RashdalT goes on to point out a fact which is pertinent 

here. T^hile arerulnp; that the apprehension of religious 

truth does not depend upon any special organ of knowledge

but upon the "wholly unique faculty of limed lately discernins-
lc 

values or pronouncing moral judgments", he goes on to add

that this faculty is not Infall ible but depends upon both

training and experience. None the less, if this faculty is
16 

not trusted there is no reason to trust any judgment at all.

In other words, in the judgments of value and ethical claims 

with which men are confronted actual knowledge reaches its 

hlerhest decree of certainty. These claims come from beyond. 

They mav cut across all desires, previous plans, and habits 

of action. Obedience to them often seems ridiculous In the 

llerht of conventions. Hence the possibility of self-Induced 

illusion or "wish-thinking" is reduced to a minimum. Further, 

these claims are Immediately recognized to be valid beyond any 

need for proof other than their own presence as demands.

. Rashdall op. cit., p. 127- 
16. Ibid p. BO.
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In accepting, this view of man's capacity for religious 

knowledge there are some dangers which should be guarded 

against. (1) The first one has already been mentioned. It

is the idea, that the certainties of religion are derived
17 

or inferred from the certainties of the moral life. In

so far as the moral judgment affords religious knowledge 

that knowledge is criven by God in and through that judgment. 

Thus, the experience is not purely moral in the narrower 

sense of the term, but is fundamentally religious. Just be 

cause G-od speaks in and through the apprehension of ethical 

values is no reason to identify relis-ious experience with 

moral experience in the narrow sense of secular or legalistic 

morality. The aesthetic object is apprehended at least princip 

ally by the physical senses, but that does not imply that 

the experience of beauty is the same as the experience of any 

mundane object.

(2) In the second place religious experience should not 

be confined merely to experience in which God first confronts 

the human spirit. The Saints bear testimony to the genuineness 

of such experiences as "delight in the Lord." Contemplation 

of God's Majesty and His Glory likewise, is surely within the 

scope of religious experience.

(3) Such a view of the way God confronts the human spirit 

may also lead to a radical individualism which ignores the

17. See Professor Baillie's treatment of this point, op. cit., 
pp. 346-351.
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fact that participation in the religious fellowship is fund 

amental to religious experience. Obedience to the claims of 

God upon the individual human soul can have no concrete 

reality apart from human needs and acceptance of the challenge 

which those needs present. "Inasmuch as ye have done it unto 

one of the least of these my brethrsn, ye have done it unto me." 

If men are confronted by ^od in the form of an ethical

claim, religious certainty is ^iven in this very claim and
18 

the way it comes, G-od turns toward man and imparts unto him

certain knowledge of Himself in the very act of confronting 

man with an inexorable claim. Certainty is strangely and 

wonderfully given, yet not to the passive spectator but to 

the morally earnest, the 'pure in heart 1 .

CONDITIONS OF RELIGIONS CERTAINTY

These special features of religious certainty involve a 

series of definite conditions which must be met before there 

can be any real certainty.

(1) Foremost among these perhaps is personal faith or 

trust In nod. In a sense this is crlven when God turns to a 

person, but It must be met with the appropriate response. As 

a condition of religious certainty then, faith as an exercise 

of the believer is required. Unless there is this reciprocity 

of faith, as in the case of himan relationships, the relation

18. Cf. Hermann op. cit., p. 161.
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between God and man is not effective in producing certainty. 

Further, it is only by living in faith already riven that 

increased faith can be expected. 1'hus, when the Disciples 

said, "we believe; help thou our unbelief", they described 

the higher loeric of religious experience.

(?) If the certainties of religion are given in the ex 

perience of ethical claim and the apprehension of values, 

religious certainty is really morally conditioned. Religious 

experience has often borne testimony to this fact. Men of 

faith have realized that it is the 'pure in heart 1 who see 

G-od. Moreover, any attempt to reason away the ethical impera 

tives or put in their place some product of "wish-thinking" 

puts one outside the sphere in which G-od comes to men. Such 

Intellectual insincerity has not been infrequent in the history 

of religious development, but it has always been regarded as 

a dangerous kind of sin. Sincere and courageous thinking then, 

with respect to the fundamental values of life and the claims 

of the moral consciousness is a necessary condition of relig 

ious certainty. Or in the words of Hermann, "It is only

when we share these moral activities that we first begin to
19

live in that world in which we can become aware of our God." 

^o live perpetually in a world df fancy or of "wish-creation" 

is to live In an artlfical world; a world in which God 

refuses to reveal ^imself. In other words, God turns to 

men in the ethical claims laid upon them. If men refuse to

19. Herrmann op. cit., p. 55.
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come to terns with these claims, naturally the certainty 

concerning Himself priven therein will not be realized. 

Further, these claims must be met with a sincere and unin 

hibited emotional response. As Principal Oman puts it, a 

ricrht interest is required. Devotion to the Object of re 

ligious experience, therefore, becomes a condition of rel- 

ieri^us certainty. As in human relations love is the basis 

of understanding so also in the relation with God. Only 

those who 1 love much'can expect the certainty which comes only 

to those of the inner circle of devoted believers.

(3) ^oreover, if worship and participation in the fellow 

ship of believers is fundamental to reliffious certainty, surely 

any attempt to find certainty apart from this participation is 

destined to fall. At the same time, such an assertion must be 

^ade with the utmost of care, for the history of ecclesiasticism 

offers many evidences of how it may be abused. None the less, 

"that ~ an assertion of truth may lend itself to abuse is no 

reason either to declare It false or to ' regard it as unim 

portant. Devoted religious folk have found by experience that 

in worship and in fellowship each one 1 s faith is strengthened 

by the other and by n-od who works mightily amonpr His people. 

If then, one is to be certain in religion this experience-tested 

fact must not be overlooked. One must open his soul to the 

searching, and often condemning? Spirit of G-od as that Spirit is 

manifest in public and private worship. For this no substitute 

of Intellectual ability or moral endeavour seems quite adequate.



CHAPTER IX 

CONCLUSION

conclusion as to how and why the modern scientific 

attitude has led to uncertainty in religion may be set down 

briefly in this manner:

(1) In response to the need for a comprehensive world- 

view modern persons have universalized the postulates of 

science into a definite system of metaphysical dogmas. But

according to this world-view,the Object of religious
1 

experience can only "be regarded as unreal. Thus, by pre-

Juderine? the Object of religious experience to be unreal, 

the awareness of that Object has become so dimmed and 

mingled with suspicion that religious certainty is almost 

impossible.

(2) ^ollowinf the way suggested by the successes of 

scientific Inquiry in other fields, students of religion 

have endeavoured to understand the Bible more satisfactorily. 

But the personal awareness of G-od which alone can guide and

1. See examples cited PP. 102 - 107.
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give authority to the results of biblical criticism has been 

so dimmed that biblical criticism has proved devastating to 

religious certainty.

(3) In a way common to scientific procedure men have 

attempted to establish the validity of religious beliefs by 

examining facts which lie outside the sphere of religious 

experience. The failure of this attempt, therefore, has led 

many to doubt that real certainty in religion is possible for 

the honest and intelligent seeker.

(A) The exemplary kind of certainty obtainable within 

the sphere of the pure sciences has so impressed persons of 

today that any other kind of certainty seems quite inadequate. 

After failing to secure that exemplary kind of certainty 

concerning the central verities of religion they have 

concluded that the quest for certainty in religion is a false 

quest.

Similarly , in principle the modern scientific 

attitude denies that any kind of truth is morally conditioned. 

On the contrary, every truth should appear equally obvious 

to all possible unbiassed observers. Hence, 'the pure in 

heart 1 can no more expect to see and know God than anyone 

else. Nor is it in accord with the scientific attitude that 

those who 1 lovemuch 1 should obtain a special and authentic 

knowledge of God. Quite on the contrary,this love is opposed
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to the disinterestedness which conditions reliable knowledge 

of Reality. In this manner then, the scientific attitude 

tends to negate the ethical conditions of religious certainty, 

and put the quest for certainty outside the sphere of love 

and moral earnestness in which G-od naturally turns to men. 

Thus, in seeking certainty outside this special sphere, 

modern persons stand in no position to apprehend O-od's hand 

upon them and to enjov the certainty which that experience 

brings with it.

(5) In general, the very principles, habits of thought, 

presuppositions and emotional moods of the modern scientific 

attitude have contrived to negate the necessary conditions 

of religious certainty. Detached observation thus, is almost 

exactly opposed to that faithful participation which character 

izes religion. The first is impersonal, emotionally truncated, 

and supremely intellectualistic: the second srlows with 

personal warmth and presupposes an uninhibited emotional 

response. Detached observation sets out from a half- 

suspicion, whereas, trustful surrender to what presents 

itself from the Beyond sets out from a child-like confidence 

that involves self-committal. Thus, when modern persons 

insist that the scientific attitude is the only legitimate 

attitude they condemn that personal faith which conditions 

religious certainty.
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Finally, by regarding the Object of religious devotion 

as subjective and unreel, worship likewise has become empty 

and useless. .Even the purely psychological value of it is 

negated as soom as worshlpp32B realize that worship is merely 

a psychological exercise or a lesson in auto-suggestion. 

In this manner then, private as well as public worship along 

with the other conditions of religious certainty are negated 

and men find themselves ' haunted by their unbelief 1 .

This conclusion suggests some definite line? along 

which advocates of religion ^ay work in order to commend the 

relicrious way of life to persons of this veneration.

(1) In the first place, care should be taken to show 

the Inadequacies of the scientific attitude as a compre 

hensive world-view.

(2) Secondly, if biblical criticism had constant recourse 

to G-od 1 s presence as He comes in religious experience, the 

devastating influence of it would be exchanged for a fuller 

understanding and appropriation of God's YTord. In short, 

this certainty given in religious experience would become 

the principle of biblical criticism.

(3) Thirdly, by realizing the limits within which he 

must work the religious leader may avoid the danger of 

claiming to do more than he can actually accomplish. Thus, 

by recognizing that the verities of religion cannot be
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established upon or verified by reference to facts which lie 

outside the sphere of religious experience, many of the 

effects produced by the failure of such an attempt may be 

mitigated. Also, if it is clearly seen that any attempt to 

prove religious beliefs in this way is liable to fail,the

evidence from non-religious sources which is available may
with be used more effectively to collaborate^what is riven in

religious experience.

(4) Fourthly, the apologist may point out that religious 

certainty is actual certainty and that the exemplary kind 

which characterizes pure science is neither possible or 

desirable in reli.erion. Further, he may show that the onto- 

los'ical problems which are raised in every sphere of thinking 

and research, are finally formulated with respect to the 

vision of Ultimate Reality vouchsafed unto the Seers of 

religion and that no certainty of the actual world can be 

creater than the religious certainty which stands at the 

centre of it.

(5) And in the fifth place, the advocate of religion 

may attempt to persuade men to fulfil the conditions of rel 

igious certainty. Faithfulness, intellectual courage, ethical 

earnestness and devotion to that which comes from Beyond; 

these terms describe the sphere in which God turns toward 

men and pives of Himself to them. The advocate of religion
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may thus invite men to enter that sphere and he may 

confidently hope that C-od will so lay His hand upon 

them that they may truly believe, and "believing may 

have life in His Name.
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